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Summary 
In 1973, archeologists in China recovered a silk manuscript at Mawangdui, 
Changsha, which was later identified as the Huangdi Sijing (HDSJ/Four Canons 
of the Yellow Emperor) that had been lost for two millennia. The result of its 
discovery was a renewed interest in the study of the little-known Huang-Lao 
School of Daoism. Many scholars tend to read ideas within the HDSJ as typical of 
the school in general. However, any study of a school proper must take into 
account other texts identified as its members. I therefore take the conservative 
stance of reading my findings of the text locally, without presuming them to be 
true of Huang-Lao in general. 
The best-known line of the HDSJ is “Dao produces fa (which is usually 
translated either as model or law)”. It suggests to scholars that a pre-existing Dao 
normatively limits social institutions and the actions of agents. The most 
noteworthy works that have dealt indirectly on the subject of normativity are those 
that propose natural law readings. Careful analysis reveals that fa does not have 
the same extension as the Western notion of law. Hence, the label natural law 
should only be used with caution. 
Based on Hart’s minimum separation thesis, we understand natural law to 
consist of a necessary connection between law and morality. Randall Peerenboom 
claims that the HDSJ contains immutable laws of nature (which Joseph Needham 
denied the Chinese ever considering) and that human laws and institutions are 
grounded on these. Hence, the text contains a doctrine of natural law. Though 
punishment by Heaven/Tian for unethical actions is mentioned, Peerenboom 
understands these in modern scientific terms. Unfortunately, in this case, where 
the cosmos is robbed of a moral context, his natural law claim fails. Further, since 
laws of nature may not exist in the text per evidence supplied by Carine Defoort 
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and Sarah Queen, his formulation is problematic. Karen Turner’s natural law 
reading on the other hand incorporates a moral element in the notion of zheng, 
where the order generated by the Dao is a just (zheng) one. Close scrutiny of 
zheng’s usage in the HDSJ reveals that it is not necessarily moral in character, 
thus reducing the feasibility of her account. Also, positive sanction of nue/atrocity 
on some occasions in the text also makes any natural law reading implausible. 
 Against this backdrop, I suggest that Tian in the Pre-Qin context (as in the 
HDSJ) does indeed carry moralistic connotations. At the same time, the Dao-
discourse is suggestive of instrumental control of the cosmos, thus reducing the 
text’s moral texture. It may be discerned that the HDSJ’s author(s) has left 
normative devices in it in the form of a narrative, whose participant becomes 
constrained by the dictates of a moral Tian, as well as a hidden discourse that 
prescribes/proscribes behavior proper of a quasi-Yellow Emperor. Further, as the 
Dao-discourse is best understood as a device of persuasion that induces the 
participation of a power-hungry warlord, we may see the limited moral vision as a 




Chapter 1: The Huang-Lao School and the Huangdi Sijing  
My aim in this dissertation is to investigate the issue of normativity and 
other philosophical topics found in the Huangdi Sijing1 黄帝四经 (HDSJ) or The 
Yellow Emperor’s Four Canons, which was supposedly lost for two millennia but 
subsequently recovered at an archeological dig at Mawangdui 马王堆 in 1973. 
Though this document has more often than not been attributed to the little-known 
Huang-Lao 黄老  School of Daoism, I have decided not to assume that the 
doctrines contained within it are typical of that school. That is to say that though 
many would claim (and I would not deny) that texts that are properly classified 
within the Huang-Lao fold share some family resemblances, I am reluctant to take 
whatever characteristics found within the HDSJ to be common to all adherents of 
Huang-Lao. It ought to be noted that prior to 1973, interest in the Huang-Lao 
School was relatively lukewarm. The effect of the recovery of the HDSJ was that 
of a phenomenal increase in the number of articles written on the school in general 
and the HDSJ in particular. This creates the mistaken impression that the HDSJ 
adds substantially to our knowledge of what Huang-Lao entails. That it tells us 
more of the history of early Daoism cannot be doubted, though the significance of 
the text has somewhat been exaggerated. Thus, my proposal in this current chapter 
will be to adopt the conservative stance of taking whatever findings made in the 
subsequent chapters to be true only of the HDSJ without assuming them to be true 
of Huang-Lao in general.  
 Among works written in English which deal with the topic of normativity 
in the HDSJ (albeit indirectly), the most noteworthy ones are those which propose 
                                                 
1 I use the Hanyu Pinyin format for this and all subsequent Chinese names 
and terms, except for authors’ names if cited otherwise in the bibliography.  
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natural law readings. I will analyze two such readings in Chapter 3 and show that 
while these have their merits, they are not without problems. But before any study 
of natural law may proceed, a careful study must first be made regarding the 
Chinese understanding of law. I will therefore analyze two Chinese terms that 
have most frequently been translated as law – fa 法 and xing 刑, in Chapter 2. It 
will be shown that while these terms bear similarities with Western notions of law, 
the differences between them give us cause for caution in our use of natural law in 
the subsequent chapters. Finally in Chapter 4, I will offer an alternative account of 
normativity in the HDSJ that should escape criticism made of the natural law 
readings presented in the previous chapter.  I will now proceed with the subject 
matter of this chapter proper. 
The Huang-Lao School 
 
Though the term Huang-Lao has been in existence for over two millennia 
now, its meaning has remained unclear. That the prefix Huang refers to Huangdi 
黄帝 (the Yellow Emperor) and that the suffix Lao refers to Laozi 老子 is fairly 
uncontroversial.2 Prior to the discovery of 1973, Huang-Lao studies have largely 
been confined to scrutinizing the occurrences of the term Huang-Lao in the Shiji 
史记 and Hanshu 汉书. In recent times however, many scholars have tried to 
propose updated definitions based on characteristics which they identify in certain 
                                                 
2 One noteworthy explanation of the term is found in the Ziran 自然 
Chapter of the Lun Heng 论衡 by Wang Chong 王充at the close of the Later Han 
Dynasty: “Huang refers to Huangdi; Lao refers to Laozi (黄者，黄帝也；老者，




texts that they believe to be true of the Huang-Lao School in general.3 Here are a 
few: 
1. As a school with a philosophy best understood as a foundational 
naturalism, grounded on laws of nature.4 
 
2. As a school with three basic orientations: cosmology, psychology and self-
cultivation, and political thought.5 
 
3.  As a school with the following stance:6 
(a) Dao is the highest and most primary expression of universal 
potentiality, order and potency. “It is undifferentiated, 
indeterminate, and ineffable. Yet it is generative, autonomous, 
unchangeable, and complete.” 
(b) Dao is expressed in the cosmic order, which embraces both the 
world of nature and the human world; the human order is a subset 
                                                 
3 This approach as I will argue is problematic. 
 
4 This is the stance taken in Randall Peerenboom, Law and Morality in 
Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts of Huang-Lao (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 1993). 
 
5 From Harold Roth, “What is Huang-Lao?” Unpublished Paper presented 
at the Annual Meeting of the Association for Asian Studies (April 13), New 
Orleans, 1991. The paper takes into account what is true of the HDSJ as well as 
studies the author has done on Early Daoist mysticism, which includes portions of 
the Guanzi 管子, such as the Neiye 内业, Xinshu 心术, etc. 
 
6 This is taken from John Major, Heaven and Earth in Early Han Thought: 
Chapters Three, Four, and Five of the Huainanzi (Albany: State University Press 
of New York, 1993), 12. As much as the definition is supposedly based on studies 
on the Huainanzi, the author seems thoroughly influenced by Peerenboom’s 
reading of the HDSJ. Assuming what Peerenboom said of the HDSJ is true per 
point 1, it still seems more than a little problematic to presuppose those doctrines 
when reading the Huainanzi, see for instance points 3(b) – (e). The issue is 
particularly jarring for Major’s reading of the astronomical/astrological passages; 
they do not in themselves suggest Peerenboom’s reading of Huang-Lao yet Major 
has taken them to be basic rubrics for discerning the text’s intentions. 
 Ironically, though Major’s understanding of the Dao is in this case 
consistent with traditional readings of the Daoist Dao, in recent years scholars 
such as Hansen, Hall and Ames have interpreted it in other ways. In spite of the 
fact that Ames too has analyzed the Dao of the Huainanzi in his writings, its 
character is far from that as read by Major, if only because Ames imposes what he 
takes to be the meaning of Dao in the Lao-Zhuang tradition. See Roger T. Ames 
and D.C. Lau, Yuan Dao: Tracing Dao to Its Source (New York: Ballantine 
Books, 1998). I make no claim as to what the correct understanding of Dao in the 
Huainanzi ought to be. Either way, it can be seen how prejudices affect our 
reading of texts.  
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of the natural order. “Huang-Lao privileges the cosmic natural 
order: the natural order has normative priority.” 
(c) The human order presupposes the existence of royal government. 
But royal government must conform to natural order. For a king to 
act contrary to nature is both futile and wrong; the proper stance of 
the king is wuwei, “non-striving” or “taking no action contrary to 
nature.” 
(d) “A defining characteristic of the true king is the acquisition of … 
penetrating insight.” The king must learn all that can be learned 
about the natural order, so as to make his actions conform to it. 
(e)  The government of the true king is neither sentimental nor 
vacillating, and neither arbitrary nor domineering. Being in all 
respects in conformity with the patterns of the Dao as expressed in 
the natural order, it is balanced, moderate, and irresistibly strong. 
 
For the sake of argument, one could just let the authors of these definitions 
have their say and agree with them that they have gotten the texts they were 
examining right. But this begs the question as to how one can know them to be 
Huang-Lao passages on the one hand, and true of Huang-Lao in general on the 
other. It would seem inevitable for the authors to refer to traditional appellations 
of the term in the earliest known texts which contain the term, and operate their 
subsequent hermeneutic cycle based on those. Whether or not one can assume 
more than what was presupposed in the earliest texts with regards to Huang-Lao 
tenets will be evaluated later in this chapter. Let us rather proceed to a quick 
review of the occurrences of Huang-Lao in the Shiji. 
  Many of the figures in the Pre-Qin 先秦 era that had been implicated come 
from the Jixia 稷下 Academy at the State of Qi 齐, and they include Shen Dao 慎
到, Tian Pian 田骈, Huan Yuan 环渊, Jie Yu 接舆, etc. Non-Jixia figures that 
have been said to be influenced by its doctrines include Shen Buhai 申不害 and 
Han Fei 韩非 . This point, though seemingly a minor one, is nevertheless 
informative. In Chapter 73 of the Shiji, we find the biographies of Laozi, Zhuangzi 
庄子, Shen Buhai and Han Fei. This seems to imply a certain association in the 
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mind of Sima Qian 司马迁 of the doctrines of these figures. In this instance, we 
can at least be quite certain that the “Lao” in Huang-Lao refers to Laozi. It is here 
that the term Huang-Lao is used to describe the ideas of Shen Buhai and Han Fei: 
The teachings of Shenzi (i.e. Shen Buhai) originate in (those of) Huang-
Lao and deal primarily with xingming 刑 名  (forms and 
names/performance and title?) … Han Fei is a prince of the state of Han. 
He is fond of the teachings of xingming, models/law (fa), tact (shu 术), but 
his essentials go back to Huang-Lao … 
Hanzi snapped his plumb line, cut through to the truth of things, and made 
clear true from false, but carried cruelty and harshness to extremes, and 
was lacking in kindness. All these sprang from the idea of “the Way and 
its virtue,” but Laozi was the most profound of all. (Translation adapted)7
 
Thus, in Sima Qian’s reading, Huang-Lao could perhaps be the origin of ideas like 
xingming, fa and shu that we have come to associate with Legalist (fajia 法家) 
and proto-Legalist figures. 8  This is enigmatic to say the least as Laozi and 
Zhuangzi have long been thought to be strong opponents of legalistic policies. In 
fact, the Laozi, in Chapter 57, is known for its condemnation of the proliferation 
of laws as the cause of there being thieves. How then have such figures been 
associated with them? We will leave this question till later. However, one does 
well to note that Sima Qian himself appears to be well aware that there is great 
disparity in their doctrines in spite of the fact that they are related, as is evident in 
his remarks at the end of the chapter. 
Still another line of figures that have been associated with it are well-
known rulers and statesmen of the early Han Dynasty, namely Emperors Wen and 
                                                 
7 Sima Qian, Shiji, edited by William H. Nienhauser, translated by Tsai-fa 
Cheng, The Grand Scribe's Records (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1994-). 
 
8 I use the term Legalist for convenience. The term itself can be misleading, 




Jing (汉文帝、汉景帝), Empress Dou (窦太后), Cao Can 曹参, Tian Shu 田叔, 
etc. These inquiries, as has been observed by Chen Ligui 陈丽桂 and Paul Van 
Els, often end with interpretation of Huang-Lao along political lines,9 insofar as 
the mentioned Pre-Qin figures were known exponents of political theory and 
further that the fractious courtiers in the Early Han court were divided 
predominantly into the Confucian and Huang-Lao factions. However, a problem 
arises when we consider the sort of policies that Cao Can was associated with. 
Instead of legalistic ones involving xingming, he was said to practice the sort of 
wuwei 无为 laissez-faire governance taught in the Laozi. If we were to discount 
the remarks in the historical records that Emperor Wen was fond of the doctrines 
of xingming and the political in-fighting amongst the aristocrats and powerful 
courtiers, it is the Laozian version/vision of Daoism which seemed to inform the 
policies of the day. Thus, Feng Youlan interpreted Huang-Lao in the Han Dynasty 
to simply mean the doctrines of Laozi. But this would be a mistake. One ought to 
note that the Huang-Lao faction is typically associated with xingming in the 
historical records. This should at least indicate that xingming is an integral part of 
Huang-Lao culture.10  
                                                 
9 Paul van Els, “Guest Editor’s Introduction,” in Contemporary Chinese 
Thought: The Many Faces of Huang-Lao 34.1 (Fall 2002): 6. See also: Hans Van 
Ess, “The Meaning of Huang-Lao in Shiji and Hanshu,” in Etudes Chinoises 12 
(2): 161-77. 
 
10 The enigma deepens further when we consider that at some point in time 
after the Huang-Lao faction lost its political standing in court during the reign of 
Emperor Wu 汉武帝 (140 BC), Huang-Lao practitioners often become associated 
with “religious” matters, so much so that it may be said that religious Daoism has 
its roots in Huang-Lao. See Yu Mingguang and Tan Jianhui, “The Transformation 
of Scholarly Huang-Lao into Religious Huang-Lao,” in Contemporary Chinese 
Thought: The Many Faces of Huang-Lao 34.1 (Fall 2002): 82-97. 
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 The other clue that may be obtained via the Shiji is the description of the 
Daoist school by Sima Tan 司马谈 in Chapter 130. In it, he criticizes five of six 
schools he identifies in turn, only to exalt the Daoist school for absorbing the best 
elements of each of the five. We would notice here that the term Daoist as he uses 
it bears little resemblance to the iconoclastic Lao-Zhuang 老庄 tradition that many 
have come to associate with Daoism:  
The Daoists enables the essential vital energy and spirit of human beings 
to be concentrated and unified. They move in unison with the Formless 
and provide adequately for all living things. In deriving their techniques, 
they follow the grand compliances [between humans and the cosmos] of 
the Yin-yang School, select the best of the Confucians and Mohists, and 
extract the essentials of the School of Names and Legalists...[Daoists] take 
no action (wuwei) but also say that nothing is left undone (wubuwei). Their 
substance is easy to practice but their words are difficult to understand. 
Their techniques take emptiness and nothingness as the foundation, 
adaptation and compliance [with cosmic patterns] as the 
application....[They show how] the ruler [can] unite with the Great Dao, 
obscure and mysterious, and after illuminating the whole world revert to 
the Nameless. (Italics mine)11
 
Rather, we can see that Sima Tan clearly sees it as a syncretic12 system of thought. 
In light of this, if Sima Tan did not have Lao-Zhuang in mind, he would most 
likely be referring to that other lesser-known version of Daoism that is Huang-
                                                 
11 Sarah Queen, Nathan Sivin, and Harold Roth, “Syncretic Visions of 
State, Society, and Cosmos,” in Sources of Chinese Tradition, 2nd ed. Compiled 
by Wm. Theodore deBary and Irene Bloom (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1999), 279-82. 
 
12 Csikszentmihalyi and Nylan see Huang-Lao as “a category created by 
Sima Qian and retrospectively imposed on a handful of his contemporaries and 
figures in the previous generation.” Their explanation combines the feature of 
syncretism (without emphasizing its exact contents and combination) with the 
political motive for inventing the school as an alternative tradition to rival the 
Confucians. Kidder Smith accepts this explanation and employs this insight to 
probe the “invention” of the schools in Shiji Chapter 130 further. See Mark 
Csikszentmihalyi, and Michael Nylan, “Constructing Lineages and Inventing 
Traditions through Exemplary Figures in Early China,” in T’oung Pao 89 (2003): 
58-99, and Kidder Smith, “Sima Tan and the Invention of Daoism, ‘Legalism,’ et 
cetera,” in Journal of Asian Studies 62.1 (February 2003): 129-59. 
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Lao. Of course, one ought not to underestimate the influence of Laozi, as can be 
seen by the inclusion of the famous dictum of “taking no action while leaving 
nothing undone” (wuwei er wubuwei 无为而无不为 ), as well as terms like 
“emptiness” (xu 虚) and “nothingness” (wu 无) which have long become standard 
terms in early Chinese mysticism. Thus, even by Lao-Zhuang standards, the 
Daoistic influence is unmistakable. Whether or not the exposition here is a faithful 
representation or an aberration of the Laozi is another matter, though I suspect 
many would judge the latter to be the case. In the 1930s, Hu Shi identified the 
Huainanzi 淮南子  as a Daoist work, although he made use of Sima Tan’s 
description of Huang-Lao to describe it. If we were to understand Huang-Lao in 
terms of that description, then we could say that a Huang-Lao work might have 
already been identified at that point in time, decades before the Mawangdui 
discovery. 13  Assuming that the doctrines of Huang-Lao are of the sort that 
embody both the laissez-faire spirit of Laozi as well as concepts with legalistic 
overtones like xingming, the fact that the school is syncretic to begin with might 
resolve our initial puzzlement. With this hermeneutic device, the possibility 
existed for scholars to plow the extant classical literature for syncretic passages 
that conform to that principle. To illustrate the point here, I will quote from two 
purported Pre-Qin sources: 
Hence, during the Yellow Emperor’s reign, fa (model/law) was instituted 
and remained unchanged, causing the people to rest in [the] fa … So-
called ren 仁 (benevolence), yi 义 (rightness), li 礼 (ritual) and yue 乐 
(music) stem from fa. It was with these that the Ancient Kings unified the 
people.  
                                                 
13 Hu Shi also disparagingly calls the Daoist school a dumping ground for 
concepts derived from other schools. For details, see Hu Shi 胡适, Zhongguo 
Zhonggu Sixiangshi Changbian 中国中古思想史长编 (Jiangsu: Huadong Shifan 
Daxue, 1996), 279-84. 
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(Guanzi 管子, Renfa 任法) 
 
Ren, yi, li, yue, ming (titles/names), fa, xing (punishments) and shang 赏
(rewards). These were the eight techniques (shu) that the Five Emperors 五
帝 and Three Kings 三王 used to order (zhi 治) the world.  
(Yinwenzi 尹文子, Dadao Xia 大道下)14
 
However, few scholars had taken the interest to study the Huang-Lao phenomenon 
at length.15 Only a handful of articles were composed in the pre-1973 era. But all 
that changed with the recovery of the HDSJ, with no less than 140 articles written 
on Huang-Lao, and among those, 97 were devoted exclusively to the HDSJ.16 All 
this seems to suggest that the Mawangdui manuscripts are in fact a Huang-Lao 
work. Their association with the Huang-Lao School owes much to the proof 
supplied by Tang Lan 唐兰 that they are indeed the HDSJ. Before examining his 
proof, here is a brief description of the archeological dig of 1973 and its fruits: 
The Mawangdui Tomb Inventory and the Identification of the HDSJ 
 
The Mawangdui archeological site at Changsha 长沙, in the Hunan 湖南 
province (the location of the ancient state of Chu 楚) houses three Han Dynasty 
tombs. Tomb No. 2 belonged to Li Cang 利苍 (died 186 BC), who was prime 
                                                 
14 There are two issues that ought to be acknowledged here. Firstly, I am 
aware that the Pre-Qin authorship of these texts is in doubt, particularly the 
Yinwenzi passage. My point in any case is that syncretism of the sort described in 
the Shiji is not unknown in extant literature subsequent to the HDSJ’s 
disappearance.  Secondly, though these passages appear overtly legalistic in 
flavor, the willingness of the authors to acknowledge the utility of Confucian 
sensibilities whilst grafting these ideas to some form of Legalism is the point I 
wish to bring forth. 
 
15 One trend of thought among those who have taken little or no interest in 
Huang-Lao studies is that since much of Han Dynasty thought is characterized by 
syncretism anyway, there is little to be excluded from the term Huang-Lao if that 
is the predominant sense it conveys. See for instance Ames and Lau, Yuan Dao: 
Tracing Dao to Its Source. 
 
16 van Els, “Guest Editor’s Introduction,” 5. The figure was extracted from 
Chen Ligui’s bibliography in 1998 and is possibly longer by now. 
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minister of Changsha, while tomb No. 1 belonged to his wife, Xin Zhui 辛追.17 
Of particular interest to scholars in the fields of sinology, religious studies and 
philosophy is Tomb No. 3, belonging to Li Cang’s son, that contained a lacquered 
box, which contained silk manuscripts of works ranging many topics including 
philosophy, Daoist yoga, medicine, astrology, divination, etc. 18  Judging by a 
bamboo tablet found in his tomb, archeologists tell us that it may be proven that 
he died in the twelfth year of Emperor Wen’s reign (168 BC). This means that the 
writings in his tomb (both known and newly rediscovered ones) must have at least 
been composed at this date or earlier. And amongst these, the two scrolls that have 
received the greatest attention are the ones which contain the earliest known 
(complete) versions of the Laozi 老子 (now dubbed the A and B versions).19 A 
jarring feature of these versions is the placement of the “De” portion of the Laozi 
ahead of the “Dao” portion, in an orientation reminiscent of Han Fei’s Laozi 
commentaries. This has led some scholars to speculate that these Laozi versions 
reflect a legalistic orientation. Immediately following the A version (written in a 
script that reflects the influence of both the seal/zhuan 篆 and clerical/li 隶 styles) 
are four works previously unknown in academic circles. The first of these is a 
                                                 
17 Arguably, it is Xin Zhui who has captured the attention and imagination 
of the masses in recent times. Readers would recall the sensation that was caused 
in the media by the reconstruction of her facial features by researchers, which was 
made possible owing to the well-preserved state of her mummified remains. As of 
the time of writing, the author notes that a period drama series is underway which 
makes her the central character of the story.    
 
18 A treatment of this subject matter is to be found in Jan Yun-Hua, “The 
Silk Manuscripts of Taoism,” in T’oung pao 63.1 (1977): 65-84. 
 
19 Of course on the other hand, the earliest known incomplete versions of 




work reminiscent of the Daxue 大学, the second is thought to be the long-lost Yi 
Yin Jiuzhu 伊尹九主, the third is a treatise on military defense, while the fourth is 
a Confucian work concerning the Wuxing 五行.20  Based on a study of tabooed 
characters, this scroll was most probably copied late during the reign of Liu Bang 
刘邦 at earliest or during the reigns of Emperor Hui 惠帝 and Empress Dowager 
Lü 吕后 at latest.  
Of immediate interest to us are the four sets of text that precede the B 
version of the Laozi. These texts are written in the clerical script and based on the 
avoidance of tabooed characters, it may be ascertained that they were copied after 
the A version, perhaps during the early years of Emperor Wen’s 文帝 reign (179 – 
168 BC). No single title links the four texts together although distinct titles have 
been discerned for each of them. They are the Jingfa 经法, Shiliujing 十六经, 
Cheng 称 and Daoyuan 道原, in order of appearance. Technically, the option is 
open to treat these texts as separate compositions in themselves without insisting 
                                                 
20 The Daxue-like document is also said to quote a fair bit from the 
Mencius. The fourth document on the other hand solves an age-old puzzle 
concerning Xunzi’s 荀子 critique of Zisi 子思 and Mencius 孟子in the Fei Shierzi 
非十二子 chapter of the Xunzi, that they concerned themselves with the Wuxing. 
As we can now tell, the Wuxing referred not to the “Five 
Elements/Agents/Phases” of the Yin-yang School, but the Five Constant Virtues as 
can be reconstructed from the Mencius – namely ren, yi li, zhi, sheng.  The Yi Yin 
Jiuzhu deals extensively with xingming and in many ways present a political 
vision not unlike that of the HDSJ. Thus there is little objection to classify it as a 
Huang-Lao document so long as we are in agreement with the HDSJ’s affiliation.  
In this case however, the document is a dialogue between the sagely Tang 汤and 
his famous minister Yi Yin 伊尹.  See Yu Mingguang 余明光, “Boshu Yi Yin 
Jiuzhu yu Huanglao zhi Xue” 帛书《伊尹·九主》与黃老之学, in Daojia 
Wenhua Yanjiu 3 (1993): 340-8, and Wei Qipeng 魏启鹏, “Qian Huanglao 
Xingming zhi Xue de Zhengui Yipian – Du Mawangdui Hanmu Boshu Yi Yin 
Jiuzhu” 前黃老形名之学的珍贵佚篇 － 读马王堆汉墓帛书《伊尹·九主》, in 
Daojia Wenhua Yanjiu 3 (1993): 330-9. 
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that they form an integrated whole, as was the case for the four texts following the 
A Laozi. This is in fact the opinion of a great many scholars.21 Even so, along 
with the texts’ initial publication in Wenwu 文物 in 1974, Tang Lan advanced his 
influential proof that these texts are in fact the long-lost Huangdi Sijing in four 
pian 篇 (sections?) which appears in the Yiwenzhi 艺文志 of the Hanshu 汉书. 
The reasons for his assertion are as follows:22
(1) Based on the contents of the texts, these four texts form part of a book. 
The thought expressed in these separate sections is remarkably consistent. They 
are Daoist in character, representing a development of the ideas in the Laozi. 
Further, since the Yellow Emperor appears in the second text, it may be shown 
that the book is a Yellow Emperor text. What is more, the book in question 
contains four sections, which matches the description of the HDSJ listed in the 
Daoist section of the Hanshu bibliography. 
(2) Since the texts were copied during Emperor Wen’s reign, when 
Daoism was in the vogue, any book worthy of being copied in front of a venerated 
text like the Laozi must itself be a revered one. Since the Laozi has already been 
elevated to the status of a classic (jing) by this time, the texts preceding it must be 
                                                 
21 Robin Yates, for one, has taken pains to write separate descriptions of 
the contents of each of these texts in his translation of them. 
 
22 I have tried to summarize Tang Lan’s points as far as possible without 
trivializing his arguments. For a more complete deduction, please see his original 
article: Tang Lan 唐兰, “Huangdi Sijing Chutan”《黃帝四经》初谈, in Wenwu 
10 (1974): 448-52. Tang Lan rehearsed the arguments again in another article the 
following year in: Tang Lan 唐兰, “Mawangdui Chutu Laozi yiben qian Guyishu 
de Yanjiu” 马王堆出土《老子》乙本卷前古佚书的研究, in Kaogu Xuebao 1 
(1975): 7-38. In the latter article however, he devotes some attention to the issue 
of authorship of the texts, suggesting that they were written by a Legalist recluse 
from the state of Zheng 郑.  
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a jing as well, as an expression of status. Hence it is most probably the Huangdi 
Sijing.  
(3) Two sections of the book, namely the Jingfa and Shiliujing, contain the 
word jing, and the other two (though not so-called) are written in way consistent 
with jings in general.  
(4) There are 37 entries of texts in the Daoist category in the Yiwenzhi, five 
of which relate to the Yellow Emperor: 
Huangdi Sijing (The Yellow Emperor’s Four Canons) in four pian 
Huangdi Ming 黄帝铭 (Yellow Emperor Inscriptions) in six pian 
Huangdi Junchen 黄帝君臣 (Yellow Emperor: Lord and Subjects) in 10 
pian 
 
Za Huangdi 杂黄帝 (The Yellow Emperor Miscellany) in 58 pian 
Li Mu23 力牧 in 22 pian 
To be sure, many other texts belonging to other schools of thought like the Yin-
yang School, Divination School, Immortality School, etc., bear the name of the 
Yellow Emperor. However, based on the number of subsections these texts are 
said to contain, the rediscovered texts in question match only the HDSJ. Of course, 
if we discount the fact for the sake of argument that these texts form an integrated 
whole, the Shiliujing (originally read as Shidajing/10 Great Jing at the time of 
Tang Lan’s writing), which contains numerous conversations between the Yellow 
Emperor and his subjects, may hypothetically match the Huangdi Junchen in 10 
pian. However, this option may be safely ruled out by the fact that the text is 
                                                 
23 Li Mu was an advisor and subject of the Yellow Emperor. 
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divided into 15 subsections and not 10. 24   Neither can it be the Li Mu which is 
supposed to be in 22 subsections (although to be sure, the persona of Li Mu does 
appear in the Shiliujing). Nor are the texts in total written in the ming (Inscription) 
style, so they cannot be the Huangdi Ming. The Za Huangdi in 58 sections may be 
ruled out also based on a count of the number of sections in the texts in question. 
 Furthermore, the Jingjizhi 经籍志 of the Suishu 隋书 (History of the Sui 
Dynasty) contains an entry that says: 
In the time of the Han, there were 37 Daoist texts in circulation … among 
them, the Huangdi in four pian and Laozi in two pian are the most 
profound.  
 
Interestingly, the scroll in question happens to contain a Yellow Emperor text (in 
Tang Lan’s view) in four sections and a Laozi text divided into two sections 
copied during the early Han Dynasty. This seems to suggest that the Yellow 
Emperor text in question is the HDSJ. 
(5) Lastly, Han Dynasty works like the Chunqiu Fanlu 春秋繁露 , 
Huainanzi, Shiji and Shuoyuan 说苑 can be seen to quote extensively from the 
text. So it may be assumed that it was widely circulated enough not to be left out 
in an official bibliography. Under these circumstances, the most reasonable 
assumption is that the texts really are the HDSJ. 
                                                 
24 On the other hand, reading the title as Shiliujing (Sixteen Jings) is 
enigmatic as well, since the section divides into 15 subsections and not 16.  Gao 
Zheng has argued in an article that the title ought to be read as Shisi Jing 
(Fourteen Jings) instead in: Gao Zheng 高正, “Boshu Shisijing Zheng Ming” 帛
书‘十四经’正名, in Daojia Wenhua Yanjiu 3 (1993): 283-4. Still others like 
Robin Yates has followed Li Xueqin’s suggestion of just calling it Jing. See Li 
Xueqin 李学勤, “Mawangdui Boshu Jingfa Dafen ji Qita” 马王堆帛书《经
法·大分》及其他, in Daojia Wenhua Yanjiu 3 (1993): 274-82. 
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 This interpretation has won the favor of some acclaimed scholars in the 
circle, notably Yu Mingguang, Chen Guying and Wang Bo.25 In fact, Yu and 
Chen have defended Tang Lan’s views at length against his detractors in books 
devoted exclusively to the study of text. Other scholars find the arguments 
unpersuasive and prefer to call the book the Huang-Lao Silk Manuscripts.26 Still 
others have argued that the philological evidence suggests that the texts were not 
written by the same hand and hence they need not be regarded as forming a single 
book.27 Whatever the case may be, I shall just call it the HDSJ for convenience 
because it is not my purpose in this thesis to debate on such matters. I am more 
concerned rather with the philosophical positions of the text and the 
interpretations that others have had on it. I am convinced that it is a Daoist text 




                                                 
25 See Yu Mingguang 余明光, Huangdi Sijing yu Huanglao Sixiang 黃帝
四经与黃老思想 (Haerbin: Heilongjiang Renmin Chubanshe, 1989), Chen 
Guying 陈鼓应, Huangdi Sijing Jinzhujinyi 黃帝四经今注今译 (Taipei: Taiwan 
Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1995) and Wang Bo 王博, “Lun Huangdi Sijing 
Chansheng de Diyu” 论《 黃 帝 四 经》产生的地域, in Daojia Wenhua Yanjiu 3  
(1993): 223-40. 
 
26 For a rebuttal of the points of Tang Lan’s hypothesis see: Qiu Xigui 裘
锡圭, “Mawangdui Laozi Yipian Juan Qian Guyishu Bingfei Huangdi Sijing” 马
王堆帛书《老子》乙本卷前古佚书并非《 黃 帝 四 经》, in Daojia Wenhua 
Yanjiu 3 (1993): 285-96. 
 
27 See Paola Carrozza, “A Comparative Study of the Mawangdui 
Manuscripts Jingfa and Jing: Rhetorical Strategies and Philosophical Terms” 
(Masters dissertation, McGill University, 1999) and Edmund Ryden, The Yellow 
Emperor’s Four Canons: A Literary Study and Edition of the Text from 
Mawangdui (Taipei: Guangqi Chubanshe, 1997). 
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Huang-Lao and the HDSJ 
 
It appears that no matter how one studies the Huang-Lao phenomenon, one 
relies heavily on the extant historical texts (such as the Shiji and Hanshu). That 
the text we identify as the HDSJ is so cannot be ascertained without comparing its 
ideas against what has been traditionally known from those sources. However, the 
problem as was seen is that the evidence presented tends to point to the fact that 
Huang-Lao may very well have been an evolving movement whose doctrines had 
altered over the course of time.28 So the term may allow for a far wider range of 
texts to be identified as being Huang-Lao than a specific manifestation of Huang-
Lao (like the HDSJ) would allow. The danger then is that in unjustifiably giving 
the HDSJ the preeminent position it enjoys now in Huang-Lao studies we may be 
focusing on a far narrower view of Huang-Lao than was ever perceived 
traditionally. 
 As an analogy, one could raise the example of the various varieties of 
Confucianism. Even though Mencius and many Confucians in the following 
centuries viewed human nature as innately good, we know that there had been at 
least one thinker (i.e. Xunzi) identifying himself as Confucian who thought 
otherwise. Since the Mencian and Xunzian varieties are similarly accepted as 
forms of Confucianism, one ought to be cautious in identifying what is true of 
Confucianism in general. One wonders what one’s understanding of Confucianism 
would be like if one relied solely on the Xunzi and identified its author’s doctrine 
of human nature being evil as typical of the school. 
 The lesson drawn from this is that the study of any school, Confucianism, 
Daoism, or Huang-Lao, must be based on a collection of texts which have been 
                                                 
28 See Yu and Tan, “The Transformation of Scholarly Huang-Lao into 
Religious Huang-Lao.” 
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identified as belonging to that school. Otherwise one risks misidentifying its core 
characteristics.  The upshot is that given the limited scope of this dissertation, I 
cannot justifiably claim whatever I try to prove of the HDSJ to be true of the 
Huang-Lao school in general. The same is to be said of the doctrines that are 
presented in the following section. 
The Doctrines of the Texts as Identified by Scholars: 
 
The way in which one interprets the HDSJ can vary in complexity 
depending on the approach one undertakes. If one were concerned purely with 
issues of the identity of the text, its place of origin, the identity of the author(s), 
the sources of redaction for its ideas, then one’s research would tend to 
concentrate on philological issues rather than philosophical ones. This would 
typify the work by Yates, Ryden, Carozza and I dare say most of the Chinese 
scholars who have done some work on the HDSJ. Even so, it appears quite 
impossible to coherently classify the work done by the various scholars into single 
dimensional approaches, i.e. it would not be feasible to simply call scholar X’s 
approach philological, Y’s approach philosophical, Z’s approach historical per se. 
Each scholar’s work appears to combine a number of different foci. In spite of this, 
there are of course ideas that may be readily identified without imposing too many 
assumptions that can be gleamed from a surface reading of the text, and of these, 
there is little disagreement among scholars with different approaches. For instance, 
one will immediately notice that in spite of our identification of the HDSJ as 
Daoist following the Yiwenzhi, and that it contains echoes of Daoist cosmology 
that one sees in the Laozi, it bears little resemblance to the latter in that it preaches 
neither anarchistic nor laissez-faire doctrines. Tang Lan rightly recognizes the 
legalistic flavor of the text, although saying that it is the work of a Legalist recluse 
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certainly overstates the case (I will justify my criticism later). One notes that the 
text contains not only a combination of just Daoist and Legalist ideas, but also 
terms used by Mohists. 29  (Confucian terms however are not explicitly used.) 
Further, one finds in it a reasonably detailed description of aligning one’s actions 
in accordance with the cycles of the cosmos and advocates the use of the yin-yang 




The important ideas that scholars attribute to the HDSJ in general can be 
found in the Jingfa alone. It comprises nine essays with a total of five thousand 
characters. The opening line of the first subsection (i.e. Dao sheng fa) is perhaps 
the best known even by people who are not directly engaged in Huang-Lao studies: 
The Dao produces law (Dao sheng fa 道生法). Law is what draws the line 
between gain and loss, and makes clear the curved and the straight. He 
who grasps the Dao, therefore produces law and does not venture to 
transgress it, establishes law and does not venture to oppose it … [If] he is 
able to align himself, then he will be not confused when he sees and knows 
the world.  
(Daofa 道法, p. 51)30
 
Analogous to the status that the first chapter of the Laozi has on the interpretation 
of the text as a whole, the Daofa has also become the rubric for understanding the 
HDSJ in general. Note here however that fa does not necessarily mean law, for it 
can be taken more generally to mean model or standard. Tu Wei-ming was 
                                                 
29 This will be shown very clearly in Chapter 2.  
 
30 Yates’ translation is used for this and all subsequent HDSJ passages 
unless otherwise stated. The page numbers indicate where they occur in Robin 
Yates, Five Lost Classics: Tao, Huang-Lao, and Yin-Yang in Han China (New 
York: Ballantine Books, 1997). I will show that “law” is an inappropriate 




certainly more cautious to this effect and has read fa as model.31 A number of 
scholars on the other hand, namely Peerenboom, Turner and Cheng Chung-ying, 
have taken the fa to indeed mean law, and this has immediate consequences to our 
understanding of the evolution of the Chinese legal tradition.32 For Peerenboom 
and Turner in particular, this implies that the ruler is not above the law (thus law 
is not positivistic and based arbitrarily on the whims of the ruler), but is 
constrained by both it and the Dao.33 In fact, law is not even a human invention 
properly speaking; it emanates directly from the Dao. Insofar as the Dao contains 
within itself the blueprint for the successful functioning of the cosmos, it is the 
onus of the ruler to institute the objective standards of the cosmos for his own 
sake and the sake of all. In this sense, the conception of law in the HDSJ differs 
                                                 
31 Tu Wei-Ming, “The ‘Thought of Huang-Lao’: A Reflection on the Lao 
Tzu and Huang Ti Texts in the Silk Manuscripts of Ma-wang-tui,” in Journal of 
Asian Studies 39.1 (Nov. 1979): 95-110. 
 
32 See: Cheng Chung-Ying, “Metaphysics of Tao and Dialectics of Fa: An 
Evaluation of the HTSC in Relations to Lao Tzu and Han Fei and an Analytical 
Study of Interrelationships of Tao, Fa, Hsing, Ming and Li,” in Journal of Chinese 
Philosophy 10 (1983): 251-84, Karen Turner, “The Theory of Law in the Ching-
fa,” in Early China 14 (1989): 55-76, and Peerenboom, Law and Morality in 
Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts of Huang-Lao. 
 
33 There is an anecdotal legend (which does not occur here) that once 
Emperor Wen paid the revered Heshanggong 河上公 (the putative author of a 
Laozi commentary which carries his name) a visit and when the old man refused 
to pay homage to the ruler, the emperor took offence and censured him by quoting 
Chapter 25 of the Laozi as emphasizing the pre-eminence of the king. 
Immediately Heshanggong levitated off the ground and the emperor fell to his 
knees. Heshanggong, the immortal, then said that since he did not rest on the earth 
on which the emperor ruled over, he is not his subject and thereafter admonished 
him by saying that ultimately, no one is above the Dao. This legend is now largely 
thought to be apocryphal and late in date, but in some ways it does reflect the 
ethos expressed in the Daofa. See Alan Chan, “The Formation of the Ho-shang 
Kung Legend,” in Sages and Filial Sons: Mythology and Archaeology in Ancient 
China, ed. by Julia Ching and R.W.L. Guisso (Hong Kong: The Chinese 
University Press, 1991), 101-34. 
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markedly from that of Shang Yang 商鞅 and Han Fei,34  and therein lies the 
shortcoming of Tang Lan’s hasty assessment of the text being legalistic in nature. 
Does this imply that the HDSJ contains a theory of natural law? In Peerenboom 
and Turner’s readings this certainly is the case. But one ought to be cautious that 
whatever we call natural law here is not what natural law is in the West. This will 
become clear as in the following chapters.  
Before going on to the next text, I would like to draw the reader’s attention 
to another interesting aspect of the Jingfa, and that is its philosophy of language. 
Consider the following excerpt: 
As for vacuity and nonexistence, an autumn hair brings an object into 
existence, for it then necessarily has a form (xing) and name (ming). If 
form and name are established, then the distinction between black and 
white has been made …. No worldly affair does not make a form and 
name, reputation and claim for itself. If forms and names have been 
established, reputations and appellations set up, then there is nowhere to 
conceal one’s tracks or hide one’s true aims. 
 (Daofa, p. 51) 
 
Of course, within the context of Chinese philosophy, there is nothing unusual 
about establishing names so as to be able to govern smoothly, for even Confucius’ 
notion of zhengming 正名 (rectification of names) suggests as much. The key 
difference however stems from the origin of names. In the Jingfa, the ruler 
himself does not define what the names of things are arbitrarily, in contrast to 
Xunzi’s thoroughly conventionalist approach to naming.35 Here, the doctrine as 
                                                 
34 In the case of Han Fei, the point is debatable. Leo Chang and Wang 
Hsiao-po have argued that his notion of law is similar to that of the HDSJ. See 
Wang Hsiao-po, and Leo Chang, Philosophical Foundations of Han Fei’s 
Political Theory (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1986). 
 
35 This conventionalist approach to naming is seen also in the Yinwenzi 
which was cited earlier as an instance of a Huang-Lao text. This further 
corroborates my point that one would be mistaken in taking any interesting 
looking doctrine to be typical of a school based on a single text alone. For a study 
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expressed seems to suggest to that an objectively proper relationship between 
forms and names has been set up by the Dao and successful governance is 
dependent on the ruler’s ability to discern it. Hence, Cheng Chung-Ying’s 
epistemological point that the ruler’s institution of objectively correct laws 
requires the intermediary of objectively defined names.36  In order to do so, the 
ruler must be quiescent and unbiased. The language used here is unmistakably 
similar to that found in other Daoistic texts of the period.  Lastly, one notes that 
while it is true as Creel says that xingming is a term associated with bureaucracy, 
i.e. that in some ways it is concerned with performance and title, the author of the 
text relates it to other elements (even physical objects) in the universe as well. It 
can be said to have metaphysical underpinnings. This shows that it is wholly 
reasonable to read the Jingfa as predicating the normatively privileged social 
order on the standards emanating from a non-human source - the Dao. 
Shiliujing 
 
This text contains a total of 15 essays, nine of which the Yellow Emperor 
and his assistants appear. Most of these nine essays are concerned with the Yellow 
Emperor’s attempt to overcome his archrival Chi You 蚩尤. More often than not, 
his assistants serve the function of Daoist teachers who instruct him on points in 
self-cultivation that will enable him to overcome his opponent and rule well. 
Equally significant is the narrative of the Yellow Emperor instituting yin and yang: 
                                                                                                                                      
of similarities between it and the Xunzi, see Hu Jiacong 胡家聪, Jixia Zhengming 
yu Huanglao Xinxue 稷下争鸣与黃老新学 (Beijing: Zhongguo Shehuikexue 
Chubanshe, 1998), 93-101. 
 
36 I will present a different reading in Chapter 2 which suggests that fa will 
be that by which one discerns names. In which case, the epistemological step is 
reversed, making the intuition of fa prior to names. This difference comes about as 
I, unlike Cheng Chung-Ying, do not take fa to refer to laws. 
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Now I will begin by distinguishing them (yin and yang) into two and 
separate them to make yin and yang; I will divide them to make the four 
seasons … thereby act as its constants … 
(Guan 观, p. 107) 
 
Also found within the same essay are the paired concepts of xing 刑 and de 德 
(punishment and virtue). These two cosmic powers move in tandem with yin and 
yang respectively through the four seasons. “Natural law” as manifested here, 
implies that the ruler ought to punish (xing) and reward (de) in accordance with 
the modality of the seasons, i.e. autumn and winter as the seasons of yin, and 
spring and summer as the seasons of yang.37   
 Insofar as a great many essays here deal with warfare, following the logic 
of the doctrine, successful expeditions depend on the campaigner’s compliance to 
the rhythms of the cosmos.38 The more perceptive among us will immediately 
realize that the preoccupation with war seems at odds with the general attitude of 
Laozi and Zhuangzi. Indeed, while the two favor adopting a feminine, passive 
attitude (expressed here as the Cijie 雌节, “female tally”), the Shiliujing (and 
indeed the entire HDSJ) advocates a balanced approached. Thus while there are 
times that a ruler ought to be passive, he ought rather to take the active role 
(embodying the Xiongjie 雄节, “male tally”) to eliminate his opponents when the 
opportunity arises and in accordance with the cosmic cycle. It is interesting to note 
that the Shiliujing contains the two earliest occurrences of a Daoist saying which 
appears in historical records (such as the Shiji and Hanshu). The aphorism in 
question is: If he were not to decide what ought to be decided, he would in turn 
                                                 
37 These will be dealt with in detail in Chapter 2. 
 
38 Even if one were to dismiss the Yellow Emperor stories as unreliable, 
one would still be able to find this doctrine manifested in the teachings of Fan Li 
范蠡, advisor to Gou Jian the King of Yue 越王勾践, in the Yueyu Xia 越语下of 
the Guoyu 国语. Many scholars see this as a source of the Shiliujing’s doctrines. 
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suffer disorder as a result (dang duan bu duan, fan shou qi luan 当断不断，反受
其乱).  
 Lastly, in the Xingzheng 姓争 passage in which the Yellow Emperor’s 
grandson Gao Yang 高阳 (otherwise known as Zhuanxu 颛顼, the second of the 
Five Emperors) appears, disorder in the world is said to be natural by Li Mo 力墨 
(normally called Li Mu in official bibliographies). Why should the hundred 
surnames not contend with one another, if all creatures on earth, even the smallest 
of insects do? The proper attitude according to the guru is to bide one’s time and 
join in the struggle at the time when victory is certain. The Laozian attitude of 
non-contending is out of the question, for Li Mo says: “Those who initiated the 
fighting were inauspicious, but not to fight also meant that there was no way to 
survive.” (作争者凶，不争亦无以成功) In so defining the natural state of affairs, 
fighting is no longer seen as an aberration, but a crucial activity (albeit an 
unfortunate one) to ensure one’s survival. 
Cheng 
 
This third text of the HDSJ contains not complete essays but 54 surviving 
aphorisms and insights into the human condition, and political and military 
problems facing the society of its day. Of particular interest is aphorism 54 which 
contains the earliest known list of items clearly demarcated into the yin and yang 
categories, very reminiscent of Dong Zhongshu’s 董仲舒 philosophy: 
Heaven is yang and Earth yin. Spring is yang and autumn yin; summer is 
yang and winter yin. The day is yang and night is yin. Large states are 
yang; small states are yin … All that is yang is modeled on Heaven … All 
that is yin is modeled on Earth. The potency [of] Earth is to be peaceful, 
gentle, correct, and quiescent. It settles the tally of softness first and is 







This is the last and also the shortest of the four texts. It is basically an 
essay written in rhymed verse very reminiscent of the Laozi. In it, the Dao is made 
to be the origin of the universe and in some sense it is also that which makes all 
things the way they are. Thus, all living creatures, insects, birds and beasts, and 
even human beings are what they are because of the Dao, though none are aware 
of its presence or activity in their lives. But this is no benign meditation on the 
ground of being, for the essay ends with a call to rulers to employ sages who are 
able to intuit the Dao to help them govern the world. The doctrine here is 
“purposive” (to use Creel’s term) in every sense of the word: 
 Embrace the Dao and control the measures  
And the world can be unified. 
Observe the highest antiquity, 
And discern everywhere where it can be used. 
Search into matters before they are nothing; 
Control them when you have the means. 
(p. 117, italics mine.) 
 
 In a manner consistent with the rest of the HDSJ, the author here calls on 
the reader to discern the character of the cosmos so as to gain the upper hand in 
controlling the world around him. If one may hazard an interpretation here, the 
texts suggest that if one is able to mimic the constant cycles of the cosmos in 
one’s affairs, then one’s activities will achieve the same level of constancy in 
terms of success. Lifespan permitting, one’s rule would indeed be as long-lived as 
the Dao or the universe.  Thus concludes my short description of the ideas of the 
HDSJ.
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Chapter 2: Of Law, Xing, and Fa. 
We now turn our attention to the concept that is subjected to normative 
restraint in the HDSJ – fa 法. A browse through ready translations will reveal that 
it is at times translated as law while at other times as model or standard. As far as 
translations go, when the word fa is translated as law,1 ever so often the translator 
has in mind that it is a synonym of xing 刑 – punishment, in other words, law here 
is penal law. That members of the fajia have been popularly dubbed Legalists, and 
that the most famous among them, Han Fei, has traditionally (perhaps 
erroneously) been taken to advocate draconian penal laws as a means of control, is 
an unfortunate state of affairs by which one will have to navigate one’s research. 
Many have pointed out that fa is far richer in connotations than “law” would 
afford it. Thus, I will resist the temptation to read it as law and examine it based 
on its earliest occurrences in Pre-Qin literature to see what meanings it used to 
carry and the meanings that it may have inherited in the text we are now 
considering. 
 Notice however that whatever the case may be, our inquiry cannot begin 
without first looking at what law is, in the Western sense. The limited space 
available here is insufficient to do justice to a subject as important as this. We will 
therefore probe the issue as far as it is necessary for an adequate inquiry into fa 
and xing in the HDSJ as well as other contemporaneous Pre-Qin literature. 
  
                                                 
1 Hulsewe in his study of Han Law, takes lü 律, ling 令and fa to mean law. 
The first in not seen in the HDSJ, whereas the second occurs 26 times and will be 
given brief mention later in the chapter. See A. F. P. Hulsewe, Remnants of Han 





Broadly speaking, a law is something that:2
(a) can be expressed in a sentence. 
(b) has a universal element (e.g. “all”, “no”, or law-like “if … then …”) 
(c) and has some type of necessity. 
Even if it were true that often fa “means” xing, and gets translated as law, one 
recalls that law in the Western sense is not simply “penal law”, for there are also 
such things as moral law, laws of logic, scientific laws and laws of nature. 
Expanding on point (c), all laws carry a sense of descriptive or prescriptive 
necessity. Thus, we can understand what is meant by scientific laws and laws of 
nature as being universal and having a strict sense of descriptive necessity. This 
means that the phenomenon in question must necessarily occur. Where 
aberrations occur in a normally predictable phenomenon, it implies that the 
phenomenon is a contingent fact and hence not governed by a law. This point is of 
extreme importance where we are considering normative constraints on the 
promulgation of laws in the HDSJ and will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
 Penal laws and moral laws on the other hand imply strict prescriptive 
necessity. This means that the agent has an obligation to act in accordance to that 
prescription. With regards to coercively enforced penal law, failure to comply 
results in punishment by the state. A familiar debate then arises: what counts as a 
law in this sense? Traditionally two rival theories have sought to answer this 
question – natural law and positive law. To use Hart’s minimum separation thesis, 
we see that there is no necessary link between law and morality in the latter. Thus, 
commands of governments will still count as laws even if they did not conform to 
                                                 
2 Chad Hansen, “Rule of Law in Ancient China: Chinese Substance or 
Western Function?” http://www.hku.hk/philodep/ch/Substance-Function.htm. 
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the dictates of morality. Austin’s assumption is that law is a ruler’s command 
which he makes obligatory simply by threatening specific, retributive punishment 
for violating that command.3 Legal positivists appear to have taken the cue from 
Ulpian, a Roman jurisconsult, who in defending the absolutism of the Caesars, 
declared that “what pleases the prince has the force of law.”4 On the other hand, 
legal positivists, more often than not, are merely offering a sociological study of 
what constitutes law. They point out that laws which seem to have little or nothing 
to do with morality are felt to be binding by the people. This normativity 
experienced cannot be explained through the laws’ inherent morality, for there 
could be times when people do not see certain laws as moral, while at the same 
time they are felt to be binding nonetheless. There is a danger in assuming that 
legal positivists do not care for morality. Nothing could be further from the truth. 
It does not mean that legal positivists are obliged to tolerate the actions of Hitler 
and the Nazi regime. Much more can be said here, but since the analysis of the 
HDSJ has more to with discussions of natural law, I will not belabor the point 
here.  
 Natural law means many different things to different people. There is a 
famous tradition of natural law in ethics which will not be discussed here. I would 
like to focus our attention rather on that earlier formulation by Hart. As we are 
discussing natural law in juristic sense, let us bear in mind the key notion of 
morality that is necessarily connected to law. Morality thus serves as a normative 
constraint on what is properly law. One may quote Cicero’s famous dictum that 
                                                 
3 Chad Hansen, “Fa (Standards: Laws) and Meaning Changes in Chinese 
Philosophy,” in Philosophy East & West 44.3 (1994): 435-88. 
 
4 Mortimer J. Adler, “The Nature of Natural Law,” 
http://radicalacademy.com/adlernaturallaw.htm. 
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“an unjust law is no law at all”. But note that the issue may have shifted 
somewhat. For initially we were talking about laws in the factual sense, i.e. of 
laws that are felt to be binding, which may or may not have anything to do with 
morality. Now it appears morality is used as a means of critiquing the legality of 
laws, i.e. whether or not they should be binding. A value judgment is at play here. 
I apologize if this appears cursory at this point. Due the limitations of space I will 
have to depart from this to proceed on to the other points of this chapter. More 
will be said about forms of natural law in the following chapter, when I analyze 
the claims that the HDSJ contains such a system.  
 A final note: at least in the Western sense, it is assumed that in any “rule-
of-law” system, laws should be publicly accessible and regular.5 This means that 
people need to know in advance what they would be subject to punishment for. 
Natural law solves the problem partly because since laws are linked with morality, 
people can expect to be punished where they violate moral precepts. Also, any 
legal code would have to apply to all within the state (though specific persons may 
be named exempt) thus fulfilling its role of uniformity. Otherwise, if punitive 
measures appear to be merely instruments of oppression, there would not be rule 
of law.  
We now move on to a survey of law-like notions in Ancient China. Before 
talking about fa, I would like to first examine the notion of xing, for which it is 
often thought to be a synonym of. 
Xing 
 
The notion of xing or punishment is an old one, and it occurs with some 
frequency in some early works. An examination of the Shangshu 尚书or Book of 
                                                 
5 Hansen, “Fa (Standards: Laws) and Meaning Changes in Chinese 
Philosophy,” 457. 
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Records, indicates the existence of something called the wuxing 五刑, or five 
(mutilating) punishments in the days of Yao 尧 and Shun 舜, predating the Xia 夏 
Dynasty. It is not known whether in those early times there were such things as 
penal codes that prescribed specific punishments for specific crimes, or if 
punishments were meted out in an ad hoc manner. However, we can express with 
some confidence when such a code came about. In the Zuozhuan 左传, it is said 
that Zi Chan 子产, the Prime Minister of Zheng 郑, casted a code of punishments 
for various crimes on a bronze tripod vessel. Estimates put the date of this 
occurrence to 536 B.C. It is said that Shu Xiang 叔向, learning of Zi Chan’s deed, 
warned him against such a move in writing:6
“When once the people know the grounds for contention, they will cast 
propriety away, and make appeals to your descriptions. They will all be 
contending about the matter as small as the point of an awl or a knife. 
Disorderly litigations will multiply, and bribes will walk abroad.” 
 
The flip side to the advice is that even though Shu Xiang was against the 
published penal code, it did not mean that wrongdoers would not be punished. 
Rather, the code is to be concealed from the public. From the Western point of 
view, this violates the notion of a rule of law. On the other hand, Zi Chan’s 
actions did seem to be suggestive of a move towards that. But an incident in the 
future (recorded in the Lüshi Chunqiu 吕氏春秋) proved Shu Xiang’s worry. A 
sophist by the name of Deng Xi 邓析inscribed a penal code on bamboo slips and 
would aid parties in litigation for a fee. In that process, it is said he turned “right 
into wrong” and “wrong into right”, and what is “possible and impossible changed 
                                                 
6 According to Lü Simian, the standard practice was to conceal the code 
from the public. Strange as it may seem to us, it was thought that regardless of 
whether the “laws” were old or new, the only effacious ones were those not made 
public. See Lü Simian 吕思勉, Xianqin Xueshu Gailun 先秦学术概论 (Shanghai: 
Dongfang Chunban Zhongxin), 93. 
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daily.” Zheng then descended into chaos. Consequently, Zi Chan had Deng Xi 
executed in 501 B.C., though he adopted his Zhu Xing竹刑  (Bamboo Penal 
Code).7
It is against this backdrop that we ought to read Confucius’ preference for 
the use of virtue and moral suasion as opposed to punishment as a means of 
achieving order.  
The Master said, “Guide them by edicts, keep them in line with 
punishments (xing), and the common people will stay out of trouble but 
will have no sense of shame. Guide them by virtue, keep them in line with 
rites (li) 礼 , and they will, besides having a sense of shame, reform 
themselves.” 
(Analects 2:3, p. 63)8
 
It can be seen here that Confucius is very much interested in the eventual moral 
transformation of the people. It is not enough that they stay out of trouble. Order 
maintained solely by the threat of punishment still leaves much to be desired. 
According to Hansen’s reading, penal codes and punishment would only enforce 
the selfish tendency in human nature and people will only think in terms of 
preventing harm to themselves.9 Whilst relying on legal codes, it certainly is not 
                                                 
7 This narrative is reconstructed from two sources, the Zuozhuan (Ninth 
Year of Lord Ding’s reign 定公, 九年) and the Lüshi Chunqiu, Shenying 审应, 
Liwei 离谓. For a detailed analysis of the incident, see Zhang Guohua 张国华, 
Zhongguo Falü Sixiangshi Xinbian 中国法律思想史新编 (Beijing: Beijing 
Daxue Chubanshe, 1991), 40-5.  
 Codes (from the Qin period) written on bamboo have been rediscovered in 
recent years, most notably at Shuihudi 睡虎地. However, the issue at hand refers 
to an earlier event in the pre-Warring States Period. The exact contents of this 
Bamboo Penal Code is unknown. However, a book so titled, though lost to us now, 
is believed to have existed at some point in history. 
 
8 This and all subsequent Analects citations are from D.C. Lau’s 
translation (unless otherwise stated), in D.C. Lau, Confucius: The Analects 
(England: Penguin Classics, 1979). 
 




impossible to get oneself out of trouble if one is (or knows) a good litigator. In 
order to keep up with the sophistication of the litigator, the ruler will be forced to 
make the code ever more complicated, while the sophists get smarter with each 
revision. Often, the end result is the marginalization of the ideal of morality, with 
everyone’s focus on legality. The worst possible scenario is for someone to 
absolve himself of wrongdoing by claiming that, “Hey, what I did may be 
immoral but certainly not illegal!”  
 Of course, this does not entail that Confucius is advocating the complete 
abandonment of penal laws. At least by some accounts, Confucianism would still 
allow for the existence of legal and enforcement mechanisms necessary to ensure 
the ability of society to function; if need be sanctions must still be imposed.10 
When Confucianism eventually became state doctrine, the rites (li) which 
encapsulated the moral sensibilities of the people, or the sages at least, became the 
guiding force behind what could be passed as laws.11 This entailed that there 
would be a necessary link between law and morality, because the li provide the 
                                                 
10 Randall Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk 
Manuscripts of Huang-Lao (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), 
132. However, one embarrassing feature is that Confucius appears to adhere to the 
old sensibilities of keeping the legal code hidden, as seen in his censure of Fan 
Xuan Zi 范宣子 who casted a code on a bronze vessel. See Zuozhuan (Twenty-
ninth Year of Lord Zhao’s reign 昭公, 二十九年). See also Lü Simian 吕思勉, 
Xianqin Xueshu Gailun 先秦学术概论, 93. 
 
11 Used loosely here, for we have yet to prove that China did in fact have 
laws the way it is understood in the West. This started in the Han Dynasty though 
Hulsewe tells us the process was a slow one. See Hulsewe, Remnants of Han Law, 
5. 
There is another line of analysis that treats li as a species of law, insofar as 
it includes instructions on proper social structure and arrangement. See Ma 
Xiaohong 马小红, Zhongguo Falü Sixiang Fazhan Jianshi 中国法律思想发展简
史 (Beijing: Zhongguo Zhengfa Daxue, 1995), 10. 
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necessary normative constraint on what counts as valid law. So punishment must 
be justified on moral grounds. Peerenboom however disputes that this meets the 
criteria for natural law. The reasons for this will be given in the following chapter. 
For the time being, note the importance of the sage(s)’ guiding intuition behind 
the interpretation of what counts as the proper interpretation of li. Hansen calls 
this authoritative intuitionism.12 In the explanation of Chinese ethical sensibilities, 
Graham does not concur exactly on this issue but still says that whatever is 
deemed right depends on one’s learning, the ability to perceive the “whole” 
situation, and moving with one’s spontaneous (ethically informed) tendency 
towards that certain decision. 13  Again, note the reliance on the sage’s moral 
sensibility in such an ethical system.  
 We now move on to that other great faction in Chinese thought for which 
xing is a major pillar of. In Shang Yang’s political thought, the fundamental and 
complimentary occupations of the state, agriculture and warfare, could be pursued 
most successfully by insisting on strict adherence to clearly articulated laws and 
by enforcing strict punishment for even minor violations. By manipulating 
rewards and punishments and controlling the handles of life and death, the ruler 
can subjugate his people and bring them to compliance to the national purpose.14 
The great Legalist synthesizer, Han Fei, concurs with this line of reasoning. An 
apologetic is in order here. For one, the harsh realities that the ruler in those days 
                                                 
12 See Chad Hansen, A Daoist Theory of Chinese Thought: a Philosophical 
Interpretation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 89-93. 
 
13 A. C. Graham, Disputers of the Tao (La Salle, Ill.: Open Court, 1989), 
29. 
 
14 Randall Peerenboom, and Roger Ames, “Chinese Legalism,” in The 
Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, Second Edition, Robert Audi ed.  (UK: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 133. See also Gu Jiegang 顾颉刚, Zhongguo 
Shixue Rumen 中国史学入门 (Taipei: Hongye Wenhua, 1994), 49. 
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found himself in necessitated drastic measures in policy to ensure survival. One 
could of course try to transform the people through one’s virtue and moral suasion 
if one had the means (and faith in the project), but in the eyes of realpolitik, that is 
hardly an option. In contrast, the approach of the fajia seem all the more direct, 
expedient and efficacious. The improvements after Shang Yang’s reforms in the 
State of Qin in terms of social order and military might forced Xunzi the 
Confucian to concede the importance of measures outside those of rites, though 
according to him, rites must play a role if a state were to be deemed truly healthy 
and strong.15  
 One could also say that for all intents and purposes, if we take the ruler’s 
commands backed by xing to constitute penal law, then we have the rule by 
positive law. There need not be a necessary connection between law and morality. 
Laws are passed strictly at the whims of the prince, for the interests of the prince, 
and are “what please the prince.” Of course, a charitable reading would perhaps 
point to a vested interest in the common man for the maintenance of order. If the 
state grows strong and becomes less vulnerable to attacks, the common man 
benefits, albeit indirectly. I leave the reader to decide the morality of the issue 
here. But suffice it to say that normative constraints on legislation are minimal.  
Additionally, a worthy consideration is the fact that both Shang Yang and 
Han Fei advocate public access to the penal code (à la Zi Chan) so that the people 
will not be oppressed by local officials. If the people can claim their action is not 
in violation of the published code, the officials can’t punish them, which prevents 
the abuse of force. One might even claim that we have some semblance of a rule 
of law ideal here, even if law in this case is positive law.  
                                                 
15 This is seen in a dialogue between Xunzi and his student Li Si 李斯 
towards the end of the Yi Bing 议兵 Chapter. 
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 Lastly it ought be noted that punishment is never projected to be a 
permanent occurrence even in a Legalist state. There is a famous dictum called 
“using punishments to eliminate punishments” (yi xing qu xing 以刑去刑) which 
occurs with some degree of frequency in the Book of Lord Shang (Shangjunshu 商
君书) and is further reiterated by Han Fei: 
“If the lord above severely punishes and rewards lightly, then it expresses 
that the ruler loves the people. People would die for the ruler. If the ruler 
rewards generously and treats lightly the punishments, then it shows that 
the ruler does not love his people, and people will not die for the ruler …  
Therefore the saying: By punishments eliminate punishment, then the state 
will be well governed; if punishments continue to be applied by means of 
established punishments (i.e. if its deterrent function has failed), then the 
state will suffer chaos.” 
(Shangjunshu, Qu Qiang 去强)16
 
There is a certain oddity to the logic here, but nevertheless one is forced to admit 
that the apologetic is largely sound. There is a fear that being “nice” to the people 
will “spoil” them and thus it is better to be harsh in a paternalistic sense. I quote 
also from the Hanfeizi where the author uses a story that originated in the 
Zuozhuan to justify harsh punishments: 
Zi Chan, Premier of Zheng, when ill and about to die, said to Yu Zhi: 
“after my death you will certainly be appointed Premier of Zheng. Then be 
sure to handle the people with severity. Indeed, fire appears severe, 
wherefore men rarely get burned; water appears tender, wherefore men 
often get drowned. You must not forget to make your penalties severe and 
do not immerse yourself in tenderness.” 17
 
The paradox is repeated. Note again that there do not seem to be overt normative 
constraints on when and where to apply xing or what its contents may be. It is a 
pragmatic device to ensure compliance by the people and order of the state. It is 
                                                 
16 I have followed the translation found in Wang Hsiao-po, and Leo 
Chang, Philosophical Foundations of Han Fei’s Political Theory (Honolulu: 





not inconceivable also for a prince to pass the harshest and most inhumane of 
regulations if that is what is needed for survival. Again the consideration as to 
what the moral status of laws in such a state might be would depend on what one 
makes of the morality of that single notion of the need for order.  
 We will now examine the occurrence of xing in the HDSJ. The graph 刑
occurs no less than 80 times in the entire silk manuscript, though it is to be noted 
that in the days when it was copied, three graphs which we now distinguish 
namely, shape形, model 型 and punishment 刑, were all denoted by that one 
single graph. There is possibly a motive for equivocating between the notion of 
punishment and shape/form, and this will be explored later. But if we were to 
distinguish between the three “senses” of xing, then we have 45 occurrences of 
punishment, three of model and 32 of shape. 18   For the time being, we will 
concentrate on the notion of punishment. 
 In the Jun Zheng 君正 section of the Jingfa, xing is used in two 
combinations, one with zheng 正 and the other with fa 罚. In the former case, it 
refers to the policy of the ruler in the fifth year of a seven-year cycle plan of 
governance, the purpose of which appears to be an extended preparation for a 
successful military campaign. 
If, in the fifth (year), (the ruler) corrects (zheng) them with punishments 
(xing), the people will not be lucky. 19 ( 五年以刑正，则民不幸
（倖）)……… 
 
                                                 
18 This going by Edmund Ryden’s count in his attached single graph 
concordance. See Edmund Ryden, The Yellow Emperor’s Four Canons: A 
Literary Study and Edition of the Text from Mawangdui (Taipei: Guangqi 
Chubanshe, 1997), 467. 
 
19 This sentence is cryptic, and I will not venture to explain how and why 
this is the case.  
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When the state lacks robbers and murderers, slanderers and lies do not 
arise, and the people do not possess depraved hearts, it is because food and 




Here, we see that xing is a means of correcting the people and maintaining order. 
 In three sections, Si Du 四度 and Wang Lun 亡论of the Jingfa, and Bing 
Rong 兵容  of the Shiliujing, the term da xing 达刑occurs. 21  In the initial 
publication of the HDSJ, the editors take da to be a loan character of tuo 脱.22 By 
this interpretation, due punishment has been neglected. In the Bing Rong it is said 
that this is something the sage does not do. 
 In Lun Yue 论约, an important rubric of the HDSJ occurs, that of the need 
to harmonize one’s actions with the cosmic cycles: 
That the four seasons have regularities is the principle of Heaven and Earth. 
That the sun, moon, stars, and constellations have number is the main 
thread of Heaven and Earth. That three seasons are for coming to 
completion and achievement and one season is for punishment and killing 
is the Dao of Heaven and Earth … 
If (human) achievement overflows into Heaven, as a result there will be 
death and punishment. If (human) achievement does not reach Heaven, 
they withdraw without a reputation. If (human) achievement harmonizes 
with Heaven, then their reputation is fully realized. These are the 
principles of human affairs. 
 (p. 95) 
                                                 
20 There is an attached footnote for this translation of Robin Yates’, and I 
quote: xing 刑means “mutilating punishment’ accompanied by hard labor, 
whereas fa 罚usually means “administrative punishment” in the form of fines, but 
it can have a more general denotation. 
 
21 Ryden, The Yellow Emperor’s Four Canons: A Literary Study and 
Edition of the Text from Mawangdui, 44. 
 
22 See Robin, D.S. Yates, Five Lost Classics: Tao, Huang-Lao and Yin-




So in contrast with Legalist sources, the HDSJ seems to limit the practice of 
punishment to certain times of the year. For many this is an indicator that the text 
is not Legalistic in nature, but a Huang-Lao work. Such sensibilities are also 
found in texts such as the Guanzi and Lüshi Chunqiu. Note also that the natural 
cycles and the threat of failure also seem to serve as constraints in the execution of 
punishments.23 Such a notion occurs most frequently when the term xing is paired 




 The term de, usually translated as virtue, carries a number of different 
meanings in the HDSJ and elsewhere. By Ryden’s count, it occurs a total of 41 
times. I shall quote his work and enumerate the various senses as and when they 
occur.  
 In the Jun Zheng, de is the ruler’s policy in the second year: 
 




There is also another line that refers to the ruler being a person of virtue (de) who 
will love the people.25 In another instance: 
                                                 
23 This conclusion is only made provisionally in light of the evidence 
presented thus far. A slightly nuanced vision of the cosmos that does not 
presuppose that the natural cycles are events beyond the tampering of human 
activity will be presented in the following chapters. In which case, the 
interpretation of the nature of normative devices in the HDSJ will somewhat 
change. 
 
24 Yates translates “uses their de” as “uses their worthy men” based on 
Zheng Xuan’s 郑玄commentary on a parallel passage in the Zhou Li 周礼where 
he so defined the term (德 de =贤者 xianzhe). There is also some ambiguity in the 
original text for the antecedent clause, and Ryden translates it to mean “the people 
will have strength.”  
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… that they receive rewards, they have no special affection26 (de) and, 
when they suffer punishment, they harbor no resentment, is because of 
appropriateness (dang 当). 
(p. 61) 
 
The notion of appropriateness, dang, is an important one which occurs frequently 
in the HDSJ. Very often one is called to make sure one’s action matches the 
appropriateness of Heaven (Tian 天) so as to ensure success and avoid calamities.  
 The next occurrence of de matches the sense frequently seen in Daoist 
texts, that of virtue as potency. 
If you lack the virtue/potency (de) of a mother, you will be unable to make 
full use of the people’s strength. When the conduct befitting of a father or 
a mother is performed, then that is the potency (de) of Heaven and Earth.  
(p. 63) 
 
De with Daoist overtones is seen again in the Da Fen 大分, which speaks of the 
ruler of all-under-heaven possessing Dark Potency - xuande (王天下者有玄德).27 
In the Wang Lun, it is said that effort on its own is not enough to ward off 
extermination, one needs to have de (virtue, potency?). Lastly, the word de is also 
used in the sense of granting rewards, and this will be discussed in the following 
section. Thus far, it may be seen that de has strong Daoist undertones in the HDSJ, 
and is a cosmically efficacious force that forms the condition for success in one’s 
                                                                                                                                      
25 Ryden infers this from the line 德者爱勉之也. Yates reads this rather as 
“The worthy love them and make them work hard” or alternatively “The worthy 
loves to make them work hard.” See previous footnote for translation of de. 
 
26 Ryden translates this as “overly grateful”. 
 
27 De 德is an exact homophone of de 得 (obtain). Early lexicographers 
widely accept the two as being synoymns or are at least closely related. See John 
Major, “The Meaning of Hsing-te,” in Chinese Ideas About Nature and Society, 
ed. Charles Le Blanc, and Susan Blader (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, 1987), 283. Thus we may read de/virtue/potency as that which the agent has 
obtained. The nature of this virtue, whether moral or amoral, depends in its source. 
If one were Confucian, then virtue would likely be moral. If one were Daoist, it 
depends on the moral status of the Dao in one’s metaphysics. 
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endeavors. It ought to be noted that the notion of de here need not preclude virtue 
in the more conventional sense, perhaps as used by the Confucians, in which case 
moral virtue carries potency in affecting the outcome of one’s affairs.  
Xing De  
 
Xing de’s occurrence in the HDSJ is particularly interesting for various 
reasons. Within the tomb where the manuscript was discovered there were other 
texts whose subject matter is xing de.28 Apart from that we know that the term(s) 
also occur in various Warring States and Early Han literature. This provides us 
with the hermeneutic background for which to examine the term. I will first quote 
a well-known source: 
 The two handles are xing de. 
Slaying and executing are called xing; 
Granting honors and rewards is called de. 
The lord of men himself uses his xing de. 
(Hanfeizi, Two Handles/Er Bing 二柄) 
 
 As seen here, xing and de are the two handles by which a ruler governs his 
realm and ensures compliance of his otherwise troublesome subjects. Continuous 
with what was seen in an earlier section, the operation of these two seem 
contingent upon the dictates of the ruler, with little or no normative constraints. 
 However, in other places, xing de clearly cannot mean “punishments and 
rewards”. Take the following example: 
When the yin qi 阴气 is at its maximum, north is at its furthest extent 
(from the sun). The Northern Limit (beiji 北极) penetrates down to the 
Yellow Springs. Hence one must not cut into the earth or bore wells. The 
myriad creatures are quiescent, and insects head for their burrows. Thus it 
is said that de is in the Room. 
When the yang qi 阳气 is at its maximum, south is at its furthest 
extent (from the sun). The Southern Limit penetrates upward to the 
                                                 
28 For a treatment on the subject, see Marc Kalinowski, “The Xingde 刑德




Vermilion Heaven. Hence one must not level hills or raise beams. The 
myriad creatures flourish and increase, and the five grains grow 
abundantly. Thus it is said that the de is in the Field. 
Yin, yang, xing and de, have seven habitations (she 舍). What are 
(these) seven habitations? They are the Room, the Hall, the Court, the Gate, 
the Lane, the Road, and the Field. 
In the eleventh month, de dwells in the Room for thirty days, fifteen days 
before the winter solstice and fifteen days after. Therefore it shifts its place 
every thirty days. 
  When de is in the Room, xing is in the Field. 
  When de is in the Hall, xing is in the Road. 
  When de is in the Court, xing is in the Lane. 
When yin and yang are of equal power, 29  the xing and de are 
together in the Gate. In the eighth month and the second month, the qi of 
yin and yang is equal, and day and night are of equal length; thus it is said 
that xing and de are together in the Gate.  
When de is in the south there is birth; when xing is in the south 
there is death. Thus at the meeting (in the gate) at the second month, the 
myriad creatures come to life; at the meeting in the eighth month, the herbs 
and trees die. 
 (Huainanzi, Tianwen 天文) 30
John Major interprets the above as a naïve but effective solar calendar. The 
motions of the sun, yang, and an equal and opposite force, yin, mark the various 
equinoxes and solstices, and the operation of xing and de together with yin and 
yang are the effective cause of the natural phenomena seen, such as the seasons of 
birth and death. Note earlier actions that were proscribed in the winter and 
summer respectively, i.e. when yin and yang were at their zenith. There is a 
deliberate effort to match the cosmic cycle. Though not explicitly mentioned 
above, the Pre-Qin text Guanzi tells us something of the consequences of being 
out of sync with the cosmic cycles: 
 Yin and yang are the main thread of Heaven and Earth; 
 The four seasons are the main woof of yin and yang; 
 Xing and de are the unity of the four seasons. 
                                                 
29 Equal power = Xiangde 相德; here de refers to the power of bestowal, in 
this case bestowal of cosmic influence. 
 
30 Major, “The Meaning of Hsing-te,” 285. 
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 When xing and de combine with the four seasons then blessing is born; 
 When they do not match, disaster is born …  
 De begins in spring and grows in summer; 
 Xing begins in autumn and grows in winter. 
 If xing and de are not lost, then the four seasons are as one. 
If xing and de depart from their course, then the seasons go in reverse. 
(xing de li xiang, shi nai ni xing 刑德离向，时乃逆行) 
(Guanzi, Sishi 四时) 
 
So it appears that xing and de are cosmically efficacious in affecting the seasonal 
cycles as well, so much so that the seasons can be forced to stray from their usual 
progression. It is difficult to say how many early Chinese thinkers subscribe to 
such a worldview. But evidence shows that such correlative thinking was 
relatively widespread. Discussions of xing and de can be seen readily in the Lüshi 
Chunqiu (where the system of matching the months and seasons grow even more 
complicated), the Heguanzi 鹖冠子 and Chunqiu Fanlu. Note that within the 
context of human affairs, xing de refers primarily to the “punishments and 
rewards” schema, though sometimes this extends to certain projects one 
undertakes to alter the environment (as seen in the Huainanzi). The equivocation 
between what seems like two different classes of affairs to us is a consequence of 
the correlative thinking of the early Chinese. That the two schemes are efficacious 
in influencing each other is a consequence of this worldview.31  
 There is a passage from the Shiliujing of the HDSJ that uses the yin, yang, 
xing and de model of governance: 
 [The Yellow Emperor said:] 
“When yin is at its maximum, then one can move on to promote de; 
 … the people is achievement, is that by which you feed them. 
 When yang begins to contract then you can sharpen xing. 
 When yin doubles, night lengthens; 
 Qi overshadows the earth to make her pregnant, 
                                                 
31 For detailed discussions on this, see A.C. Graham, Yin-Yang and the 




 This is that by which they can continue their family line. 
 Without trammel or restraint, rectify them with xing and de: 
 In spring and summer carry out de; in autumn and winter carry out xing. 
 Let de be first; let xing be last, so as to foster life. 
When clans arose and had been established, enemies brought conflict into 
being. 
 If not overcome there would be no stability. 
 Whatever principles of suppression there are, are in xing and de. 
Xing and de are clear and brilliant,32 as the sun and moon face each other, 
thereby illuminating their opposition and filling out with no empty holes. 
 …. 
 Putting de first and xing last, one flows along with Heaven.” 
 (Shiliujing, Guan 观, Ryden’s translation, p. 41) 
 
 Many commentators are quick to point out that there appears to be a 
deliberate effort on the part of the writer to limit the violence enacted by the ruler. 
Though violence may be an inevitable course of action in governance, it is limited 
to the seasons of xing, namely autumn and winter. As seen earlier, the natural 
cycles are a normative device in restricting the exercise of violence. The extent to 
which this is “moral” will be discussed later, but we see that there is a 
commitment to maintaining cosmic balance. The notion of qi has been added into 
the explanation much the same way as it had in the Huainanzi. Though the idea of 
limiting xing has already been demonstrated earlier via the Lun Yue quotation, 
notice that the prescription in Guan is slightly different, in it xing is carried out in 
autumn and winter, whereas in the former case, it is only carried out in winter. We 
may thus have cause to believe that these two passages to be written by two 
different hands or at different times.33
                                                 
32 I have used Ryden’s translation here. Alternatively, it may be read as 
“punishment and virtue are august indeed, the sun and moon watch each other” as 
per Yates. (xingde huang huang, riyue xiangwang 刑德皇皇，日月相望) 
 
33 Wu Guang has cited some other reasons for seeing the HDSJ as a 
composite text written by more than one author. See Wu Guang吴光, Huanglao 




 Nevertheless, one may still consider the passages to constitute the same 
line of thought of limiting xing, and hence violence, to certain times of the year, 
be they one or two seasons. One is also told to put de first. That much appears to 
be consistent. But is this merely a matter of limiting violence? If such a system 
can restrict violence, can it also sanction it? For that we turn to the question posed 
by Li Mo in Guan which prompted the Yellow Emperor’s response quoted earlier: 
 [Li Mo said:] 
“Heaven and Earth are completed and the people are born. Opposition and 
compliance lack rules; virtue and tyranny (nue 虐) lack patterns …. 
I now wish to obtain [the rules] for opposition and compliance, [the 
patterns of virtue and tyranny …] 34
(p. 107) 
 
The use of the term nue (translated by Yates as tyranny) is especially interesting. 
If what is stated above represents the view of the author, then tyranny is very 
much a part of the natural cycle as well. Whilst consulting Guo Tong 果童 on 
principles of governance, the Yellow Emperor received the following as part of 
the response: 
Quiescence and activity nourish each other; virtue and tyranny complete 
each other. (jingzuo xiangyang denue xiangcheng 静作相养，德虐相成) 
(Shiliujing, Guo Tong, p. 117) 
 
If our understanding of the rubric of the HDSJ is correct, then mutual opposites 
must be executed at different points in time to achieve order. This is not a system 
of thought that condemns violence in favor of leadership by “virtuous” example. 
Xing and de, violence and kindness, rewards and punishment, quiescence and 
movement, civility and martiality  (Wen Wu 文武), Male and Female Tallies (Ci 
                                                 
34 The latter portion in brackets was supplied by the 1976 Wenwu editors 
based on the philological patterns of the text. This portion was otherwise damaged 
beyond recognition. So the text ought to be taken hypothetically. The Yellow 
Emperor’s response quoted earlier can also be seen to include mention of patterns 
of virtue and tyranny, if the reconstruction is correct. 
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Xiong Jie 雌雄节)35, etc., are all required by a successful ruler. Nevertheless, the 
mention of tyranny still raises an alarm. Take a more typically attitude towards 
nue: 
 Zi Zhang said, “What is meant by the four wicked practices (e 恶)?” 
The Master said: “To impose the death penalty without first attempting to 
reform is called cruel (nue 虐 ); to expect results without first giving 
warning is called tyrannical (bao 暴); …” 
 (Analects 20:2, p. 160)36
 
Of course, one can say that the content of nue may be quite different. It may not 
consist of killing without reform in the HDSJ in any case. But note that the 
vocabulary itself is suggestive of wickedness. Ryden tells us that it is uniformly 
condemned and normally applies to oppression of an inferior by a superior.37  
Mencius also mentioned (in Mencius 2A) government by nue (nuezheng 虐政) in 
contrast with government by ren (renzheng 仁政) as taught by Confucius. But nue 
is naturalized in the HDSJ’s system. 
  There is an early source in which nue is treated in a way similar to the 
HDSJ that may indeed be the source of its becoming a morally neutralized notion: 
 The application of de and nue, adapts so as to keep the constant. 
Taking and giving life adapt to the pattern of Heaven and Earth. 
(Guoyu 国语 21, Yueyu Xia 越语下) 
 
The above is a quotation from the words of Fan Li 范蠡who justifies the 
destruction of Wu 吴simply on the basis that Heaven has delivered it into the 
                                                 
35 The latter two sets were not discussed due to the lack of space in this 
chapter though Male and Female Tallies were mentioned briefly in the previous 
chapter. 
 
36 The Chinese terms are translated by different scholars here and are thus 
different. But in any case, the subject matter is nue. 
 
37 Ryden, The Yellow Emperor’s Four Canons: A Literary Study and 
Edition of the Text from Mawangdui, 45. 
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hands of its rival Yue 越. Yue must not refuse such a gift, even though as warned 
by an emissary from Wu that in doing so, it would be abetting Heaven in 
committing nue.38 Commentators have also pointed to numerous other parallels 
between the Yueyu Xia and the thought of the HDSJ. A certain (Daoist?) cliché 
that appears in the HDSJ and Chapter 130 of the Shiji (The sage is not crafty, he 
preserves the alternation of the seasons/shengren buqiao shi fan shi shou 圣人不
巧，时反是守) probably has its precedent in the words of Fan Li as well (The 
Lord on High does not deliberate, he preserves the alternation of the 
seasons/Shangdi bukao, shi fan shi shou 上帝不考，时反是守). This appears to 
be a variation of the Daoist injunction to proceed according to the flow of the 
cosmos and not plan or deliberate in a way that would put oneself and one’s 
actions out of sync with it. Continuous with this, we see the correlative 
imagination picturing nue as being analogous to a phase in the natural cycle, and 
thus one is normatively permitted to commit evil on one’s enemies, or even one’s 
subjects, whatever the case may be.  
To conclude this section, we see that while the natural cycles provide 
normative constraints on the exercise of xing, and perhaps other forms of violence, 
such a system also positively sanctions what many would consider acts of atrocity. 
The alternation of xing and de, and their various manifestations, is seen as 
cosmically efficacious and are needed in the maintenance of harmony in the 
natural and non-natural realms. As such, they are not simply the pragmatic and 
expedient tools employed by a Legalist. Though undeniably subject to normative 
                                                 
38 Guoyu 21, Yueyu Xia, Si Bu Bei Yao 四部备要Edition (Shanghai: 
Zhonghua Shuju, 1936), 129. 
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constraints, the morality of such a system will be examined in detail later. We will 
now move on to a discussion on fa.  
Fa 
 
Though it was mentioned that fa has connotations beyond mere (penal) 
law, one would have to admit that there is some basis to the equivocation between 
fa and xing, for in many early texts, there is evidence to suggest they are closely 
associated. I would like to begin by quoting the Shuowen 说文 lexicon where the 
more commonly written form of fa 法 is rendered 灋: 
灋，也。平之如水，从水；廌，所以触不直者去之，从去。法，
今文省。 ，古文。  
Fa 灋, xing . Leveling (ping 平) like water (shui 水), derives from (cong 
从) water; Zhi 廌, that which is used to touch (probe? chu 触) those who 
are not straight (zhi 直) and so eliminate (qu 去) them, derives from 
eliminate (qu). Fa 法, the simplified new text graph. Fa , the old text 
graph. 
 
Note that that xing is given as an explanation for fa, though xing is written in its 
more ancient form of  instead of the more recent 刑. Though the Shuowen is 
frequently used as a resource to gain insights into early understanding of concepts, 
it was compiled by Xu Shen 许慎 (53 AD) in the Han Dynasty, so one can 
imagine that the meaning of fa was likely affected by his contemporary 
sensibilities as opposed to what it might have meant in the centuries before. 
Nevertheless, Xu Shen tries to explain the graph through its components which he 
probably believed to contain important semantic information. In particular, the 
mythical creature that is implicated, the zhi, is said to be used to probe those who 
are unrighteous (not straight). Thus one could imagine that at some mythical 
period in time, it was a beast (perhaps a totem of a tribe) that was used to punish 
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criminals with. And that idea of punishment has become relevant in the 
construction of the character of fa.  
 Hu Shi thinks there may have been two separate words which became 
conflated with fa, namely the ones denoted by  and 灋. He believes that the 
former may have been used to mean “model” while the latter “penal law”.39 While 
both are ancient, of the two, he says that the former might be older still, though he 
gives no explanation for the assertion. I will first quote an early source: 
Among the Miao 苗, they did not use the power of good, but the restraint 
of punishments. They made the five punishments the engines of 
oppression (wunue zhi xing  五虐之刑), calling them fa. They slaughtered 
the innocent, and were the first also to go to excess in cutting off the nose, 
cutting off the ears, castration and branding.  
(Shangshu 尚书, Lü Xing 吕刑)40
 
One could interpret fa as xing here, and Hu Shi appears to have understood it so. 
In fact, this seems to accord well with the fa graph involving the zhi. Note the 
mention of nue in the above text. Here punishments are meted out with acts of 
atrocity. Later on in the story, we are told that as a result of their evil acts, the 
Miao were punished by the Lord on High. In spite of this, notice that we can 
understand fa here quite easily as standard or model, i.e. that the Miao used 
punishments by nue as a standard mode of action. 
 Fa also appears in the Yijing 易经: 
《易·蒙》初六：发蒙，利用刑人，用说桎梏，以往吝。 
《象》曰：“利用刑人”，以正法也。 
With the opening up of Juvenile Ignorance 蒙, it is fitting both to subject 
him to the awareness of punishment (xing 刑) and to remove fetters and 
shackles, but if he were to set out in this way, he would find it hard going. 
                                                 
39 Hu Shi 胡适, Zhongguo Zhexue Shi Dagang 中国哲学史大纲 
(Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1997), 264. 
 
40 Adapted from Legge’s translation. 
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Commentary on Images: “It is fitting to subject him to awareness of 
punishment”, one does this by rectifying fa.41
(Yijing, Meng: First Yin)42
 
In this case, fa is intimately connected with xing. Either one rectifies fa to subject 
a young person to punishment, or one does the latter in order to rectify fa. 
However, fa also occurs in an Yijing commentary, the Xici Zhuan 系辞传 with a 
meaning unconnected to punishment: 
What one sees of this (free flow and change) is called the images (xiang 
象). As these take physical shapes (xing 形), we may say they are concrete 




Here, fa refers to a method (i.e. standard(ised) way of doing things). One may 
venture a guess that if the other fa graph, i.e. , had an application, it would 
probably be used in such a case. So we can see that an early source such as the 
Yijing contains fa with two different connotations.  
 The Mozi 墨子 appears to have used fa to mean standard/model: 
Mozi said: To accomplish anything whatsoever one must have standards 
(fa). None has yet accomplished anything without them. The gentlemen 
fulfilling their duties as generals and councilors have their standards. Even 
the artisans performing their tasks have their standards. The artisans make 
square objects according to the square, circular objects according to the 
compasses; the draw straight lines with the carpenter’s line and fine 
perpendicular by a pendulum. All artisans, whether skilled or unskilled, 
employ these five standards. Only, the skilled workers are accurate. 
Though the unskilled laborers have not attained accuracy, yet they do 
better following these standards than otherwise. Thus all artisans follow 
the standards at work. 
(Mozi, Fa Yi 法仪)43
 
                                                 
41 Alternatively, “in order to rectify fa”. 
 
42 Richard Wilhelm’s translation, rendered into English by Cary F. Baynes, 
as is the following Xici citation.  
 
43 This and all subsequent Mozi citations are from Y P Mei’s translation 
unless otherwise stated. 
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It can be seen above that fa has certainly little to do with punishment. Mozi then 
goes on to say that governance should be based on standards, otherwise rulers 
would be less intelligent than artisans. It is no coincidence that Mozi, an artisan 
himself, should use terms from his own professional technical vocabulary. There 
is a deeper motive here of course. The belief is that governance ought to be based 
on standards that are constant and calculable, and will obtain results the same way 
that an artisan can guarantee results from his measurement tools. But what should 
the standards be? 
Nothing is better than to follow (fa) Heaven (Tian). Heaven is all-inclusive 
and impartial in its activities, abundant and unceasing in its blessings, and 
lasting and untiring in its guidance. And so, when the sage-kings had 
accepted Heaven as their standard, they measured every action and 
enterprise by Heaven. What Heaven desired they would carry out, what 
Heaven abominated they refrained from … Heaven desires to have men 
benefit and love one another and abominates to have them hate and harm 
one another … [we know this] because it claims all and accepts offerings 
from all … those who love and benefit others Heaven will bless. Those 
who hate and harm others Heaven will curse, for it is said that those who 
murder the innocent will be visited by misfortune. 
 
Before going further, note that fa is used above in its verbal form, thus fa was 
translated as “follow”, which approximates to “take as a standard”. Though in the 
above passage we see that Mozi is advocating the use of Heaven as a standard, 
there are actually many others that he proposes. In particular, he uses a utilitarian 
calculus in his philosophy, where the main method for deciding whether 
something is to be promoted or discarded is to discern whether it promotes benefit 
or harm. Where something is deemed beneficial to the community, it is to be 
preserved and promoted; the reverse is true for things that cause harm. Here it 
appears that he has combined that standard with a discourse on the will of Heaven, 
which becomes a useful device because Heaven is seen as a constant guide that 
consistently behaves in a way that is predictable and unchanging. The upshot then 
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is that in imitating Heaven, the ruler will have a constant and predictable standard 
to emulate, and in so doing, will guarantee good fortune for himself and his people.  
Now we see the difference between the Confucian and the Mohist attitude 
with regards to judgments on morality. As opposed to judging morality via the 
sage’s or gentlemen’s morally cultivated intuition, Mozi is defining it via the 
standard of benefit and harm that is publicly accessible to all. Not long in the 
future Zhuangzi will cast doubt on whether benefit and harm can be judged as 
painlessly as anticipated, but that is another story.44
 There is a further ploy that one can identify here. Another Mohist doctrine 
calls one to emulate one’s superiors (shangtong 上同). The idea is that people 
have a natural tendency to imitate their superiors. So if it can be guaranteed that 
the ruler will take the lead in being moral, the people will so be attracted to follow. 
Hence, if the ruler can be made to follow a benevolent Heaven, then all-under-
Heaven will be benevolent, following Heaven’s standard, and promoting benefit 
and eliminating harm. 
There is also another inherent sense of fa above which perhaps is not 
apparent yet, and that is as an interpretive standard. Graham tells us that it is in 
the Mozi that we first encounter the term bian 辩 or disputation.45 This is to 
become one of the core terms in rational discourse in Ancient China. It involves 
distinguishing between shi 是 (this) and fei 非 (not-this). To say “ shi X ye也”, is 
to imply that something is an instance of X. Fei, on the other hand, is the negation 
of shi. Thus, to say “fei X ye” is to imply that something is not an instance of X. It 
                                                 
44 This will be elaborated in Chapter 4. 
 
45 Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 36. 
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is well established that no fact and value distinction existed for Chinese thinkers 
back then, hence in effect, the understanding of X would carry a certain normative 
content by default. In any case, to shi something cannot simply mean that one 
affirms something in a disinterested, quasi-scientific manner. Rather, it is to act in 
a manner that one deems appropriate. Fei is just the opposite. To borrow Hansen’s 
example, to fei the Vietnam war is to resist the draft, to march in protests, to 
withhold taxes, etc.46 Of course, one could also like Mozi, shi or fei a doctrine; in 
the former case, one would accept it wholeheartedly and exhibit this acceptance in 
concrete actions, while in the latter, one would reject it and regard it as false. But 
for that we need a fa as a standard of interpretation. The three tests enumerated 
below form the standard/fa for deciding whether doctrines are to be accepted or 
not: 
How then are we to judge plainly whether the thesis of these people 
(personages like Confucius) is the right alternative (i.e. shi)? Master Mozi 
pronounces: to assert one must establish norms … To assert, one must 
have the Three Gnomons (biao 表): … [that is] finding the assertion’s 
root, the evidence for it, and the use of it … One finds [the root of the 
assertion] far back in the practice of the sage kings of old … One finds 
[evidence of it] down below by scrutinizing what is real for the eyes and 
ears of the Hundred Clans … One applies [the use of it] in punishment and 
administration, and observes whether it coincides with the benefit of the 
Hundred Clans and people of the state. 47
(Mozi, Fei Ming 非命)48
 The basic inspiration gained by the other thinkers of the period from the 
Mohists is the use of measurement-like operational standards that ensured 
predictable results. On top of that, there is also the sense of fa as an interpretive 
                                                 
46 Chad Hansen, “A Tao of Tao in Chuang-tzu,” in Experimental Essays 
on Chuang-tzu, ed. Victor H. Mair (USA: University of Hawaii Press, 1983), 34. 
 
47 In this case, the word gnomon or biao, which is the astronomer’s post of 
standard height for measuring the length of the sun’s shadow throughout the day, 
replaces fa. Note again the measuring instrument analogy. 
 
48 Burton Watson’s translation. 
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standard which one uses to decide whether something is the right or wrong 
alternative. The most famous among those who picked off from where Mozi left 
off were the Legalists. In fact, much of the technical vocabulary that the Mohists 
used had been taken over by them. Take the following description by Sima Qian 
of Han Fei for instance: 
Han Zi snapped his plumb line (yin shengmo 引绳墨), cut through to the 
truth of things, and made clear right (shi) from wrong (fei), but carried 
cruelty and harshness to the extremes, and was lacking in kindness. 
(Shiji, Chapter 63, Memoirs of Laozi and Han Fei) 
 
The plumb line here is the same pendulum that was mentioned in the earlier quote 
from the Mozi, and is used with some frequency in the Hanfeizi in the way 
mentioned above. Recall that in the discussion on xing it was mentioned that 
punishments were used as an efficacious way of controlling the masses. One can 
understand the general idea here that the Legalists were looking for a precise and 
predictable method of controlling the masses, thus, punishment/xing was used as 
the main fa, that was predictable, and guaranteed results. Also note that fa, linked 
to a pendulum, is also used as means of determining right and wrong. But one 
takes care not to conflate these with considerations of morality. After all, from the 
ruler’s perspective, if he were (for instance) only interested in accumulating 
wealth at the expense of his people, his fa (perhaps involving punishment) could 
simply be an efficient means by which this end is achieved. Once this end is so 
defined, the right or wrong ways are simply better or worse ways to achieve that 
end. Morality need not be a consideration where the calculus becomes strictly 
instrumental. Thus, the difference is that one is more likely to think that the 
Mohist system satisfies the demands of morality than the Legalist one. Apart from 
the fact that the former satisfies our moral intuitions better, a normative discourse 
constructed around the ideas of benefit and harm and a benevolent Heaven is also 
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in its system. So where penal laws are in place (and Mozi does have a place for 
them), they are subject to the standards of morality that are already in place. I will 
leave open the question as to whether or not there is a natural law discourse in the 
Mozi.  
 On the other hand, where interpretive standards are not an issue, is the 
Legalist fa merely a synonym of xing? This depends on the period of time we are 
talking about, and which Legalists we have in mind. Creel tells us that the Legalist 
school (referring to figures in the Early Han Dynasty) is composed of people 
influenced by two streams of though – one influenced by Shang Yang and the 
other by Shen Buhai. Shang Yang, as was seen in the discussion on xing, 
emphasized the use of punishments as a method of governance. In the latter case, 
those so influenced tend to be indifferent towards punishment, while placing 
emphasis on tact (shu 术), the role of the ruler, and the organization and control of 
bureaucratic government.49 He also mentions that during the reign of Emperor Wu, 
the so-called Legalists tended to favor punishments, and thus the idea of the 
school being tied to cruel punishments became the mainstay in traditional 
narratives. On the other hand, in the Shangjunshu, the term fa has been combined 
with other terms such as zhan 战 (battle), forming the term zhanfa战法, which 
happens also to be the title of a chapter. Now it seems odd to translate this as 
“battle-punishments”, for the chapter itself has more to do rather with “methods of 
battle”. In it another term appears - bing 兵 (soldier/weapon/war)-fa. Needless to 
say this has nothing to do with punishing soldiers either. Lord Shang says this of 
                                                 
49 Herrlee G Creel, “The Fa-chia: ‘Legalists’ or ‘Administrators’,” in What 




bingfa: “In a big battle, in the event of victory, do not pursue the fugitives further 
than 10 li 里; in a small battle, in the event of victory, do not pursue the fugitives 
further than five li.” Thus, it has to do with “methods of war”, not with 
punishments. Of Han Fei, we know that the term fa is not simply punishment. 
Rather, the fa of Han Fei consists of rewards and punishments.  
 We move on to a famous proto-Legalist who is the most interesting of the 
lot. Traditionally, we know that the Legalists are fierce opponents of Confucian li, 
preferring the use of fa. The tendency to read fa as xing/penal law leads one to 
think that this is a rehearsal of the Confucian versus Legalist debate on whether to 
use moral suasion or punishments to achieve social order. The Guanzi on the other 
hand, advocates both fa and li: 
Hence, during the Yellow Emperor’s reign, fa was instituted and remained 
unchanged, causing the people to rest in [the] fa … So-called ren 仁 
(benevolence), yi 义 (rightness), li 礼 (ritual) and yue 乐 (music) stem 
from fa. It was with these that the Ancient Kings unified the people.  
(Guanzi, Renfa) 
 
The point here appears to be that the Guanzi uses fa as a standard in the sense of a 
model for governance. If the Mohist appeal to fa is shared by the Guanzi, then it 
means that the standard used here is thought to be measurement-like and 
predictable as well.50 So long as we are only concerned with a standard, there is 
little fear that rites/li, might somehow come into conflict with it, although, off-
hand, it is not evident how those various elements in the quote above are to be 
used specifically.  
                                                 
50 The downside to this interpretation is that if this were true, then we are 
compelled to claim that the passage was written by someone other than Guanzi 
(who lived generations before Mozi). On the other hand, the term fa as model or 
standard predates the Mozi. 
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Though not a Legalist but a Confucian by confession, we know that Xunzi 
also uses the term fa and is an advocate of it as well as li. In the book that bears 
his name, the term fa is paired with both xing and li, forming xingfa and lifa.51 
This is suggestive of the fact that the term does not translate into punishments. We 
should rather understand it as a standard. Thus, Xunzi is really talking about 
standards of punishment and standards of the rites.  
There is perhaps the lingering worry of the fa graph deeply suggestive of 
punishment – 灋. The implication is that where this graph is used, it is likely that 
the author of a text containing it really had punitive measures in mind when 
thinking of fa. Truth be told, of the texts of these ancient writers that are available 
to us today, none carry that ancient graph if only because we no longer possess the 
original manuscripts. Furthermore, in most other cases, it is all the more likely that 
the ideas were first narrated by the teachers, only to be committed to writing by 
their students later. Thus it is impossible to know for sure which graph Mozi, 
Guanzi, Han Fei, Xunzi, etc., used or would have used. But even so, the fact that 
the graph draws its meaning from punishment does not mean that the idea of 
punishment is somehow essential to it.  
In the Meno, where Socrates and Meno were trying to figure out what 
virtue was, Meno repeatedly gave Socrates examples of virtue when asked to 
define it. That was hardly what Socrates wanted. For something to serve as a 
definition of virtue, it had to be true of all instances of virtue, an essential 
characteristic shared by all virtues. It is unnecessary for us to go into the details of 
the dialogue here. The point is however that many a time giving examples of a 
certain concept is perhaps a natural way of trying to produce its meaning. My 
                                                 
51 Examples occur in the Xiushen 修身 (for lifa) and Rongru 荣辱 (for 
xingfa) Chapters. 
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guess here is that for many, punishment is a commonplace instance of the 
operation of fa. The upshot of the argument is that we probably do not have to 
worry ourselves with the issue here, because even if punishment were used to 
point to the “meaning” of fa, it need not be its essence. Where an overwhelming 
account of fa can be given in terms of standard, enough to cover instances of 
punishment, and also that “standard” can function more efficiently in the instances 
where the graph occurs in texts, the preference would always be to use the 
translation that does the better job in conveying the sense.  
The crux of this survey is that while one of the graphs of fa is suggestive 
of punishment, the way in which it is used by a great number of thinkers suggests 
that is better understood as a method or standard. Where the main method is 
punishment, then it might be that in those cases, xing can be used as a substitute. 
But strictly speaking, the term fa is more encompassing than that. We will now 
look at fa in the HDSJ. 
The opening passage of the HDSJ says: 
The Dao produces fa. Fa is what draws (yin 引) the line (sheng 绳) 
between gain (de 得) and loss (shi 失), and makes clear the curved and the 
straight. He who grasps (zhi 执) the Dao, therefore, produces fa and does 
not venture to transgress it, establishes fa and does not venture to oppose it. 
[If] he is able to align himself, then he will not be confused when he sees 
and knows the world.  
(Jingfa, Daofa, p. 51) 
 
A curious feature of the HDSJ is the extent to which Mohist terminology has been 
borrowed. Of the passage above, we may already locate four terms – Fa, yin, 
sheng, zhi. The line/sheng above is the same plumb line that was seen first in the 
Mozi and later used by Han Fei which differentiated between right and wrong. The 
term draw/yin was located by Graham in an obscure part of the Mozi: “As for the 
yin (draw/pull) of the rope on the trundle-axe(?), it is like a yin on the cross-bar 
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from inside a boat.” 52  The word zhi is used in the Mozi as follows: “The 
wheelwright zhi (grasps/holds) his compass and square so as to measure what is 
square and round under Heaven.”53 So the sense here conveyed is that the agent, 
like a craftsman, grasps the Dao (like a measuring instrument), produces fa 
(standards of measurement/interpretive standards?) which draws the plumb line to 
determine gain and loss. Gain and loss probably form a calculus that is used in the 
HDSJ system. There is a certain parallel here with Mohism again. Where Mozi 
spoke of benefit and harm, the HDSJ speaks of gain and loss. Though these two 
pairs of terms are not synonymous, one notes the utilitarian54 mindset in the HDSJ 
also. The Mozi of course does not exude the mystic quality of the HDSJ. In this 
case, fa can be read as an interpretive standard, born of the Dao, which is intuited 
by the agent, who thereby uses it to judge affairs in the world. The irony is that 
while fa tended to be publicly accessible in the Mozi, it has perhaps become 
obscure again and relegated to the ream of intuition, which would be almost 
Confucian-like, much to Mohist disdain. Where decisions were made on the basis 
of morally-cultivated intuitions in Confucianism, they are made on the basis of 
direct mystic apprehension of fa emanating from the Dao by the agent in the 
HDSJ. 
 Fa is also paired with another Mohist influenced term in another passage: 
Fa and du 度 (measures) are the epitome of rectification (zheng 正). He 
who governs by means of fa and du cannot be disordered (luan 乱). 
(Jingfa, Jun Zheng, p. 63) 
                                                 
52 A.C. Graham, Later Mohist Logic, Ethics, and Science (Hong Kong: 
Chinese University Press, Chinese University of Hong Kong; London: School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 1978), 392-4. 
 
53 Mozi, Tianzhi shang 天志上. 
 




A passage in the Mozi says: “The hundred artisans in doing their business all have 
a standard (fa) by which to measure (du).”55 Thus we have another instance of the 
appropriation of a Mohist term. The word zheng above has been translated as 
rectification, though to appreciate the sense of the term, one looks at its opposite, 
disorder/luan, which is avoided where fa and du are used. Hence, zheng here 
really means order. When used in the verbal sense, zheng refers to setting things in 
order, to institute order amidst disorder. Phrased in a strong sense, to zheng 
something is to rectify it. In which case, fa is a (the?) means of achieving this.56
 This same idea is repeated in a dialogue between the Yellow Emperor and 
Li Mo: 
It is only I, the One Man, who controls the world, but cunning people are 
beginning to grow in numbers, and crafty debaters are employing wisdom, 
and they cannot be blocked by the fa. I am afraid someone may use them 
to disorder the world. Please may I ask if the world has complete fa that 
can be used to correct the people? 
(Shiliujing, Cheng Fa 成法, p. 135)57
 
Here, Yates translates fa as laws which is reasonable provided that one does not 
mean penal laws or punishment. My contention is that the Yellow Emperor is 
really asking for a complete (comprehensive) solution to the problem. So fa 
probably means standardized ways and means to achieve this, perhaps not 
excluding the use of punishments if need be. What ought be noted is that cunning 
debaters are traditionally the ones who disrupt regimes of shi’s and fei’s, thereby 
                                                 
55 Mozi, Fa Yi. 
 
56 This is will be dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 3. 
 
57 The “One Man” is a notion that occurs also in the Heguanzi and appears 
to be of some importance in Huang-Lao/Daoist discourse. See Carine Defoort, 
The Pheasant Cap Master: A Rhetorical Reading (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 1997), 181-86. 
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creating disorder through confusing people with regards to the interpretation of 
legal codes and matters of morality.58 Recall that in the absence of a fact-value 
distinction, where it is decided that something is (i.e. shi) an instance of X, i.e. 
rightly bears the name X, one acts in a way appropriate to that thing being X. The 
reverse is true. The disorder caused by the sophist comes from his confusing the 
people as to what are and are-not instances of X. In other words they disorder 
names. So while “laws” can be a solution to the problem qua Yates, the issue here 
is also about instituting proper standards to rectify the confusion. Remember also 
that fa is also thought to be born of the Dao, which is after all the ultimate 
principle of the cosmos. Further, since the Dao is also the source by which forms 
and names are born, fa born of the Dao would naturally be the ultimate standard to 
resolve the problem. One needs fa (an objective standard) to rediscover the proper 
names that are attached to the forms they were assigned to by the Dao. In fact, Li 
Mo proceeds to speak of forms and names upon the Yellow Emperor’s question. 
Thus, we can be sure that fa is related to the operation of names in this case. 
As above, fa is also mentioned in another location in the Mohist/Legalist 
sense of being means of deciding between right and wrong (shi and fei): 
Right and wrong have their apportioned lot, decide them according to the 
model (fa). 
(Jingfa, Ming Li 名理, p. 101) 
 
Elsewhere, fa is used in the verbal sense of “taking as standard” in a number of 
places: 
The older generation modeled themselves on it (fa zhi 法之), the younger 
generation failed to do so.  
(Shiliujing, Guo Tong, p. 117)59
                                                 
58 Recall the earlier story involving Deng Xi and Zi Chan. 
 
59 In this instance, I have chosen to follow Chang and Feng’s translation. 
Yates translates the line without fa becoming a verb. 
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If it does not take Earth as a model, warfare cannot be managed. 
(Shiliujing, Bing Rong 兵容, p. 133) 
 
All that is yang is modeled on Heaven. Heaven values correct60 (zheng) … 
 
All that is yin is modeled on Earth. The potency of Earth is to be peaceful, 
gentle, correct, and quiescent. 
(Cheng, p. 169) 
 
Then, in a passage, there is mention of the seven models/qi fa 七法, instituted by 
Tian:  
What does not lose its constancy (chang 常) is Heaven. Heaven holds the 
One and uses it to brighten the Three. The sun faithfully emerges and 
faithfully reenters and that North and South have poles [are the epitomes 
(ji 稽) of measures (du 度). That the moon faithfully grows and faithfully] 
dies, that advance and retreat have constancy, are the epitomes of 
enumeration (shu 数). That the serried stars have number, but do not lose 
their ranks, is the epitome of faithfulness (xin 信). 
If Heaven brightens the Three in order to determine the Two, then one will 
be dark and the other bright … If [Heaven] determines the Two in order to 
establish the Eight Regulators (ba zheng 八正), then the four seasons have 
regularities, movement and quiescence have their positions, and outside 
and inside have their locations. Heaven establishes [the Eight Regulators 
in order to put into practice the Seven Models]. 
To brighten in order to regulate is the Dao of Heaven. Appropriateness (shi 
适) is the measure of Heaven. Faithfulness is the periodicity (qi 期) of 
Heaven. To go to the limit and then [turn back] is the nature (xing 性) of 
Heaven. Necessity (bi 必) is the mandate (ming 命) of Heaven … is what 
Heaven uses to make mandates for things. These are called the Seven 
Models.   
 (Jingfa, Lun 论, p. 81-3) 
 
Though not mentioned above, the 1976 Wenwu editors tell us that the One refers 
to the Dao, while Two and Three refer to yin-yang, and Heaven, Earth and Man 
respectively. An alternative reading for Two and Three is that they refer to the sun 
and moon, and the stars respectively. As for the Eight Regulators, we are told they 
refer to the positions of inner and outer, the transformations of movement and 
quiescence, and the regularities of the four seasons. Though initially tedious 
                                                 
60 Alternatively, “order”. 
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looking, what happens now is that Tian appears to be anthropomorphized and has, 
like a human craftsman, taken certain aspects of the cosmos to be its guides in 
determining what the fa should be. There is even mention of du, the term used in 
measurement, again suggestive of predictability and calculability. The difference 
with Mohism is that it was Tian itself that ordered the heavenly bodies and 
seasons to act the way they do, while Mozi only peered up to Tian to figure out its 
ways. What is particularly interesting also is that the sun, moon, stars and seasons 
are said to be faithful in what they do, as if they were conscious entities. Then 
there is also mention of constancy. Where Laozi denied there being a constant 
Dao,61 Mozi saw Tian as providing a constant standard. And here, that constancy 
is expressed in natural phenomena. 
 The rest of Lun includes instructions for the human ruler to comply with 
the way mandated by Tian: 
When each of the Seven Models matches its name, it is called a “thing” 
(wu 物). When each thing [is fitted with the Dao(?)], it is called “Principle 
(li 理).” Where principle is situated, it is called [Compliance (shun 顺)]. 
When some things do not fit with the Dao, it is called “Losing Principle.” 
Where losing principle is situated, it is called “Opposition (ni 逆).” If 
Opposition and Compliance each mandate themselves, then preservation 
and destruction, rise and decline can be known. 
(p. 83) 
 
Here, two extremely important concepts in the HDSJ (Opposition and Compliance) 
appear. The ruler is always asked to move in compliance with the way of Tian, 
because when he moves in opposition to it, he risks losing his name (i.e. 
reputation), his state, and failure in whatever else he endeavors to do. Much of the 
remaining parts of the passage are extremely obscure and it is unclear how exactly 
these prescriptions ought to be practiced. It is possible that faithfulness and 
constancy, mentioned with frequency in the passage, is expected of the ruler. In 
                                                 
61 Or maybe not, the point is open to debate. 
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which case, the model of natural entities is that which is to be emulated. So the 
ruler is to be faithful and constant in his policies the way the heavenly bodies are. 
But on the other hand, there is no direct instruction in the passage to do that. Much 
of the obscurity that plagues this passage is also a fact of a great many portions of 
the HDSJ. 
 Another curious aspect of the HDSJ is that fa is almost uniformly 
something to be followed only by rulers. Now this assertion requires some 
qualification. Where the fa of the ruler involves his issuing commands which must 
be followed by his subjects, then in that sense, the people do obey fa. On the other 
hand, the HDSJ censures specifically those rulers of men who do not follow fa, 
and as a result, become liable for punishment, either by a fa-following ruler, or via 
some natural phenomenon that results in his destruction.  
 The most dramatic example of this is in the Yellow Emperor-Chi You 
narrative, where the Yellow Emperor issues the following statement after the 
defeat of his nemesis: 
“Those who disobey righteousness and oppose the proper seasons for their 
punishment look at Chi You! Those who disobey righteousness and rebel 
against the ruling house, fa is death and destruction forever!” 
(Shiliujing, Wu Zheng 五正, p. 115) 
 
The ending clause is translated a little awkwardly and is subject to interpretation. 
But it is likely that death and destruction is the fa that is to be executed by the 
righteous on the unrighteous. In this passage, we find the closest association 
between xing and fa. There is another passage which includes a dialogue between 
Gao Yang (the Yellow Emperor’s grandson) and Li Mo regarding the ruling 
houses which were warring on one another. Li Mo says the following: 
“In managing punishments, he does not match them with the crimes, at rest 
he lacks fa, and in movement and rest, he is not in harmony with correct 
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names. For this reason he will be executed, receiving punishment for his 
actions.” 
(Shiliujing, Xing Zheng, p. 125-7) 
 
This passage is conceptually rich. Here it rehearses the idea of punishments not 
matching crimes with the mismatch of xing (punishments) to ming (names). And 
since xingming (forms and names) stem from the Dao, as does fa, in the HDSJ, 
this is surely a sign of lacking fa. One who lacks fa then will then suffer the 
consequences. But while xing is applicable to both people and rulers, notice that 
only the rulers here can be at fault for not following fa. This is where we see the 
equivocation between xing (meaning form) and xing (meaning punishment). We 
see a deliberate attempt to cast the more clumsy punishment in metaphysical terms 
using the traditional metaphysical notion of form, afforded by the fact that they 
share the same graph.   
 One thing however is clear about the HDSJ, and that is that nowhere is fa 
ever used as a substitute for xing. However, there is a sense in which the scope of 
fa extends wider than the quoted passages above would reveal. Since fa is born of 
the Dao and reveals its workings, and everything else is generated by the Dao, all 
the instructions directed at the ruler for successful governance are in a sense the fa 
that the HDSJ is prescribing. In that case, part of that fa does indeed prescribe 
punishment at certain moments, though they are not equivalent concepts. What is 
already obvious in the survey on xing is that punishment is subject to the 
normative constraints set by the cosmic cycles. The same can be said of fa that is 
efficacious as well, for any fa that a ruler institutes which is at variance with the 
one designated by the Dao is doomed to fail.  
 At this point, we might want to consider if fa is law. The most ardent 
opponent of the idea that Ancient China did possess a concept of law is Hansen. 
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The reader will notice that I have quoted his formulations of law at the beginning 
of this chapter. His contention is that the Chinese did not think in the broad, 
syntactical, logical and modal term as suggested in those formulations. So prima 
facie, they couldn’t have had laws. Hansen tells us that fa “consistently means 
measurable, publicly accessible, standards for the application of terms used in 
behavior guidance” (the evidence as presented here pretty much confirms that as 
well), and also that “legal codes are explicit, published, and accessible”. 62 As 
such law falls within the broad definition of what can count as fa. On the other 
hand, because laws do not typically concern rewards for good behavior, the way 
fa might, the scope of fa extends beyond that of law. Thus, all laws may be 
instances of fa, but not all fa’s are laws.  
 And speaking of legal codes, we might want to consider the status of xing 
as well. Do they imply that China did have a legal code? One notes that the 
attitude towards xing varies from thinker to thinker. And there is no lack of figures 
such as Shu Xiang (and some argue most Confucians) who were against a 
published penal code. In such situations, where there is no publicly accessible 
code, the punishments applied to misconduct fail to qualify as stemming from law. 
On the other hand, Zi Chan and the Legalists do seem to be proponents of a “legal 
code”. As such, whether or not there existed a functional equivalent of a legal 
code depends on the policy from which xing operates. But there is also another 
aspect of these injunctions if they should count as “law”. They need to be seen as 
prescriptively necessary. 
                                                 




 At the risk of quoting a wildly anachronistic source, the remarks below 
from a Ming Dynasty scholar Li Dongyang 李东阳 seem to suggest that 
traditionally, “laws” were not prescriptively necessary: 
What is good (of itself) in reality [is recorded again] (in the new legal 
code) although it [may not] be applied. We keep the rules of our ancestors 
through respect, [and] we dare not criticize them. [Likewise] we preserve 
the deeds and examples of antiquity to serve as models. What is written in 
the code is not necessarily [enforced]. 
(Preface of Da Ming Huidian 大明会典)63
 
Remarking on this phenomenon, the Dutch sinologist, Marc van der Valk says the 
following: 
The law was always considered as a model according to which other cases 
might be solved. … This idea moreover involved that written law was not 
necessarily always applied. It was only the model to be followed under 
certain circumstances and had no binding force as such. Consequently 
upon change of circumstances the law would automatically no longer be 
applicable, and the necessity of its abolition or revision did not exist. 
Hence the perpetual copying of obsolete provisions in the codes.64
 
This phenomenon is of course seen in the later dynasties and not in the Pre-Qin 
era we are speaking of. But it does indicate that whatever our claims for xing or fa 
may be, they must be seen in terms of the theoretical framework of the thinker 
concerned. That “laws” were not applied is a factual claim, but that they ought to 
be is very often expressed by a good many Legalist (and Huang-Lao) thinker. The 
sensibility that they needn’t be is noteworthy, and it may mean that a locution like 
fa is to many really a contingent model. Still, we cannot deny that many thinkers 
                                                 
63 From Jean Escarra, Le droit chinois (Paris: Librairie du Recueil Sirey, 
1936), quoted by Nakamura, in Shigeo Nakamura, “Law, State and Society in 
China (1): Was Traditional Chinese Law a Mere ‘Model’? Part One,” in 
International Journal of Asian Studies, 1.1 (2004): 139-57. 
 
64 Marc van der Vaulk, An Outline of Modern Chinese Family Law 
(Beijing: 1939, reprint Ch’eng-wen, Taipei, 1969), quoted by Nakamura, ibid.  
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have within their theoretical frameworks, normative safeguards against this 
attitude. 
In the HDSJ, we see the notion of ling 令 or order issued from the ruler 
which occurs no less than 26 times. Failure to comply leads to punishment by the 
ruler. We also see the word zhu 诛 or punishment which occurs six times. The 
difference between xing and this notion of punishment is that the latter involves 
punitive punishment against other rulers. It usually denotes raising a righteous war 
against a tyrannical ruler who oppresses his people.  Thus, in line with the 
function of penal law we see a strong sense of violence being used here as 
retributive punishment. The numerous statements in the HDSJ that retribution will 
visit upon the ruler when he defaults in following the fa emanating from the Dao, 
and that xing should be applied when it is due (on other rulers or the people) 
suggests a notion of prescriptive necessity. It seems then that on the one hand, 
though it is difficult to call the injunctions in the HDSJ (and indeed in most of 
Early Chinese literature) law, on the other, we see that retributive measures such 
as xing and zhu match characteristics of penal law. 
Unfortunately, there is no mention of the public accessibility of a penal 
code for the general populace. Though punishments ought to be commensurable 
with the crimes, there is no indicator that the code is to be made known. That 
presents a difficulty in our calling injunctions from the ruler “law”. But among 
rulers at least, it could be said that it is their onus to figure out what the objective 
fa of the Dao is. Thus they can be faulted for their violation of it, and hence, 
punishment inflicted on them can be seen as retributive, stemming from a “cosmic 
law”. 
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The outcome of this survey may be summarized as follows: the extent to 
which xing matches Western sensibilities of penal law depends on the way it is 
exercised in a state. Important considerations include whether or not xing are 
publicly accessible, regular, and universal. In the HDSJ we find a strong sense that 
xing is applied when one is in violation of the Dao, thus fulfilling a retributive 
function. Fa, on the other hand, which emanates from the Dao, is not synonymous 
with xing. Yet, it is of prescriptive necessity in the HDSJ as rulers who fail to 
comply with it are visited with punishment either by Tian or a righteous ruler who 
raises a force against them. At the same time, it is also the interpretive standard by 
which right and wrong alternatives are judged, and is the means by which one 
apprehends the objective relationship between forms and names as they come into 
existence. The necessity of fa also inductively suggests that the relationship 
between forms and names, and Dao-generated regimes of shi and fei are 
necessarily so.  
A difficulty we saw earlier is that the application of xing (and de), with its 
implied cosmic efficacy, is also deeply motivated by a desire towards universal 
overlordship. Add to that a traditional abhorred notion of tyranny and atrocity, nue, 
is seen to be natural where it matches the appropriate cosmic phase. This 
instrumental mentality and obsession with cosmic success is a hindrance to our 
seeing the HDSJ system as being straightforwardly moral. 
The lesson drawn from this survey is that any study of natural law in the 
HDSJ must take into consideration the fact that the HDSJ may not contain a 
notion of law in the Western sense. Furthermore, the normative injunctions in it 
may not be intuitively moral. As such, qualification and caution are needed in 
calling them natural laws. 
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Chapter 3: Exploring Natural Law Readings of the Huangdi Sijing 
 
A comparison of xing and fa has been made with the Western notion of 
law in the previous chapter. Though similarities exist, it is important also to note 
the many differences that abound between these different notions. It was shown 
that in the HDSJ, a human ruler must comply with the cosmic cycles in his 
institution of xing and fa, if he were to achieve the cosmic efficacy required to 
ensure the continuance of his rule and the survival of his realm. Some 
commentators have taken this to mean that the HDSJ is about natural law. As 
mentioned, one should be more cautious against the conflation, especially since fa 
in the HDSJ does not appear to have the same extension as the Western notion of 
law. Fa is a model for judgment, a tool for judging is and is-not’s (shi, fei), an 
objective standard to apply by which results can be guaranteed - none of these 
readily match what we mean by law. Hence, the sentence Dao produces fa may be 
better translated as Dao produces model/standard, rather than Dao produces law.  
It is one thing to say that fa is naturalized, it is quite another to make the same 
claim about law in the HDSJ, to say nothing about the ambiguity of the existence 
of law (in the Western sense) within the Early Chinese Tradition. 
 But there is of course xing, which serves a similar function to penal laws. 
The HDSJ repeatedly exhorts the ruler to follow the Dao, and to make xing tally 
with the seasons of death. In that sense, it appears that penalties at least have a 
naturalistic base. A problem emerges however when consideration is placed upon 
the notion of Nature. Do the Chinese have a concept of Nature? Does Tian or Dao 
mean Nature? There are serious problems with translating these terms as Nature 
and this will be shown in the following chapter. For the time being, we shall 
consider two accounts (one of Peerenboom’s and one of Turner’s) of how the 
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author(s) of the HDSJ attempt to restrict the application of “(penal) laws”. Both 
propose that the HDSJ speaks of natural law. Points were made in the previous 
chapter which raise doubts on whether or not the injunctions in the HDSJ can be 
regarded as natural laws, especially since the system apparently sanctions 
occasions of immorality. If so, we may have a prima facie case for dismissing the 
natural law claim even at this point. However, the formulations of Peerenboom 
and Turner are philosophically interesting and are helpful in developing a more 
plausible reading of the nature of normativity in the HDSJ. This will be presented 
to the full in the next chapter. It will be seen that while Peerenboom’s analysis is 
by far the most philosophically sophisticated to date, it is not without its problems 
(not counting the claim of natural law which might in all likelihood be false). 
Turner’s analysis, while less complicated philosophically, is also noteworthy. 
However, again, much of her analysis hinges on the translation of a crucial term 
which when disputed casts serious doubt to the claim to natural law. Since it 
would be impossible to examine Peerenboom and Turner’s formulations without 
agreeing with them that the Chinese do indeed have an idea of law, we shall 
provisionally presume that fa and xing indeed are synonyms of law, bearing in 
mind there is a real conceptual distance between the concepts. 
Peerenboom’s Formulation 
 
Peerenboom’s analysis of the HDSJ’s natural law first made its appearance 
in a paper entitled Natural Law in the Huang-Lao Boshu in 1990. An expanded 
version of this was published as a full-length book in 1993 under the title Law and 
Morality in Ancient China – The Silk Manuscripts of Huang-Lao. While the 
subject matter appears to be about natural law proper, one immediately notices 
that his analysis seeks also to prove that the HDSJ is a counter-example to many 
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of the textbook generalizations that have been made of Chinese Thought by many 
prominent scholars. The claims he makes of the HDSJ have direct impact on the 
debate concerning the existence of the notion of laws of nature in Chinese 
Thought, which began with Joseph Needham and Derk Bodde.1 He also claims 
that the HDSJ contains a notion of transcendence, which Hall and Ames deny the 
Chinese ever considering.2 What he says about natural law in the HDSJ and how 
it is conceived also mitigates against other writers’ claims that strains of Chinese 
Thought, such as Confucianism and (Han Fei’s) Legalism contain such a doctrine. 
Peerenboom’s book has won the praise of nearly all his reviewers,3  though a 
frequent complaint is his tendency to oversystematize the material and ironically, 
in so doing, oversimplify the ideas in the HDSJ and of other Pre-Qin thinkers.4 As 
Davidson puts it, “it is not that the evidence is not there, it is just that Pre-Qin 
                                                 
1 See Joseph Needham, “Human Law and the Laws of Nature in China and 
in the West,” in Science and Civilization in China, Vol. 2. (Cambridge, England: 
University Press, 1954-), 518-83, Derk Bodde, “Evidence for the ‘Laws of 
Nature’ in Chinese Thought,” in Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 20 (1957): 
709-27, and Derk Bodde, “Chinese ‘Laws of Nature,’ a Reconsideration,” in 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 39 (1979): 139-56. 
2 See David L. Hall and Roger T. Ames, Thinking Through 
Confucius (New York: State University of New York Press, 1987) and 
Thinking From the Han: Self, Truth and Transcendence in Chinese and 
Western Culture (New York: State University of New York Press, 1998). 
3 Benjamin E. Wallacker, for example, has praised Perrenboom’s book 
unequivocally in his review of it, in Journal of Asian Studies 28.1 (1994): 71-2. 
 
4 Eno accuses Peerenboom of underexploring Confucian naturalism. See 
Robert Eno, Review of Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts 
of Huang-Lao by Randall P.Peerenboom, in Journal of Asian Studies 53.3 (Aug 
1994): 926-8, Carine Defoort, “The ‘Transcendence’ of Tian: Law and Morality 
in Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts of Huang-Lao, by Randall Peerenboom. 
New York: State University of New York Press, 1993,” in Philosophy East & 
West 44 (April 1994): 347-85, and Sarah A. Queen, Review of Law and Morality 
in Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts of Huang-Lao, by Randall P. 
Peerenboom, in China Review International 1.2 (Fall 1994): 214-9. 
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philosophical enterprise is not always as definite as Peerenboom suggests.”5 At 
this point, one faces the daunting task of presenting his case in a simplified form 
without reducing the rigor of his proofs. I will attempt to cover as many 
philosophically interesting points that he makes as possible, so that the critiques 
made of his analysis can be better appreciated.  
Natural law and Laws of Nature 
 
To highlight the difference between the HDSJ (which supposedly  contains 
a theory of natural law) and other works in Chinese philosophy, Peerenboom 
quotes Hart’s minimum separation thesis. To recall, Hart, the legal positivist, tells 
us that there is no necessary link between law and morality. Usually, where one 
insists that there is a necessary link between law and morality, one is a proponent 
of natural law. Peerenboom disputes this. He claims that “natural law is often 
grounded in some ultimate source of value which is beyond further questioning.”6 
The language used in such cases includes notions of “Absolute Good, Inalienable 
Rights, Divine Commandments, and Categorical Imperatives.” Furthermore, 
natural law “is often held to be universal and immutable,” and “does not change 
from context to context as the particular beliefs, customs, and social institutions 
change.”7 Though Confucius, according to him, must surely see a link between 
law and morality, he is not a natural law theorist but a coherence theorist. 
                                                 
5 Steve Davidson, Review of Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk 
Manuscripts of Huang-Lao, by Randall P. Peerenboom, in China Review 
International 1.1 (Fall 1994): 202-5. 
 
6 Randall Peerenboom, “Natural Law in the Huang-Lao Boshu,” in 
Philosophy East & West 40.3 (July 1990): 310. 
 
7 Ibid., 311. 
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 Of the sensibilities with regards to morality in a coherence system, 
Peerenboom says the following: 
The objective of the ethical reasoning process on a pragmatic or coherence 
view is to achieve equilibrium between one’s judgments and one’s 
personally and communally held moral beliefs or intuitions. The aim is to 
make one’s system or web of beliefs … coherent by bringing one’s ethical 
judgment in line with one’s intuitions. (Italics mine)  
 
Further, quoting Feinberg, he delineates this approach from the natural law one by 
making the following claim of foundational philosophers (for which natural law 
theorists are supposed to be): 
They will find no semblance of a complete moral system, no reduction of 
moral derivatives to moral primitives, no grounding of ultimate principles 
in self-evident truths, or in “the nature of man,” the commandments of 
God, or the dialectic of history … [One may] appeal … to all kinds of 
reasons normally produced in practical discourse, from efficiency to utility 
of fairness, coherence, and human rights. But I make no effort to derive 
some of these reasons from others, or rank them in terms of degree of 
basicness.8
 
Thus, even if Confucius were to judge the validity of human law on the basis of 
morality, insofar as his moral system approaches that of a coherence system, he 
cannot be a natural law theorist in the real sense. Nevertheless, notice that in 
Peerenboom’s formulation morality must have a role in the HDSJ if it can 
justifiably be said to contain natural law. 
 Peerenboom goes on to dispute claims that the ideas of Shang Yang and 
Han Fei are close parallels to that of the HDSJ. While all seem to favor the 
consolidation of power by a single ruler and the rule of law, law for the former 
two thinkers is positive law. Supposedly, laws for them are “politically expedient 
techniques adopted to serve the paramount pragmatic consideration of securing 
and enhancing the autocratic powers of the sovereign.” In contrast, the HDSJ is 
                                                 
8 Ibid., 310. 
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said to ground its laws in the “impersonal and constant, rule-governed natural 
order.” 9 Also, because Shen Dao appears to deny that laws descend from Nature 
(translated from Tian), when read against the backdrop of the HDSJ, he cannot be 
considered a natural law theorist.10
 At this point, it becomes apparent that Peerenboom has made the 
assumption that because the HDSJ grounds its laws on the natural order, its laws 
must somehow be natural laws. It is true that when such formulations exist in the 
West, this is often the case. However, one notices that a certain crucial element 
mentioned earlier has been left out. Where is the account of morality? 
Peerenboom seems to assume that laws grounded on the natural order must 
somehow also satisfy the demands of morality. Now as bewildering as this may 
seem for one unfamiliar with the HDSJ, it is not as unreasonable as it seems in 
some aspects so long as we consider how the natural order is described in the text. 
Descriptions in the text of Tian sending down disasters as a consequence of the 
ruler or general massacring the innocent seem to validate the notion that 
Tian/Nature must somehow be moral. We might deduce in the next step that 
somehow laws derived from such a natural order must be moral.  
 What is a little perplexing is that these examples were never raised by 
Peerenboom when they could be used to prove his point on the natural order being 
foundational and moral at the same time. Consequently, one is left with the 
suspicion that he might in fact have been thinking of the situation in a different 
way. Peerenboom first reminds us that the cornerstone of the HDSJ’s philosophy 
is one of compliance (shun): 
                                                 
9 Ibid., 311. 
 




When one’s achievements surpass the natural order (Tian), there will be 
punishments and executions. Where one’s achievements fall short of the 
natural order, one will fade away without reputation. Where one’s 
achievements coincide with the natural order, one’s reputation will be fully 
established. As for the principle underlying human affairs: complying 
(shun) with it, one lives; patterning oneself on it, one succeeds; opposing 
(ni) it, one dies; deviating from it, [one is left without] reputation. 
(Jingfa, Lun Yue)11
 
To be noted above is Peerenboom’s translation of Tian as “the natural order”. In 
addition, Peerenboom tells us elsewhere that Dao as it occurs in the HDSJ is also a 
synonym of the natural order.12 It has been hinted that such a move might be open 
to objections. This will be picked up again later. For the time being, these 
translations/conflations will be granted to maintain the unfolding argument. In 
some ways, it can be seen that the move is not necessarily an unreasonable one. 
Peerenboom correctly notes that throughout the text, the ruler is constantly 
reminded to be in accord with Tian (yin tian), the natural timeliness (yin tian shi), 
fulfill the limits of Tian (yin tian ji), comply with the four seasons (shun si shi). 
Furthermore, one is told to be in compliance with Dao and principles (li 理). 
Hence, in the most general sense, to simplify the basic mode of thought, one can 
be thought of as being told to make one’s actions in accord with X, and that X 
appears (to Peerenboom) to be the natural order.13 Peerenboom takes Tian, Dao or 
                                                 
11 Peerenboom’s translation in ibid., 315. Yates’ translation is normally 
used unless otherwise stated. 
 
12 Ibid., 315. 
 
13 Peerenboom does not phrase it this way, but the representation here is 
nevertheless an accurate depiction of his reasoning. 
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principle where they occur in the text to be synonyms for the natural order, since 
they often play the role of X.14
 Peerenboom further tells us that this natural order is preestablished: 
The sun reliably (xin 信 ) rises and sets; north and south have their 
boundaries – these are the models for standardization. The moon reliably 
waxes and wanes; the cycle of advancement and withdrawal has its 
constancy (chang 常) – these are the models for calculation. The stellar 
formations have their quantifiable relations; never moreover, do they 
deviate from their paths – these are the models for reliability.  
(Jingfa, Lun)15
 
Further, the human social order is to be patterned on these natural phenomena: 
To commence governing with civil measures (wen 文) and to round it out 
with military force (wu 武) is the way of Heaven and Earth. For there to be 
standard periods of the four seasons is the principle of Heaven and Earth. 
For the celestial bodies – the sun, moon, stars and constellations – to have 
their quantifiable relations is the guideline of Heaven and Earth. To be 
productive during the three seasons and to harvest and execute during one 
season is the way of Heaven and Earth. Timely and determinate, the 
alternations of the four seasons continue without discrepancy or error … 
As for principle in human affairs, it is preserved by acting in accordance 
with compliance and contrariness. 
(Jingfa, Lun)16
 
The allusion to natural phenomena (here represented by the sun, moon, stars and 
seasons) being “constant” implies that these are governed by “laws of nature”. 
These regularities are also expressed employing the concepts of yin-yang, 
principle (li), pattern (ze 则), etc. It was mentioned in the last chapter that for there 
to be laws in nature, natural phenomena must behave the way they do out of 
necessity and that there cannot be aberrations in them. Is this true of the vision of 
                                                 
14 Randall Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk 
Manuscripts of Huang-Lao (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), 
54. 
 
15 Peerenboom’s translation in Peerenboom, “Natural Law in the Huang-
Lao Boshu,” 315. This passage has been quoted in the previous chapter using 
Yates’ translation. 
 
16  Ibid., 315-6. 
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the HDSJ? Peerenboom seems to think so, and if he is right, then the evidence 
seems to run counter to Needham’s claim that the ancient Chinese did not think of 
Nature in those terms. This is to be expected, for as Peerenboom says, Needham 
did not have the HDSJ with him at the time of his assertion. For if he had, he 
would surely have thought otherwise. Nevertheless, Peerenboom is not without his 
detractors. Their objections will be examined in due course. In the meantime, his 
point shall be granted so that another important assertion of his can be presented. 
Transcendence 
 
Contrary to Hall and Ames’ claim that the Chinese do not have a notion of 
transcendence, Peerenboom attempts to prove otherwise. Of course, the notion of 
transcendence has been represented in various ways at different times by different 
people. Let us consider the formulation by Hall and Ames which Peerenboom has 
inherited: A is transcendent with respect to B if the meaning or import of B cannot 
be fully analyzed and explained without recourse to A but the reverse is not true.17 
Traditionally, at least in the West, the Judeo-Christian conception of God, 
Aristotle’s Unmoved Mover and Plato’s Forms, have been candidates for A. In all 
these cases, that which is transcendent is thought to stand “outside” of the current 
empirical reality. Indeed, the radical ontological separation between God and His 
creatures is a paradigm for thinking about transcendence. In the Greek tradition, 
for Plato, the Forms which are timeless, unchanging and hence transcendent, are 
thought to be more real than their instantiations in the empirical world which are 
subject to change and flux. In the Middle Ages, this form of thinking influenced 
                                                 
17 Ibid., 318, and also, Hall and Ames, Thinking Through Confucius, 13. 
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theological reflection which accords God with a higher degree of reality than his 
creatures.  
 However, in Peerenboom’s formulation, transcendence in the HDSJ does 
not occur in this form. Rather than the strong transcendence typified by radical 
ontological separation between the Forms and the empirical world, or God and 
creation, Peerenboom tells us that the HDSJ contains a system of weak 
transcendence, whereby the predetermined natural order is transcendent over the 
human/social order, insofar that the meaning of the latter cannot be explained 
without recourse to the former. In other words, one cannot explain why the human 
order ought to be the way it is without appealing to the way the natural is. Hence, 
the predetermined natural order is taken to be the descriptive realm which 
prescribes the way the human order should be. What makes this transcendence 
“weak” is the fact that there is no radical separation between the natural order and 
the social order. Certainly the natural order does not occupy a space in an alternate 
reality the way Plato’s Forms do. Both the natural and social orders are in the here 
and now. 
Peerenboom differentiates this worldview from other strains of Chinese 
Thought, such as the Confucianism of Dong Zhongshu, which seem to imply that 
the human person has some means of influencing the operation of the natural 
order. In Peernboom’s reading, natural phenomena have constant Dao’s, and are 
beyond the human agent’s tampering, either directly and consciously through 
occult activity, or indirectly through unethical behavior which causes cosmic 
disturbance. In spite of obvious differences in cultural sensibilities, this clearly has 
its parallel in the Western schema, whereby God, the Forms, etc. are beyond the 
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tampering of the imminent realm. Likewise, the natural order is held to be 
transcendent, albeit in a weak sense.  
Also in Confucius’ case, human beings appear to have a role in creating 
and determining the social order in terms of their aesthetic judgment, which is 
quite different from the HDSJ’s insistence on patterning human behavior on 
natural phenomena. And that apparently corroborates Peerenboom’s claim of the 
natural order’s normative priority and thus transcendent status.  
Correspondence vs Interpretive Naturalism 
 
We will examine one last distinction which Peerenboom makes. According 
to him, “naturalisms in general consider humans as part of the cosmic natural 
order, privilege the natural order and insist that the human order be compatible 
with the natural order.” 18  The difference between the correspondence and 
interpretive versions consists of the former insisting on there being a 
predetermined order, while the latter does not. The latter may grant that there is 
preconfigured natural order, but in practice, there can be many different 
arrangements whereby human beings may organize their social order insofar as 
the natural one is taken into consideration. Alternatively, they may even think that 
the natural order is underdetermining and open to the restructuring by human 
agents. In which case, there can be many viable human ways within the cosmic 
Way. Humans are free to create their own way, so as to suit their own needs, 
interests and sociopolitical-historical context.19 Needless to say, in line with what 
has been repeated thus far, the HDSJ espouses a correspondence naturalism. There 
is but one way in which human beings must merely conform to. All the rules and 
                                                 
18 Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts 




regulations of the social order must take their cue from the normatively privileged 
transcendent field, i.e. the pre-determined natural order.  
The problem, however, is that the HDSJ may not be most appropriately 
characterized by the correspondence naturalism model, if the points made by 
Sarah Queen regarding other neglected portions of the text are given due 
consideration.20 That is not to say that the interpretive version fits the system of 
the HDSJ better. More will be said in a later portion of this chapter. This with 
some other objections taken together have an unfortunate impact on the otherwise 
impressive barrage of philosophical terms that Peerenboom has used to describe 
the HDSJ.  
In particular, the notion of “laws of nature” appear to be indispensable for 
the articulation of Peerenboom’s formulation. The proofs of natural law and 
possibly transcendence in the HDSJ would not hold if there were doubts in the 
existence of “laws of nature” as such in the text. Crucially, the HDSJ is supposed 
to provide proof that even Needham himself would have found compelling 
enough to concede on the existence of such laws, despite rejecting Bodde’s 
rigorous proofs in the past.  
Reexamining Laws of Nature 
 
Needham made his case that the Chinese did not have a notion of laws of 
nature in his second volume of Science and Civilization in Ancient China. In his 
analysis, he distinguishes between natural law and laws of nature. The former he 
envisages in the juristic sense, hence applying it only to human affairs. In the case 
of the latter, he has in mind fixed physical regularities in the non-human sphere 
which Man has consistently discovered to be operative in natural phenomena. 
                                                 
20 Queen, Review of Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk 
Manuscripts of Huang-Lao, 215. 
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Needham does not deny that natural law exists in Ancient China. In fact, he uses 
Confucius’ moral sensibilities as an example of what juristic natural law might be 
like: 
As against (fa 法/positive law, which was the pure will of the lawgiver, 
irrespective of what the generally accepted mores or morality might be), 
the Confucians adhered to the body of ancient custom, usage and 
ceremonial, which included all those practices, such as filial piety, which 
unnumbered generations of the Chinese people have instinctively felt to be 
right- this was li 礼, and we may equate it to natural law. In other words, li 
was the sum of the folkways whose ethical sanctions had risen into 
consciousness. (Italics mine)21
 
Peerenboom would deny that Confucius is a natural law theorist because his 
ethical standards are not grounded in an “ultimate source of value beyond 
questioning”. In any case, note that Needham has not forgotten the centrality of 
morality in his discussion of natural law. Needham further tells us that: 
In Western civilization, the ideas of natural law and of laws of nature go 
back to a common root … For without doubt one of the oldest notions of 
Western civilization was that just as imperial lawgivers enacted codes of 
positive law, to be obeyed by men, so also the celestial and supreme 
rational creator deity had laid down a series of laws which must be obeyed 
by minerals, crystals, plants, animals and the stars in their course.22
                                                 
21 Needham, Science and Civilization in China, Vol. 2., 544. Two things 
are worth mentioning: First, I deny that fa should be translated as positive law, 
and I take issue with Needham’s conflation of fa and xing by virtue of the 
evidence presented in the previous chapter. Second, Hansen would deny that li in 
Confucius’ understanding could be natural law, if only because he accuses 
Confucius of hyper-traditionalism. Needham seems to be suggesting a certain 
transcendental status to li, because they are supposed to stand apart from present 
circumstances (using Schwartz’s usage of transcendence) and are used to judge 
the immanent state of affairs. See Benjamin Schwartz, “Transcendence in Ancient 
China,” in Daedalus 104.2 (1985): 57-68. But if the source of these li are in 
tradition and there exists no reflective device to question that tradition, then the 
embeddedness of li seems to suggest that they do not meet the requirements of 
natural law. 
 
22 Needham, Science and Civilization in China, Vol. 2., 518. At this point, 
the reader should become aware of the inspiration behind Peerenboom’s 
formulation of the HDSJ’s natural law. 
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 Part of Needham’s interpretive strategy also involves his dismissal of data 
in which human affairs are discussed as part of the natural order. In other words, 
he is looking for regularities that are resonant with scientific laws in the Western 
sense.23 These would of course exclude mention of human beings being punished 
by Tian/the natural order should they commit wrongful actions. Such data are 
commonplace in the HDSJ, but these would not be his concern even if he had the 
text with him at the time. What appeared perplexing a while ago could perhaps be 
better understood now. It could be that Peerenboom in his eagerness to engage in 
dialogue with Needham has chosen to analyze the HDSJ along the same route.24  
 Now because natural science (developed in the West) has adopted the 
legislative metaphor in its discourse (thinking of regularities in terms of laws), 
Needham tries to look for terms which “mean” law in Chinese texts that were used 
in discussions about natural phenomena.25 In such terms as lü 律 and ze 则, he 
finds that they refer more to rules laid down for man than to natural phenomena. 
Thus they correspond more to natural law than laws of nature. Following 
Needham’s publication of that volume of Science and Civilization, Bodde tries to 
supplement the data which Needham used by supplying in an article several more 
                                                 
23 A likely candidate for laws of nature in the texts Needham was 
considering was the term Tian fa 天法. Unfortunately, because it is discussed in 
relation with human affairs and human society in the Zuozhuan, Needham says 
that it is not a law of nature in the scientific sense. It may thus be seen what 
Needham meant by laws of nature. Ibid., 547. 
 
24 It will be seen later than Peerenboom leaves out the moralistic 
connotations of Nature punishing humanity and chooses a reading that is 
consonant with scientific sensibilities. 
 
25 The assumption of course is that if China had such a notion, it must have 
had passed through that moment in thought, adopting the same metaphor. The 




examples of ze (from the Huainanzi and Guanzi among others), which seem to 
suggest laws of nature.26 The article ends with an exchange between Bodde and 
Needham concerning the validity of Bodde’s supposed evidence. The bulk of 
Needham’s objections focused on the non-existence of a deity comparable to the 
Western notion of God. One bone of contention was whether Shangdi 上帝 
(Lord(s) on High) meant “God” (a unitary deity) or the “sage kings of high 
antiquity”. The latter interpretation was afforded by a Tang Dynasty (which is 
noticeably late) commentator Wang Bing who said that Shangdi in the Huangdi 
Neijing referred to “emperors and princes of old”, since they took an interest in 
examining pulse and thus had to be human. 27 In the case of a Huainanzi passage, 
Needham insisted that Shangdi is more suggestive of a demiurge or architect who 
controls the natural phenomenon via instruments, rather than a God who creates 
matter out of nothing. Recall the example of Tian using the regularities of the 
heavenly bodies and seasons as instruments in the HDSJ quoted in the previous 
chapter. The implication is that even if Tian were God (which Peerenboom would 
in any case deny), Needham would still dispute that laws of nature are implied. In 
one final blow to Bodde’s case which involved a passage from the Guanzi, 
Needham rejected the evidence on the basis that even if there appear to be rules 
followed by natural phenomena, these are followed on the basis of an “internal 
necessity” stemming from “nature”. There is also an absence of an external 
lawgiver. In this sense, they would still not derive their meaning from the 
legislative metaphor and thus not be obeying laws. 
                                                 
26 Bodde, “Evidence for the ‘Laws of Nature’ in Chinese Thought.” 
27 Ibid., 723. 
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 Bodde published yet another article in response to the exchange a couple 
of decades later.28 In it, he did not forget Needham’s insistence on a transcendent 
Being in any discussion about laws of nature. In fact, he admitted that “the relative 
weakness of the idea of creation in Chinese thinking, and thus the relative 
weakness of the idea of a truly all-powerful deity, is a probable major reason why 
the concept of ‘laws of nature’ developed no further in China than it did.”29  
Agreeing with Needham, Bodde concedes that Chinese thinkers in the mainstream 
conceive of the cosmos as a “non-created, self-contained, and self-regulating 
‘organismic’ universe”, a point which the former made in Science and 
Civilization.  
 At this point, the reader may find the route taken a little odd. While 
medieval thinkers may have believed that elements in Nature behaved the way 
they do out of obedience to God, modern day scientists certainly do not. Lest the 
reader finds Needham’s insistence on the idea of God in laws of nature out of sync 
with contemporary scientific sensibilities, one should perhaps see the approach as 
a historicist one. Thus, from the medievalist point of view, laws of nature were 
understood as rules of prescriptive necessity, and moving towards the present day 
after the Enlightenment, mainstream sensibilities began to treat laws of nature as 
rules of descriptive necessity. Either way, the point appears to be that the 
descriptive stage only occurs after passing through the prescriptive one. In the 
case of China, that shift did not happen because the preceding stage was not 
present. Thus, at least in the (Chinese) mainstream, it was only the organicist 
mode of thinking which persisted through the ages. 
                                                 
28 Bodde, “Chinese ‘Laws of Nature,’ a Reconsideration.”  
29 Ibid., 54. 
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 It should also be noted that though Needham did not have the HDSJ with 
him, he was not unaware of passages in other texts which instructed human agents 
to model their behavior on non-human nature. Thus, although “law could not be 
said to be in non-human Nature … the laws of human society should be modeled 
on non-human Nature.”30 Peerenboom is acutely aware of this, and even quoted 
Needham on that.31 What is certain then is that he is not content with human law 
modeling after cosmic regularities but laws of nature. 
 The question to ask is: has Peerenboom responded fully to the debate? 
Defoort certainly thinks not. To recall, the requirements that Needham has for 
laws of nature are the existence of a Creator/God and the adoption of the 
legislative metaphor to describe natural phenomena. Further, the presence of an 
organismic cosmology suggests that the idea of creation and hence the God-idea 
did not exist. To be sure, Defoort points out that it was not so much Needham who 
introduced the idea that God is needed for law, but Marcel Granet who had earlier 
characterized Chinese Thought as “ni Dieu, ni Loi.” The consequence of this has 
been that generations of sinologists after had carried with them the burden of 
proof that somehow law may exist without a lawgiver. In which case, all 
Peerenboom has done was to suggest that “natural law” and “laws of nature” were 
conceived at the point of history when the HDSJ was written without recourse to a 
transcendent Deity.32 At face value then, Peerenboom has not so much responded 
to Needham or Granet but merely sidestepped the earlier argument. 
                                                 
30 Needham, Science and Civilization in China, Vol. 2, 549. 
31 Peerenboom, “Natural Law in the Huang-Lao Boshu,” 317. 
 
32 Defoort, Philosophy East & West 44 (April 1994):  351. 
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 Nevertheless, Peerenboom does make an interesting point about 
Needham’s denial of laws of nature simply because the Chinese thought mainly in 
terms of organismic cosmology. As far as Peerenboom is concerned, Needham’s 
reasoning is fallacious. Contra Needham, the existence of organismic cosmology 
need not preclude the idea of laws of nature. His mention of transcendence, 
inasmuch as it is a participation in Hall and Ames’ general analysis of Chinese 
thought, is meant also as a means of proving that the Chinese did indeed think in 
terms of laws of nature. In this sense, it is also a reply to Needham. In 
Peerenboom’s reading, Needham’s objection stems from the fact that human 
agents, as part of the cosmos, are supposed to obey an “internal necessity” owing 
to their natures. In that sense, they do not follow laws, which would have to be 
from an “external” source. Accordingly, the mistake occurred because the 
metaphorical internal-external dichotomy is false. What is of importance is 
conceptual primacy, i.e. that the natural order which has normative priority 
requires the compliance of human beings. If so, the natural order may even be said 
to be imposed on human beings “from outside”.33   In a strong transcendence 
scenario, laws derive their “external” status by being located in a transcendent 
realm, perhaps because it is God (the transcendent Deity) who makes them, or 
because they are grounded in some other defined transcendent entities. In 
Peerenboom’s weak transcendence model, laws of nature are transcendent through 
their conceptual primacy and normative priority. Transcendence then, is the 
determining factor of externality.  
 The reader may have noticed that I was reluctant to claim that the idea of 
transcendence would be compromised by the non-existence of laws of nature. 
                                                 
33 Peerenboom, “Natural Law in the Huang-Lao Boshu,” 318. 
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Indeed, insofar as one attempts to derive meaning for B from A, there is no 
necessity that A, the transcendent field, be governed by fixed and unchanging 
rules. Even if A were taken to be Nature which is characterized by flux rather than 
fixed rules, it is still possible to derive a naturalistic doctrine. All it implies is that 
my scope of behavior, B, is dependent on the ever-changing A for its legitimacy. 
Peerenboom appears to characterize Laozi’s Nature as such while distancing it 
from the HDSJ order. 34  A possible objection to this is that any sort of 
transcendence as such is potentially meaningless from the point of view of praxis. 
If one does not envisage actions as being restricted by a “higher source/greater 
power” the impetus towards thinking of transcendence would not even occur. 
Perhaps. But notice that the flexibility of Peerenboom’s formulation of 
transcendence would admit many more versions of naturalism than he realizes, 
and these might include those of Laozi, Zhuangzi, Yang Zhu, Mozi, etc. Insofar as 
Nature is perceived as a normative field, it would be transcendent. 
 On the other hand, laws of nature are indispensable for Peerenboom’s 
natural law. Furthermore, there is also a larger burden of proof which Peerenboom 
has taken upon himself in using the transcendence model. Whether one is using a 
strong or weak version, the common characteristic of both is that the happenings 
of the immanent realm (i.e. B) have no influence on the transcendent one (A). God 
as a transcendent being is unaffected by the actions of his creatures, and Plato’s 
Forms are eternal and unchanging against the phenomenal world of constant and 
incessant change. Likewise, Peerenboom takes the bold step in affirming that he 
has “shown that the author(s) of the HDSJ do conceive of laws of the natural order 
as transcendent and predetermined in the sense that they determine the cosmic 
                                                 
34 To be sure, he does not ascribe transcendence to Laozi’s doctrine. 
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order, including nonhuman nature and the human order, without themselves 
determined by humans or the human order.” 35 He makes a similar claim about 
Bodde’s examples in his two articles even though Bodde himself was clearly less 
sure of this than he is, especially in the second one, in the face of Needham’s 
counterarguments in the first. 
 On this point, Defoort charges Peerenboom for having read the text out of 
context. Remarking on mainstream Chinese Thought in general, she says: 
(H)uman impact, however minimal at times, is not utterly excluded from 
the very beginning by a notion of “transcendence”. The person who is able 
to perceive and act at the very subtle level is capable of influencing the 
cosmic order tout court, not merely its descriptive layer.36
 
One is forced to admit however that there appears to be no way to settle the 
argument between Peerenboom and Defoort with regards to how to read the text. 
Peerenboom’s approach is to read it as a countercurrent to mainstream Chinese 
Thought. With this hermeneutic prejudice in mind, descriptions of constancies in 
the HDSJ, represented by chang dao 常道 and heng dao 恒道, are indicators of 
unchanging laws of nature. Further, he makes it clear that he is against reading the 
text in any religious terms. Tian refers not to a transcendent Deity, but Nature. 
Tian sending down disasters is merely façon de parler.  It is not indicative of a 
mysterious interaction between Man and Heaven. Rather,  
Failure to comply with the natural order leads to disorder and eventually 
misfortune … Humans might temporarily be able to gain the upper hand 
over nature, but in the long run they will suffer for their abuses of the 
environment and the proper natural order. If during a drought, one for 
commercial purposes diverts water from a lake to a river, a short-term 
financial gain might be won but in the end the damage to the ecosystem 
                                                 
35 Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts 
of Huang-Lao, 82. 
 
36 Defoort, Philosophy East & West 44 (April 1994): 335. 
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may be such that on balance one loses. Similarly if a strongman uses his 
control of the military to serve his own interest to the detriment of the 
people, he may benefit for a while … but the people will eventually 
rebel.37
 
The laws he finds in the text he chooses to read in line with modern scientific 
sensibilities.38 These laws of nature are thus descriptive of natural phenomena. It 
certainly is not the case that elements (non-human ones at least) are acting the way 
they do because they have been told to do so. In fact they cannot be manipulated 
to do anything. 
 The alternative reading, perhaps preferred by Defoort and others, is that 
such constancies are those which the human agent (usually the ruler) is supposed 
to maintain by his (virtuous?) actions. Thus elements will not behave the way the 
do on their own accord, though they ought to. But this oughtness is not really 
directed at the elements, which would in all likelihood be unconscious entities, but 
the human ruler. Constancies in the text, in this reading, are prescriptive 
injunctions directed towards the ruler, not mere descriptions of an unchanging 
natural order. 
 The argument to be made against Defoort is that she gives no evidence 
from the HDSJ itself that proves that constancies can in fact be influenced by 
human actions. And indeed such statements are hard to come by. There is a 
passage however in the Shiliujing involving a dialogue between the Yellow 
Emperor and Li Mo which is instructive.  
[The Yellow Emperor says:] 
Now you should encourage the people’s efforts according to the proper 
season, place virtue (de) first and punishment (xing) behind, and follow 
Heaven. Should the season be full, but affairs diminishing, the yin 
                                                 
37 Peerenboom,“Natural Law in the Huang-Lao Boshu,” 317.  
 
38 As mentioned earlier, this is probably a continuation of Needham’s 
approach. 
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principle will return again, the qi of Earth will again withdraw. If when 
correcting names, you overhaul punishments, the hibernating insects will 
not appear, snow and frost will again be cold, and the sprouting grains will 
shrivel up. These disasters … grow. Affairs initiated under these 
circumstances will not succeed. 
Should the season be diminishing, but affairs full, the yang principle will 
return again, and the qi of Earth will not withdraw. If, when correcting 
names, you lessen punishments, the hibernating insects will make noise, 
the withered foliage will again grow luxuriant: though it has already been 
the season of yang, it will be yang again and though the season repeats 
there will be no light. Affairs initiated under these circumstances will not 
succeed. 
(Shiliujing, Guan, p. 111) 
The above contains a description of the behavior of the seasons with regard to the 
movements of qi and the operations of yin and yang. There is no mention of the 
sun, moon and celestial bodies in this passage, which are said to be constant and 
unerring elsewhere. Notice however in Guan, the seasons can be upset if a ruler 
fails to act in ways to ensure the proper flow of yin, yang and qi. On the other 
hand, this other passage in Jingfa, Lun Yue says: 
The four seasons are timely and fixed, they do not fail and do not err. 
(p. 95) 
 
What are we to make of this? Should we admit that Jingfa and Shiliujing were in 
fact written by different authors with different beliefs regarding laws of nature? It 
is not my purpose to discuss the philological merits of this reading. If we were to 
maintain a reading of the HDSJ as a unitary text, it appears that the alternations of 
the seasons should be read as oughts rather than is’s. So on this count, Defoort’s 
assertion seems correct. 
 On the other hand, are these aberrations beyond the description of rules? 
Certainly not. They are predictable insofar as they conceivable in the form: if you 
do X, Y will result; if you do not do X, Y will not result. Arrangements for the 
correct performance of xing and de (as shown amply in the previous chapter) are 
guaranteed to ensure the desired flow of yin, yang and qi, and by extension the 
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alternation of the seasons. In order for these to be, it must be that some form of 
causality connects these elements. The implication is that some kind of necessity 
is in operation. Also, in other places, we find numerous proscriptions against 
various human actions that will result in disasters. These certainly fall within the 
same category as the above. Thus, if ever there were laws in the HDSJ, these 
would be the ones we are seeking.  
 The immediate question that follows is whether the natural order (which 
Peerenboom so fondly speaks of) is an is or ought, i.e. is it immune to human 
tampering and thus the way things always are, or is it something to be achieved by 
human agents? Judging by the Guan passage, one is inclined to agree with the 
latter. And this has immediate impact on the discussion on transcendence. Notice 
that there is an equivocation on the part of Peerenboom of natural order and the 
laws of nature. If one were to assert that the natural order were the transcendent 
field that the human social order draws its meaning and legitimation from, one 
would be mistaken, for no such order exists in and of itself. The desired natural 
order is an achievement, not a matter-of-fact. One cannot even derive a value 
claim from a fact even if one wanted to, at least not in this case. The alternative 
would be to judge the “laws of nature” to be the various underlying principles of 
operation of xing, de, yin and yang, and take these to be the transcendent field. At 
first blush this option appears more viable. But there are two problems. 
 First, there is no explanation as to why a given order achieved through the 
operations of xing and de (as well as various other human activities that can alter 
the cosmos) ought to be the case. Saying that a certain given order is the right one 
is merely making a positive point. What appears lacking is a justification of the 
order. A possible objection here might be that failure to do all that the HDSJ says 
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one should would result in disorder, and eventually all parties (ruler and subjects) 
will lose out to the extent that even their basic necessities will not be met. The 
justification for that order is thus commonsensical. Certainly no one desires a state 
of disorder that is disruptive to life. We could accept this explanation and set 
“order” with its implied optimal distribution of essential elements required for 
survival as the normative anchor for why a certain set of actions must be 
exercised. In Peerenboom’s terms that would be the transcendent A. The snag is 
that now it is not so much the laws of nature that are transcendent, but an ideal 
construct that one aspires to achieve that is. As much as this formulation appears 
to be derived through splitting hairs with Peerenboom’s normative natural order, 
notice however that the nuanced difference is important as he assumes that natural 
order to be already in existence while I do not. 
The second problem is that we are after all speaking of natural law. The 
old difficulty mentioned earlier becomes more pronounced here. So the various 
operations of xing and de will achieve such-and-such, but what makes this set of 
actions moral? Again we may have recourse to the old defense regarding the need 
for an order which ensures survival. In this case, where order is defined as a good, 
and this good is that which provides the normative constraints on one’s actions, 
the laws enacted in such a scenario might satisfy the demands of natural law. The 
attractiveness of this option is however compromised by the need to examine the 
content of this order. Recall that almost every thinker in ancient China (no matter 
how despotic his leanings) would have recourse to order as a rhetorical device. 
What remains to be answered is if that order is worth achieving/instituting? The 
greatest objections may often be leveled against those classified as Legalists who 
seem to recommend the harshest regimes if only to ensure the state’s survival. 
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Often the ruler is the only one who visibly takes delight in that order. To be fair, 
one needs to ask if that is the kind of order, which seems counter-intuitive by our 
moral sensibilities, that the HDSJ recommends? The question cannot be answered 
in any unambiguous terms as many writers (mostly Chinese ones) have charged 
the author for couching the Legalistic order of the HDSJ in Daoist metaphysics. 
The sole purpose seems to be to serve the overlord’s interests. Even mention of 
ensuring the populace’s survival is only a means (not an end in itself) that seems 
to be directed towards his interest.39 Our moral intuitions may thus be directed in 
two ways, either to recognize that order as a good insofar as it creates the 
minimum conditions for survival which might otherwise be lacking, or to view the 
discourse with deep suspicion thus denying its morality. The upshot is that a case 
for natural law cannot be made without controversy. 
The Argument against Correspondence Naturalism 
 
Even as I have denied that Nature is a self-existing entity, there is another 
line of argument against Peerenboom’s reading of Nature (translated from Tian) 
that has yet to be explored. While Sarah Queen applauds Peerenboom’s rigorous 
systematic account of the text, she joins Defoort in criticizing his tendency to go 
too far in this respect.40 She cites various passages from the HDSJ to show that it 
                                                 
39 See Chen Ligui 陈丽桂, Qin-Han Shiqi de Huanglao Sixiang 秦汉时期
的黃老思想 (Taipei: Wenjin Chubanshe, 1997), Chen Ligui 陈丽桂, Zhanguo 
Shiqi de Huanglao Sixiang 战国时期的黃老思想 (Taipei: Lianjing Chuban 
Shiyegongsi, 1995), and Si Xiuwu 司修武, Huanglao Xueshuo yu Hanchu 
Zhengzhi Pingyi 黃老学说与汉初政治平议 (Taipei: Taiwan Xuesheng Shuju, 
1992). 
 
40 At face value, Defoort appears to follow Peerenboom in granting the 
HDSJ a great deal of primacy in defining the content of Huang-Lao doctrine. As 
such, she seems just as ready to assume that many of the doctrines contained 
within it must somehow be reflective of the school as a whole. I have expressed 
my hesitation on this in the first chapter. In which case, she also seems reluctant to 
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is not the case that human beings ought to take the natural order as the normative 
frame of reference per se whilst denigrating the social order. 
… (N)umerous passages in the (HDSJ) that refer to the triad of Heaven, 
Earth and Humanity (tiandiren) often grant human and natural models 
ontological parity and depict an ideal ruler who derives standards from 
both. They indicate that nature was not the only model for the ruler and 
that it was not always the most privileged of models; nor was it simply 
discovered and replicated by the ruler. (Italics mine)41
 
If Tian (and Di) were to be rendered Nature, the implication is that the 
correspondence naturalism model (i.e. correspondence to the behavior of Tian and 
Di) that Peerenboom reads into the HDSJ would not hold. Ideal human behavior 
after all does not derive solely from non-human Nature (if this were fixed by the 
notions of Tian and Di), but has rather to be constructed with regards to some 
privileged model involving both non-human Nature and the human realm. 
 Neither does this point to interpretive naturalism as defined by 
Peerenboom insofar as interpretive naturalism would allow for the human agent to 
modify the natural environment at will. It is not the case that humans are free to 
create their own way, so as to suit their own needs, interests and sociopolitical-
                                                                                                                                      
grant novel readings of the HDSJ if only because this would mitigate against more 
conventional readings of the Huang-Lao School. Most of her criticisms against 
Peerenboom appear to be directed towards his oversimplification of the content of 
Huang-Lao doctrine. See Carine Defoort, The Pheasant Cap Master: A Rhetorical 
Reading (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1997). It would be ironic 
that her insistence on the irreducibility of the plethora of Huang-Lao ideas should 
be coupled with a resistance towards the HDSJ’s possible uniqueness. A possible 
reason for this is Peerenboom’s reference of the ideas of the HDSJ as those of 
Huang-Lao (as a whole). When read in this light, Defoort’s criticisms become 
more understandable. In which case, I have chosen to replace Peerenboom’s 
rendering of Huang-Lao ideas as HDSJ ideas in this chapter, in the hope of 
reducing the impact of the inquiry on Huang-Lao as a whole. Also, this would 
insulate any possible uniqueness discovered of the HDSJ from charges of 
oversimplification of Huang-Lao doctrines as a whole. 
 
41 Queen, Review of Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk 
Manuscripts of Huang-Lao, 215. 
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historical contexts. It is also contentious whether there are many possible human 
ways within the cosmic way as far as the HDSJ is concerned. Perhaps there is only 
one. Even Defoort contends that the HDSJ is largely conservative in this respect 
as compared to many other mainstream thinkers.  
 The problem as I have hinted earlier is in the conflation between Tian and 
the natural order. While it is quite reasonable to leave Tian as a self-existing 
entity, one could still understand the natural order to be a normatively privileged 
concept that involves the harmonious interaction between the non-human and 
human realms. In which case, the natural order becomes defined as an 
achievement concept which is not limited in its frame of reference to the behavior 
of Tian and the implied movements of the heavenly bodies which it regulates. 
Thus defined, it escapes the objection raised by Queen. The strategy then is to 
keep the notion of natural order while differentiating it from Tian. This point will 
be developed further in the next chapter. 
The Unity of the Non-Human and Human Spheres, or the Argument against 
Transcendence of Non-Human Nature 
 
There is one final point to be made of Peerenboom’s model of 
transcendence which is tied to what has just been presented. In order for the non-
human natural order to be transcendent over the human social order, there must be 
a sense in which the two have been separately defined. So that Nature can be 
imitated, it must in some sense stay separate from that which tries to imitate it. 
However, even Peerenboom himself has noticed that this distinction has not been 
made in the HDSJ. He cites this as a common plague of many naturalists.42  
 The non-distinction between the two however is telling of something else. 
Needham was perhaps right in the final analysis that the Chinese were not 
                                                 
42 This criticism against Peerenboom was first raised by Defoort. 
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interested in the natural world in a way that excludes human interest. In which 
case, the human and non-human realms appear to form a single continuum, where 
elements of either realm can and do affect those of the other. Whatever the case, 
there can be no transcendence (even a weak one) for which meaning and 
justification can be found for a simple examination or imitation of the existing 
cosmos.  
Natural Law Revisited 
 
While Peerenboom may have been mistaken in assuming that because the 
prescriptions in the HDSJ were made in relation with the functioning of the 
cosmos they had to be natural laws, it is perhaps instructive to examine the source 
of the inspiration and how the confusion may have arisen. Peerenboom himself 
cites four kinds of foundations for natural law: the first relies on divine law. 
Insofar as human laws are modeled after the commands of God who is the 
ultimate source of value, no further justification is needed for human laws. The 
second relies on laws of nature. The idea is the moral order is part of the natural 
order and that there are moral duties that can be discerned from essences or 
purposes fixed in Nature. Accordingly, this version appears the closest to the 
scenario in the HDSJ. The third relies on the fact that laws are grounded in self-
evident moral truths which are non-negotiable. Examples of such truths may 
include the immorality of taking innocent life. The fourth kind provides ground 
for law by deriving them from “pure reason”. Alternatively, practical reason may 
discern the necessary conditions for the proper functioning of co-operative life 
within a community. Per John Finnis, laws are justified on the basis that they 
make social living possible. Again, this bears resemblance to the argument for the 
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cosmically efficacious actions of a ruler in the HDSJ in order that he might 
create/maintain a livable order for all.43   
 It might perhaps be useful to examine St Thomas Aquinas’ natural law 
theory as a case study in which at least three of the above approaches are 
involved.  Aquinas distinguishes between four kinds of law: eternal law, natural 
law, human law and divine law. Eternal law comes closest to what Peerenboom 
calls laws of nature in that they comprise all physical, chemical, biological, 
psychological laws by which the universe is ordered. Divine laws on the other 
hand are standards from God which must be met in order than human beings attain 
salvation. These cannot be deduced from reason alone but require the aid of divine 
revelation. Natural law is a subset of eternal law which include all those rules 
which govern the behavior of rational beings possessing a free will. Aquinas tells 
us that the first precept of natural law is to do good and avoid evil. These two 
concepts accordingly are derived from the rational nature of human beings and are 
both universal and objective. Human law, in his account, is valid insofar as its 
contents conform to the content of natural law.44 In this brief description, we see 
how the ideas of laws of nature, God (the ultimate source of value) and the 
rational nature of human beings are employed in the formulation of natural law 
theory. 
 One could examine modern notions of natural law which do not include 
the theological baggage of Aquinas. But this will not be done due to the lack of 
space. Though it is true that in the “system” of the HDSJ just as in natural law 
                                                 
43 Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts 
of Huang-Lao, 23-4. 
 




theories, normative constraints exist to limit the scope of action of the sovereign, 
suffice it to say that any theory of natural law proper cannot lack an account of 
morality in its articulation. A footnote from Law and Morality will perhaps be 
instructive as to what might have gone wrong: 
Even though the author of the (HDSJ) does accept the …clause (that the 
moral order is a part of the natural order) in maintaining that the moral, 
sociopolitical, and legal orders are implicate in the natural order or dao, I 
have not appealed to (it) as a defining trait of natural law theories. More 
important, in my view, is the foundational nature of the justification for the 
law.45
 
To be fair, Peerenboom is aware of the statements of “punishment” by 
Tian for immoral acts by rulers and generals, and that is why he takes the moral 
order to be implicated in the natural order. Thus the criticisms that have been 
directed towards him concern the inappropriate understanding, fixing and splicing 
of what the “natural order” implies and the possible erroneous reading of laws of 
nature into the HDSJ. On the other hand, if it were true as he said that the human 
order (which must certainly be moral) derives its legitimacy from the natural 
order, what is left unaccounted for is how the natural order is to be understood as 
moral? It is one thing that the system is foundational, it is another to take for 
granted that that foundation is moral. As far as we can see also, Peerenboom 
prefers the reading of the natural order in modern scientific sensibilities. If so, 
then the problem is worsened by the adoption of a metaphor that is supposed to be 
value-free, making the foundation amoral at best. 
 The confusion most probably arose as a result of the natural law legacy in 
the West. We have seen how Aquinas has grounded his natural law on the natural 
order without encountering the same problem, as that order was not conceived of 
                                                 
45 Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts 
of Huang-Lao, 290-1. 
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as an amoral sphere at that point in history. The situation is clearly different for 
Peerenboom. In which case, grounding the social order on the natural one cannot 
prima facie guarantee a discourse on natural law, especially if the natural order is 
to be conceived according to modern scientific sensibilities. 
 Furthermore, as seen in the previous subsection, the appropriateness of 
separating the two realms (even metaphorically) is inappropriate as they form a 
single continuum. This suggests that the model for reading morality from the 
natural order and then applying it to the human one is inaccurate. 
 The last criticism to be leveled against Peerenboom comes from a textual 
example cited in the previous chapter (and briefly mentioned at the start of this 
one). Recall that nue/atrocity is seen as a “natural”46 occurrence and thus the ruler 
can legitimately enact it against his enemies, if it is in harmony with the cosmic 
cycle. No natural law theory would positively sanction acts of atrocity. If such a 
thing were allowed, it casts serious doubts on the morality of laws, making the 
mention of natural law an oxymoron. Saying that the HDSJ contains an alternate 
version of morality seems to salvage the situation. But it is undeniable that the 
author(s) resisted the condemnation of a culturally immoral notion. The central 
driving force of the text may indeed be cosmic success first and the dictates of 
morality later. On the other hand, the eventual order which when achieved is 
beneficial to all in the realm. This could indeed be a moral notion. All that may be 
said is that as far as our reading goes, morality does not seem to be the only 
concern of the text.  
                                                 
46 By “natural” I do not mean the behavior of Tian (as Peerenboom does) 
but the normatively privileged state of affairs which involves the harmonious 
participation of Tian and Man. Neither Tian, nor the earthly ruler has absolute 
power in determining or regulating that order. Rather it is the interaction between 
the two that creates that order which is deemed “natural”. I will defend my case in 
the coming chapter.  
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 On the other hand, the notion of an order beneficial for all may indeed be 
provisionally accepted as a defense for a natural law reading of the HDSJ. This 
mirrors the scenario articulated by John Finnis where laws are justified on the 
basis that they make social living possible. Perhaps the lofty vision that 
Confucianism has regarding the centrality of morality in a virtuous realm is 
untenable. In a less than perfect world, it could be that only a minimum level of 
morality may be exercised if the target were to be a livable environment for the 
greatest number of people. In this case, one might have to relinquish many notions 
cherished in the West such as individual liberty, the sanctity of human life, etc., if 
the ruler were to institute order in a disordered age.  Certainly ought implies can. 
There is no sense in insisting on a more stringent set of moral rules than is 
practicable for social survival. If one cannot aspire to that lofty state of virtue, 
then it wouldn’t be reasonable to say that one ought to. This argument here leads 
us to Turner’s version of natural law in the HDSJ which relies on the notion of a 
just order, which though does not quote Finnis, has nevertheless the essential 
features of a defense similar to the one articulated above.47
Karen Turner’s Natural Law Argument48
 
Though fa should not be liberally read as law in the Western sense,49  
Turner however has for reasons of her own chosen to do so in her paper Theory of 
                                                 
47 I am not suggesting that John Finnis is an advocate of only the minimum 
level of practicable morality.  
 
48 While Peerenboom’s formulation of natural law in the HDSJ lacks a 
rigorous account of morality, Turner has incorporated it in the notion of just order 
in hers. I am only introducing her formulation now, after a lengthy description of 
Peerenboom’s, for the sake of clarity. The reader may also have noticed that her 
articulation of the just order stipulated by the HDSJ may just be the crucial factor 
needed to solve Peerenboom’s problem. 
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Law in the Ching-Fa.50 Nevertheless, the claims she makes of fa insofar as it is 
functionally equivalent to law as a tool of governance renders the points she 
makes relevant to our discussion.  
 She tells us that fa is coupled directly with zheng 正and is presented in the 
text as a mechanism for ensuring stability. She further tries to argue for a 
translation of zheng as justice. However she is aware that while a just legal system 
in the West is often about safeguarding individual autonomy, preserving social 
cohesion, guarding political rights or guaranteeing economic security, these 
notions may be difficult to find within the context of Ancient China. The 
alternative is to look for a minimum definition of justice which may both 
accommodate the Chinese and Western cases.51  For comparative purposes, she 
quotes Edgar Bodenheimer for a functional definition of justice: 
Speaking of justice in the broadest and most general terms, we might say 
that justice is concerned with the fitness of a group order or social system 
for the task of accomplishing its essential objectives. The aim of justice is 
to coordinate the diversified efforts and activities of the members of the 
community and to allocate rights, powers, and duties among them in a 
manner which will satisfy the reasonable needs and aspirations of 
individuals and at the same time promote maximum productive effort and 
social cohesion.52
 
 Turner says that in early Chinese political writings, economic justice and 
social cohesion were deemed more important, while political rights and individual 
expectations were less of a concern. In this case, the Chinese framework is similar 
                                                                                                                                      
49 As shown, it is a model for judgment, a tool for judging is and is-not’s 
(shi, fei), and an objective standard to apply by which results can be guaranteed. 
 
50 Karen Turner, “The Theory of Law in the Ching-fa,” in Early China 14 
(1989): 55-76.  
 
51 Ibid., 70-71. 
 
52 Ibid, quoted from Edgar Bodenheimer, Jurisprudence: The Philosophy 
and Method of the Law (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962). 
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to the classical Greek one in that individuals were seen more as members of the 
state than as unsituated autonomous beings.53 When the state benefits as a result 
of the allocation of duties (according to merit), individuals who are part of the 
state are seen to partake of those benefits. But the situation is slightly more 
complicated because social inequalities are seen as a need for order in the HDSJ. 
In any case, as seen in other texts of the period like the Xunzi, a ruler will always 
enjoy greater creature comforts than his ministers, as will a nobleman be better off 
in life than the commoner. Oddly enough, this is deemed just. The HDSJ often 
mentions the need for fen 分, or people of different status and stations in life 
which are reflective of their relative merit. Goods are distributed according to fen 
and this adds an idea of allocation according to personal worth to the equation. On 
another level, this is also reflective of a concern for “justice”, insofar as the 
resultant order is one in which individuals get as much as they deserve. The moral 
undertone of the vision is obvious. 
 Against this hermeneutical background, zheng is read not so much as 
“justice” but as “justness” or a “just order”. Turner mentions in the earlier parts of 
the article that the fa’s of the HDSJ (natural laws) are atemporal in the sense that 
they are used as a benchmark for judging the positive laws that the ruler enacts. 
They transcend particular times and circumstances, thus making them universal. 
The just order is attained where specific laws are in harmony with the natural laws, 
which check on the arbitrary interference of the ruler. As has been indicated 
earlier, fa, like laws, will exhibit signs of predictability: 
 正者事之根也执道循理必从本始顺为经纪禁伐当罪 
It is in justness (zheng) that worldly affairs have their roots. One who 
keeps a firm grasp on the Dao and accords with the principles of things 
                                                 
53 Ibid., 71-2. 
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will act according to the fundamental principles and will proceed 
according to constant rules. Prohibitions and punishments will fit crimes. 
(Jingfa, Si Du)54
 
Predictability in laws (expressed above as constant rules) will ensure that the 
people are safe from arbitrary punishments from the ruler and officials. This can 
also be construed as an instance where moral considerations play a part in the 
desired order. 
 The strength of this formulation lies in its focus on morality in its 
articulation of natural law. An objection however may be raised with regards to 
the appropriateness of translating zheng as justice or justness. It cannot be denied 
that in modern day Chinese, terms such as zhengyi 正义  have been used to 
translate justice. But zheng does not always carry the moralistic connotations 
Turner suggests. The test of what zheng means in the HDSJ rests on the context 
where the term emerges in the text.  
 Though there may be various possible meanings for zheng in Chinese texts, 
arguably, its most basic meaning is “order”. All other readings of zheng are 
largely derived from this basic meaning. Zheng is frequently used to mean “to 
correct” as when coupled with ming/names to form zhengming 
“correction/rectification” of names.  
If, when correcting names (zhengming), you overhaul punishments, the 
hibernating insects will not appear, snow and frost will again be cold, and 
the sprouting grains will shrivel up … if, when correcting names, you 
lessen punishments, the hibernating insects will make noise, the withered 
foliage will again grow luxuriant … 
(Shiliujing, Guan, p. 111) 
 
This passage cited in an earlier chapter points to the need to correct names and 
exercise xing in the correct way so as to ensure order in the non-human realm. 
Zhengming also appears elsewhere not in its verbal form, but as a noun: 
                                                 
54 Turner’s translation. Ibid., 72. 
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The Emperor stated, “Take care to preserve the names that I have 
corrected (zhengming); do not fail to carry out my constant punishments; 
use them to show the later generations.” 
(Shiliujing, Zhengluan, p. 121) 
In line with the “correction” reading, not only should xing be correctly applied, 
there is mention of using xing to correct (zheng) the people. 
If, in the fifth (year), (the ruler) corrects (zheng) them with punishments 
(xing), the people will not be lucky. 
(Jingfa, Jun Zheng, p. 61) 
 
The connection is easily accessible to the imagination. “To correct” is to restore 
something to “order”, or where order was not a pregiven state, it is instituted. 
There is also another usage for zheng which Yates translates as “regulators”. 
These occur in two passages, one from the Jingfa and the other from the Shiliujing. 
If [Heaven] determines the Two in order to establish the Eight Regulators 
(ba zheng 八正), then the four seasons have regularities, movement and 
quiescence have their positions, and outside and inside have their 
locations. Heaven establishes [the Eight Regulators in order to practice the 
Seven Models]. 
(Jingfa, Lun, p. 81) 
 
The Yellow Emperor asked Yan Ran 阉冉, “I wish to publish and apply 
the Five Regulators (wu zheng 五正); where do I stop and where do I 
begin?” 
(Shiliujing, Wu Zheng, p. 113) 
 
In the Wu Zheng passage, the identities of these five regulators are not revealed. 
The text focuses its attention on the Yellow Emperor receiving counsel from his 
adviser Yan Ran on how to defeat his enemy Chi You. Yan Ran advises him that 
he ought to practice a regime of Daoist meditation so as to “know himself” and 
defeat his enemy. In the Lun passage, the regulators are the means by which Tian 
establishes models that the earthly ruler takes the cue from so as to institute order. 
In truth, the meaning of zheng has not really shifted in this case, as regulators are 
implements of correction, and they are after all, meant to restore or institute order.  
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One may also adopt a common strategy and examine the two common 
graphs that are seen as opposite to zheng – qi 奇 and luan 乱, so as to get a better 
idea as to its implications. In the Daodejing, a well-known passage says: 
以正治国，以奇用兵，以无事取天下。 
Govern the state by being straightforward (zheng); wage war by being 
crafty (qi): but win the empire by not being meddlesome. 
(Daodejing, Chapter 57, p. 64)55
 
The usage of zheng and qi as straightforward and crafty derives from militaristic 
use. These occur together in the Bingshi 兵势 passage of the Sunzi 孙子 denoting 
two strategies of battle. To fight in a zheng formation means to face the enemy 
head on in battle (hence straightforward), while to do so in a qi fashion means to 
covertly attack from the flank (hence crafty). The contrast between zheng and qi 
occur also in the HDSJ in the following passages: 
 One whose [names] are correct (zheng) is well-ordered (zhi 治); 
 One whose names are biased (qi) is disordered (luan 乱); 
 Correct names are not biased. 
 Biased names do not survive. 
 (Shiliujing, Qiandao 前道, p. 143) 
 
While in the Sunzi qi is taken to be a necessary tool for warfare and the Daodejing 
makes no moral pronouncement on it, in the HDSJ it is almost always seen in a 
negative light. Qi, translated by Yates as biased above, follows the view of those 
associated with the Jixia Academy, like Xunzi, who see qi names as normatively 
incorrect ones that lead to disorder. A ruler who uses names that are qi probably 
does not see things in perspective, thus he is deemed biased, hence the translation.  
The irregular (qi) follows the irregular; the regular (zheng) follows the 
regular. The irregular and regular never share the same court. 
(Cheng, p. 157) 
 
                                                 
55 D.C. Lau’s translation, in D.C. Lau, Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching (England 
Penguin Classics, 1963). 
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The above passage from Cheng uses the two terms as labels for officials. It is 
obvious that qi/irregular (crafty, crooked?) officials are seen in a negative light 
and must be prevented from hindering regular ones. Another passage from the 
Daoyuan insists that qi must be eliminated by zheng: 
Lay hold of the correct (zheng) to correct the irregular (qi). 
(p. 177) 
 
It can be seen that zheng is more directly connected to qi, in that as its opposite, it 
is seen as the positive force whereby the negative one is eliminated. Qi is 
associated with luan or disorder and where names and officials are qi, these are 
seen as the causes of luan. In stemming out qi, zheng also eliminates luan/disorder. 
Zheng in its primary meaning of order, is in other places seen as the opposite of 
luan. Recall a passage cited earlier in this section entitled zheng-luan, i.e. 
Correcting Disorder (or Ordering Disorder). Our survey of the two opposite terms 
to zheng, namely qi and luan, has revealed that no further meaning apart from 
order may be derived from zheng. 
  This is not to say that connotations of zheng may not be extended to 
include those of justice as well. For it has been seen that many a time order has 
been understood as being a moral order or a just order. On the other hand, while 
some orders are just, it is undeniable that not all are. The existence of order per se 
does not guarantee its justness. It was stated in an earlier section that some 
scholars are especially suspicious that the order of the HDSJ is too closely 
associated with that of the Legalist school. This implies that in all likelihood, it is 
defending a despotic order via Daoist metaphysics, wherein the welfare of the 
populace is subordinated under the welfare of the ruler. If so, we might decide to 
deny the justness of zheng/order in the HDSJ. Detractors may once again appeal to 
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the positive sanction of nue as a sign of the HDSJ’s realpolitik feature and deny 
that the concern is primarily about justice. 
 On the other hand, one cannot deny the mention of punishments enacted 
by Tian on immoral human beings in the text. This could lead us to a dilemma in 
ascertaining the exact status of morality in the text. I will attempt to give an 
account for the cause of this puzzling state of affairs in the following chapter. 
Against the apparent deadlock, one favors the reading of zheng as order. When 
understood without the moral undertones of “justness”, zheng as morally neutral 
order is wider in scope and avoids the controversy of positively sanctioning nue.56  
Summary of Findings 
 
The survey of Peerenboom’s ideas has revealed that though there may be a 
blueprint by which order may be instituted, it is unlikely that this blueprint can be 
the non-human natural order (translated from Tian). The idea that natural laws in 
the HDSJ are modeled on laws of nature cannot be accepted without controversy 
for the existence of the latter has either been cast in doubt, or where they exist, 
their moral status cannot be ascertained. Where the natural order is read in modern 
scientific sensibilities, the problem of deriving a set of natural laws from a value-
free field arises. The continuity between the human and non-human realms also 
                                                 
56 An apology: Technically, Turner’s argument was meant to apply only to 
the Jingfa. As such, I admit that my criticism of it as if it were about the entire 
HDSJ, as well as my counter-examples drawn liberally from the other three texts, 
is not entirely reasonable. Nue occurs only in the Shiliujing and my use of it to 
argue against her reading is indeed somewhat misplaced. On the other hand, I 
stand by my alternative readings of zheng where they occur in the Jingfa. 
Ultimately, my motive for introducing her interpretation of the Jingfa here is to 
use it as a possible solution to the problem encountered in Peerenboom’s reading 
of the HDSJ as a whole. In any case, it can be seen that her reading cannot in the 
final analysis serve that function. 
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casts doubt on Peerenboom’s claim that the latter is normatively privileged and 
transcendent over the former.  
 The solution of the problem appears to lie in recognizing the achievement 
of order by the ruler through negotiating with the force of Tian as a good. Turner’s 
reading appears to gravitate towards a vision whereby zheng in the text implies a 
just (and hence, moral) order. However, her rendering of zheng as justice/justness 
is problematic, as it has been shown that within the context of the HDSJ, its most 
consistent reading is that of “correct/order”, without accompanying moral 
connotations. Furthermore, the nagging suspicion by scholars that the HDSJ may 
after all be more interested in subordinating the common persons’ interest beneath 
the ruler’s, coupled with the text’s positive sanction of nue, cast doubt on the 
tenability of Turner’s formulation. With these in mind, one is again led to be wary 
of claims that the HDSJ contains a system of natural law. 
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Chapter 4: An Alternative Account of Normativity 
 
There can be no doubt that Tian and Dao play important roles in the 
thought of the HDSJ. Insofar as one is told to comply with the cosmic cycles 
presided by Tian, and that Tian will send down punishments for certain acts, it 
may be seen that Tian functions as a normative anchor in the text. Though some 
commentators tend to translate Tian as Nature, it will be shown that this is 
problematic. And while it may be true that some of the functions played by Nature 
in some strains of Western thought are mirrored by those played by Tian in the 
HDSJ, the behavior of Tian and its interactions with human agents suggest that it 
is ostensibly different in character. Likewise, it will be shown that if Tian were 
stripped of its moralistic connotations as Nature is, then a crucial step in reading a 
moral dimension into the “laws”1 of the HDSJ will be lost. 
 Dao may carry moralistic connotations or otherwise depending on the 
system of thought which utilizes it as a key concept. As may be expected, Dao is a 
term imbued with strong moral connotations in Confucianism, while in Daoism, it 
takes on a mystical character where its moral dimension becomes less pronounced 
and its function as a “key to the cosmos” and a method of instrumental control 
increases. In the context of the HDSJ, this latter function is seen quite 
prominently.  
 The two terms Tian and Dao, therefore will tend to foster readings of the 
HDSJ in different directions. The Tian mode creates the impression that laws are 
constrained by a moral force, hence supporting the idea of natural law. On the 
other hand, if laws are generated by an impersonal and amoral force like the Dao, 
                                                 
1 “Laws” is used loosely in this chapter, denoting injunctions and 
prohibitions marked by fa, xing, etc., that have similar functions to laws in the 
West. 
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then they will primarily be amoral. Further, where Dao signals an instrumental 
mentality for the control of the cosmos, this leads one to question the morality of 
laws. It may be sensed that where the predominant tendency is to be a Tian-
follower, the moral texture of one’s rule increases; conversely, where one 
“grasps” the Dao and harnesses its power to control one’s realm, the scenario 
becomes all the more Machiavellian. But this overstates the case. It need not be 
that these two tendencies are at odds with each other all the time. If it were indeed 
true that the Dao generates Tian and is in its character (as seen in the HDSJ) 
moral, then the ruler who is one with the Dao is moral also by default. On the 
other hand, a ruler whose motivation it is to control the realm and thus takes it 
upon himself to master the Dao cannot escape skepticism with regards to his 
moral character. 
 The purpose of this chapter then is to try to solve a couple of puzzles seen 
in the previous chapters. Chief among these is the tendency to read the order of 
the HDSJ either as a moral one (signaled by the various natural law reading 
advocates) or as an amoral Legalistic one instituted by the ruler for his personal 
benefit. Related to this is the nature of laws in the HDSJ. Are they moral after all 
and hence natural laws? Or should they be understood differently? An 
examination of Tian, Dao, the figure of the Yellow Emperor and other normative 
devices will be made so that these puzzles may be unraveled. 
Tian 
 
In the previous chapter, it was mentioned that Needham and Granet were 
of the opinion that because the Chinese lacked the idea of a creator God, it implied 
that there could not be a notion of laws of nature. This basic premise has not been 
left unchallenged and there are a number of scholars who would regard two terms 
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in Chinese literature as close in meaning to God – Tian and Shangdi. Peerenboom 
has chosen to read the former term, which occurs no less than 178 times in the 
HDSJ, in a purely modern scientific sense, thus stripping it of any possible 
religious connotations. The latter term occurs once in the Shiliujing, though not 
many commentators have paid much attention to it. If it were true that Tian is 
God, who is the source of value, then laws proceeding from Tian would mirror the 
notion of natural law.  
On the other hand, the views of those scholars who deny this conflation are 
not to be taken lightly. It is not my contention that Tian is God. What I deny is 
that Tian ought to be stripped of its remnant religious connotations and be reduced 
to Nature. Since there is only limited space left in this dissertation, the arguments 
here will unfortunately be brief and any conclusions drawn are admittedly highly 
fallible and subject to criticism.  
But it seems that a quick rebuttal may be made against the tendency to 
read Tian as Nature. Machle tells us that “Nature … is a word with a long history 
of uses and a wide range of meanings in the West, … and The Baldwin’s 
Dictionary of Philosophy gives 37 meanings for the word … Also, in the West, 
‘Nature’, the realm of ‘the natural’, has been defined over and against ‘the 
supernatural’, ‘the unnatural’, ‘the artificial’, etc.”2 However, it is not clear that 
the Chinese have defined Tian consistently against these parallel notions. To be 
sure, in the Zhuangzi and in Guo Xiang’s 郭象 commentary on it as well as his 
own philosophy, Tian has been pitted against humanity, thus tempting us to read 
Tian as Nature. But this polarity is not indicative of a duality, and it would be wise 
                                                 
2 Edward J. Machle, Nature and Heaven in the Xunzi: A Study of Tianlun 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), 1-2.  
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to make suitable qualifications where such a translation is used.3 The lesson is that 
while Tian may be pitted against some “dualisms” in China as in the West, not all 
the dualisms found in either setting have corresponding matches in the other. In 
which case, my approach would be to explore the meanings of Tian as they were 
found in the earliest literature and plot its subtle changes in meaning so as to 
discern the possible meanings the author(s) of the HDSJ may have intended in its 
usage. 
Tian and Shangdi in the Shang and Early Zhou Periods 
In studying the oracle bone inscriptions of the Shang 商 people, most 
scholars agree that: 
… the concept of Shangdi or Supreme Being was … well developed, and 
that the supremacy of the Shang and its ruling clan over the rest of China 
must have decisively facilitated the development of such a Supreme being. 
Shangdi was the ultimate authority of the human as well as the natural 
world, possessing the final say over such vital matters as drought and rain 
and the king’s good or ill health, and presiding over a court composed of 
natural deities, deputies and messengers.4
 
Both Shangdi and the ancestors could be communicated through the 
intermediary of shamans who served to decipher the oracles. Decisions made by 
                                                 
3 The following passage from the Zhuangzi seems to pit Tian against Man: 
 
Knowing that which Tian does and that which Man does is the utmost in 
knowledge. Whoever knows what Tian does lives the life generated by 
Tian… Still, there’s a difficulty. Knowing depends on something with 
which it is later matched; however, what it depends on is never fixed. How 
do I know that which I deem “Tian” is not “Man”? How do I know that 
which I deem “Man” is not “Tian”? (This and all subsequent quotes from 
the Zhuangzi are adapted from Graham’s translations unless indicated 
otherwise.)  
 
Some interpreters take Zhuangzi’s point to be that one is never quite able to tell 
the difference between the natural realm (represented by Tian) and the non-natural 
realm (represented by Man). 
 
 4 Chang Kwang-chih, Early Chinese Civilization: Anthropological 
Perspectives (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976), 190. 
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the king would often depend on the possibility of success as predicted by Shangdi 
or the ancestors. As was briefly mentioned in the previous chapter some scholars 
tend to take Shangdi to mean the kings of old. However, Puett provides us with 
evidence that proves otherwise. According to him, while it is possible for the 
earthly ruler to coax and cajole his recently deceased ancestors to grant favors 
through religious sacrifices, it becomes increasingly difficult to do the same for 
distant ancestors the farther back they went. Finally with regards to Shangdi, who 
controlled the natural elements such as the rain, immensely important to any 
society heavily reliant on agriculture, it was practically impossible to entice him 
through any means to cooperate with one’s life plans. The one remote possibility 
of ensuring timely rain was via the long chain of ancestors, the most recently 
deceased being coaxed by his surviving earthly kin, while the more ancient 
ancestors are in turn coaxed by the recently departed, and finally Shangdi is 
coaxed by those ancient ancestors that are seen closest to him.5  This difference 
suggests to Puett that Shangdi could well be a being of a different order as 
compared to the ancestors or even other elemental spirits.6
Chang and Feng observe that there do not appear to be ethical principles 
undergirding the decisions by the Shang people. Even though their actions will 
have to be sanctioned by Shangdi, he is ostensibly capricious and his decisions 
                                                 
5 Puett, Michael J. To Become a God: Cosmology, Sacrifice, and Self-
Divinization in Early China (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2002). 
 
6 Feng Youlan arrives at the same conclusion through analyzing a 
quotation from the Guoyu, Eighteenth Year of King Xiang of Zhou’s Reign 周襄王
十八年. See Feng Youlan 冯友兰Zhongguo Zhexueshi 中国哲学史 (Shanghai: 
Huadong Shifandaxue Chubanshe, 2000), 31. 
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very often appear arbitrary.7 On the other hand, if we were to go beyond the 
oracle bones and take the Zhou documents into account, it appears that Shangdi 
may not be as amoral as suggested. There is an old narrative which involves the 
founding father of the Shang Dynasty, Tang, which occurs in two versions. Both 
versions tell of a prolonged draught caused by the sins of the feudal lords 
committed most probably in the military campaign that overthrew the preceding 
Xia Dynasty. The first version, which appears in the Shangshu and Analects, 
presents Tang as offering a bull as sacrifice to Shangdi in atonement for his 
subject’s sins. The second more dramatic version, found in the Mozi, tells that he 
was prepared to sacrifice himself as a burnt offering. Only the timely rain sent by 
Shangdi at the last minute extinguished the pyres thus saving the righteous Tang 
from certain death. The crux of this story seems to suggest that Shangdi is indeed 
interested in the morality of the people (perhaps more so the ruling class), 
although one may suspect that the narrative was created to recast ancient history 
in terms of the Zhou 周people’s moral-religious sensibilities. But if the narrative 
were indeed from the Shang, then it appears that Shangdi is thought to be 
simultaneously moral and capricious. As offensive as this might seem to modern 
readers, this phenomenon is not uncommon among the extant religions, as the 
numerous apologetics and arguments in theodicy testify.  
In the case of the Zhou people, the figure of Shangdi does not disappear 
from its literature entirely but appears with less frequency.8 In place of him, the 
Zhou employ Tian.  
                                                 
7 Leo S. Chang and Yu Feng, The Four Political Treatises of the Yellow 
Emperor, Monograph No.15, Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1998), 6.  
8 The name Shangdi occurs three times in the Mencius: 1B:3, 4A:7 and 
4B:25 
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When Tian created the multitude of people, 
He also created for them 
The things and the ze (principles?) they need. 
People thus should hold fast to the ze, 
As fundamental laws (yi 彝) to follow upon 
And be fond of graceful virtues 
Manifested in them. 
(Shijing 诗经, Zhengmin 烝民)9
 
As part of the political thought of the Zhou, Tian is made to be issuing and 
withdrawing its mandate from the earthly rulers depending on their merit and 
virtue. Where a king, like the last Shang ruler, is fatuous and evil, Tian will 
withdraw its mandate and, via signs and portents, indicate to other aristocratic 
houses that they are entitled to revolt and claim the throne for themselves. Thus 
the Zhou have inherited the aspect of the Shang’s religious sensibilities with 
regards to Tian/Shangdi’s interest in the people’s moral conduct. This also seems 
to decrease the appearance of Tian’s commands as arbitrary and devoid of moral 
value. 
 (Shang)Di spoke to King Wen of Zhou, 
 … 
 Do not resort to your own views and wits, 
 But follow the ze (principles) of Mine. 
 (Shijing, Huangyi 皇矣)10
 
When passages as such appear, one feels more confident that Tian’s injunctions 
do proceed from moral considerations. Chang and Feng further inform us that the 
Zhou inherited the Shang belief of a presiding deity (Tian) assisted by assistants 
who traversed up and down between Heaven and Earth for investigating and 
reporting.11 If the earthly ruler exhibits virtuous and meritorious conduct, he will 
                                                 
9 Chang and Feng’s translation in Chang and Feng, The Four Political 
Treatises of the Yellow Emperor, 7. 
  




be rewarded with longevity and worthies to assist him. Conversely, if the ruler is 
found to be disobedient to the dictates of Tian, he will be punished with a 
shortened lifespan. Tian is also likely to fill his court with worthless ministers, 
thus accelerating the ruin of his dynasty.12
  On the other hand, the old “problem of evil” has not been eliminated from 
the Zhou religion. It was perceived that at the end of the Western Zhou era, the 
kings were not blameworthy in their conduct and yet the imperial household was 
forced to retreat from its old capital to move to a new one. In the subsequent 
Eastern Zhou period, the Zhou kings were reduced to figureheads, while the ruling 
houses in the various states vied for overlordship. The problem becomes worse 
when we read the words of a poet who laments that Tian not only condones evil 
but is quite capable of committing evil as well: 
 Bright Tian so vast prolongs not its grace, 
 Hurls misery and famine, beheading the states. 
 Bright Tian rises awesome, unthinking, unplanning, 
Lets the guilty go free; they have paid for their crimes – 
And the guiltless must join them, all drowning as one.   
(Shijing, Xiaoya 小雅)13
 
Tian as Normative Device in Confucian Discourse  
 
When Confucius arrives on the scene, he inherits much of the Zhou’s 
beliefs and sensibilities about Tian. Insofar as Confucius speaks of sages, there 
needs to be an account for their “goodness”, in the sense of “how do we know that 
the sages are good and to be venerated and emulated?” In his framework, Tian is 
clearly drawn into the picture to explain the phenomenon of sagehood. As 
                                                 
12 Ibid. 
 
13 Robert Eno, The Confucian Creation of Heaven: Philosophy and 




heuristic devices for examining Confucius’ understanding of Tian, Eno identifies 
its two aspects, namely the prescriptive and the descriptive. In its prescriptive 
sense, Tian functions as follows: we should do X because Tian wants us to do so 
or we can expect Tian to reward us in such-and-such a manner in the future. 
Therein lies its normative dimension.14  If this were the case, then it is easy to see 
how Tian features in the path to sagehood. Take Eno’s example: 
The Master said, “Tian has engendered virtue (de) in me. What harm can 
Huan Tui do me?”  
(Analects: 7.23)15
 
Thus, we see that virtue (which a sage would be the paragon of) is something 
“engendered” by Tian. In another passage, sagehood and Tian are linked even 
more closely: 
The Master said, “How grand was the rule of Emperor Yao! Towering is 
the grandeur of Tian; only Yao could emulate it … Towering were his 
accomplishments; shining, they formed a paradigm of style.”  
(Analects: 8.19)16  
 
The descriptive dimension of Tian on the other hand serves as an 
explanatory tool for why events in the past happened as they did, i.e. because Tian 
wished them to be so. This serves to explain why normatively good actions do not 
always result in favorable outcomes. One interesting coping strategy that Eno 
mentions (which sounds a great deal like theodicy) is the embracing of a larger 
teleological plan. This implies that despite the unfavorable outcome now, the 
sincere person is to fulfill his role in accordance with the proper dictates of ritual 
and morality, in the (implicit) belief that all is for the sake of the good. In any 
                                                 
14 Ibid., 82. 
 
15 Ibid., 83. 
 
16 Ibid., 85. 
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case, the normatively correct thing to do in every case is to seek and follow the 
will of Tian.  
The moral project by the time of Mencius becomes considerably more 
complex, and this can be attributed to the debates presented to him by rival 
schools like the Yangists and Mohists, to name a couple. In the face of the 
challenge posed by the Yangists who pursue a doctrine of withdrawal and 
apparent egocentricity under the pretext of staying true to human nature/xing 性17, 
Mencius has had to interpret the issue in such a way that Confucian moral duty 
may be justified. In which case, Confucian duty and the goodness of xing/(human) 
nature are defended on the basis of the presence of the much-celebrated four-
sprouts (siduan 四端) in the human mind: the sense of compassion – which is the 
source of ren/benevolence/humanity, the sense of shame – which is the source of 
yi/rightness, the sense of deference – which is the source of li/ritual propriety, and 
the sense of right and wrong – which is the source of zhi/wisdom.18 Mencian self-
cultivation is thus a matter of nourishing these innate capacities of goodness. 
Thus, sagehood is really a matter of fulfilling one’s nature.  
 How does Tian figure in all this? In Mencius 6A:6 which contains a 
discussion of the four sprouts and good xing, Mencius concludes with a citation 
and interpretation of Zhengmin in the Shijing:  
The Odes (i.e. Shijing) say: 
Tian gave birth to the teeming masses; 
Every thing has its law. 
The norm that people possess 
Is the love of splendid virtue … 
                                                 
17 The content of the Yangist doctrine is of limited relevance to our 
discussion here. So I will not go on to cite and defend the sources of my 
interpretation of Yangist Thought. 
 
18 Mencius, 2A:6 
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Therefore, for every thing there must be a law, and “the norm which 
people possess” is innately, “the love of splendid virtue.”19
 
Eno takes this to mean that Mencius is trying to state for a fact that Tian created 
xing as a moral property. In his words, “Tian engenders in people their moral 
dispositions; it is the source of ethical value.”20 In a manner of speaking, Tian (as 
in the Analects) is normative and functions as a prescriptive notion in endowing 
Man his moral nature.21 The descriptive dimension of Tian, which we saw in the 
Analects, is also present in the Mencius. According to Eno, this facet of Tian 
serves again to explain the lack of positive outcomes even when a person 
sincerely strives to live a moral life cultivating Tian-sanctioned virtues. The 
teleological plan of Tian once more comforts the seeker in assuring him that 
whatever happens is for an ultimate good. Though the discussion here is brief, I 
believe we have seen the place of Tian as a moral source for the path to sagehood 
in the Mencius. 
Tian in Other Pre-Qin Literature 
 
One does well not to overstate the moral dimension of Tian in Pre-Qin 
literature. For while it is a moral anchor for Confucius and Mencius, there is no 
lack of descriptions of Tian as an amoral or even cruel entity in many other texts. 
Take the following well-known passage from the Daodejing: 
Heaven and Earth (Tian Di 天地) are ruthless (or inhumane/not-ren/buren 
不仁), and treat the myriad creatures as straw dogs;  
The sage is ruthless, and treats the people as straw dogs. 
                                                 
19 Eno, The Confucian Creation of Heaven: Philosophy and Defense of 
Ritual Mastery, 121. A different translation of the passage (Eno’s) is used here as 
compared to earlier. Though different, the content and spirit is similar enough for 







(Daodejing, Chapter 5) 22
 
Lau cites in a footnote that the Tianyun 天运 chapter of the Zhuangzi indicates 
that straw dogs were treated with the greatest deference before they were used as 
an offering, only to be discarded and trampled upon as soon as they had served 
their purpose.23 What is interesting in the passage above is that on the one hand 
the sage is still someone who imitates Tian while on the other, to do so implies 
that one will have to go beyond the boundaries of what is considered moral in the 
conventional sense. Cruelty, like atrocity/nue, seen earlier, is the “right” thing. 
Thus, Tian in Laozian Daoism as in Confucianism has a prescriptive role.  
Things become more complicated in the Zhuangzi, as it is difficult to get a 
wholly coherent picture of what Zhuangzi’s view on Tian truly is. But here is one 
interpretation: Hansen tells us that Tian for Zhuangzi carries no prescriptive value, 
if we take Zhuangzi to be a relativist, whereby no single Dao is privileged over the 
other. The implication is that since every entity in existence, including thieves and 
robbers, have their own Dao’s, he finds no reason why the Dao of Tian should be 
the Dao to follow. If so, then Tian has no prescriptive value. On the other hand, if 
the views of the other strata of the Zhuangzi, composed by his disciples who have 
been influenced by other strains of thought (including Huang-Lao), are taken into 
consideration, the situation becomes less clear. There are passages where one is 
almost told to imitate Tian: 
The inaction (wuwei) of Heaven is its purity, the inaction of Earth is its 
peace. So the two inactions and all things are transformed and brought to 
birth. Wonderfully, mysteriously, there is no place they come out of. 
Mysteriously, wonderfully, they have no sign. Each thing minds its own 
                                                 
22 D.C. Lau’s translation, in D.C. Lau, Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching (England: 





business and all grow up out of inaction. So I say, Heaven and Earth do 




Interestingly, the mode of action prescribed does not change. In this case, 
following/imitating Tian implies “doing nothing” (wuwei), and minding one’s 
own business. If we were to follow what Zhuangzi himself said and ignore the 
way of Tian, we would effectively be minding our own business as well. The end 
result is pretty much the same.  
Finally there is a collection of views of Tian that seem to be shared by 
thinkers who spent some time at the Jixia Academy. The most prominent among 
these is the tendency to treat Tian in a way that approaches the non-purposive 
Nature of Western thought. A rejoinder to this is the need to take into account the 
ways of Tian in planning the human order, as indicated by the model of 
interpretive naturalism (as against correspondence naturalism) mentioned in the 
previous chapter. The following passage from the Xunzi is indicative of this 
tendency: 
The course of Tian is constant: it does not survive because of the actions of 
a Yao; it does not perish because of the actions of a Jie. If you respond to 
the constancy of Tian’s course with good government, there will be good 
fortune; if you respond to it with disorder, there will be misfortune …  
(Xunzi, Tianlun 天论) 25
 
There is some debate as to whether or not Tian is normative for Xunzi. But taking 
the cue from the Xing’e 性恶 (Human Nature is Evil) passage, one may say that 
since he takes the problematic aspects of human nature, including untrained 
                                                 
24 Watson’s translation in Burton Watson, The Complete Works of Chuang 
Tzu (New York: Columbia University Press, 1968), 191. 
 
25 Knoblock’s translation in John Knoblock, trans. Xunzi: A Translation 
and Study of the Complete Works. 3 Vols. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1988 – 1994), (though I have kept to the use of  “Tian” in place of Knoblock’s 
rendition of it as “Nature”). 
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desires, to be bestowed by Tian, and that these are on their own sufficient for 
disorder in the world, this seems to indicate that Tian is a “source of evil”. On the 
other hand, he contends that desires are not to be eliminated or reduced (contra 
Laozi and Mencius) but have to be trained and focused in the right direction and 
on things appropriate to one’s station in life (fen) so that there may be order. This 
would be indicative of the interpretive naturalism model. However, this does not 
mean that Tian is normative in the strict sense. Tian is a force to be contended 
with, but it is not to be imitated or venerated. A famous rhetorical line from Xunzi 
urges one to take hold of the mandate of Tian and use it – zhi tianming er yong zhi 
执天命而用之. 
Tian in the HDSJ 
 
By Chang and Feng’s count, Tian occurs a total of 241 times in the HDSJ, 
of which 68 times it is paired with Di 地.26 In some of these instances, Tian 
occurs ostensibly as an entity that promises to punish the earthly rulers for acts of 
evil.  
If the ruler is violent and subjects are rebellious, it is termed the “Great 
Devastation”; there will be warfare both inside and outside the state, and 
Heaven (Tian) will send down calamities. 
(Jingfa, Da Fen, p. 69) 
 
In general, when prohibitions are transgressed and principles are 
eliminated, Heaven’s punishments will inevitably befall. A state that 
prepares the Six Dangers will be obliterated. A state that prepares the 
Three Crimes against the Innocent will die … 
The Six Dangers: 
The first is the eldest son acts as the father; 
The second is great ministers act as rulers; 
The third is planners of strategy (?) … their purposes; 
The fourth is agreeing with the appointments and dismissals made by 
feudal lords; 
The fifth is courtiers colluding to block and obstruct the ruler; 
The sixth is the ruler’s uncles and elder brothers forming a faction to defy 
him … 
                                                 
26 Ryden puts the figure at 237. 
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The Three Crimes against the Innocent: 
 The first is recklessly to murder the worthy; 
 The second is to murder a submissive people; 
 The third is to punish the guiltless. 
(Jingfa, Wang Lun, p. 89-91)  
 
Apart from the “crimes against the innocent”, most of the other reasons for 
disasters from Tian appear to be for the failure to behave in the way one’s station 
in life dictates. As was mentioned in the last chapter, there is a particular order 
(which Turner terms a “just” one) that is instantiated first by Tian which agents on 
Earth must comply with. Failure to do so results in censure. Roth and Peerenboom 
take these statements of punishment to be automatic mechanisms by a non-
purposive Nature. 27  To justify his position Peerenboom cites the following 
passage from Cheng:  
Heaven possesses brightness and does not grieve that the people are in 
darkness. The [hundred] surnames open their doors and windows and each 
takes light from it, yet Heaven has nothing to do with it. Earth has its 
[resources] and does not grieve that the people are poor. The hundred 
surnames cut down the trees and chop up firewood and take their wealth 
from it, yet earth has nothing to do with it. 
(p. 165) 
 
This appears to coincide with Xunzi’s vision of a non-purposive Tian. Coupled 
with another passage from Cheng, which has many echoes elsewhere in the HDSJ, 
we see a description of interpretive naturalism: 
Do not precede Heaven’s accomplishments; do not flourish when it is not 
the right season. If you precede Heaven’s accomplishments, you will be 




                                                 
27 I have argued against reading “Nature” into the HDSJ, but for our 
intents and purposes, Tian as a non-purposive regulating force, maybe even akin 
to the Deistic God, is functionally similar to Nature as Roth and Peerenboom 
understands it. In which case, the word Nature above is used with qualification on 
my part, as I am not committing myself to the views of Peerenboom cited earlier. 
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These passages seem to suggest that Tian is akin to Nature as interpreted by 
Peerenboom. Also, Chang and Feng inform us that Tian “appears to connote a 
natural substance which consists of a series of astro-meteorological phenomena” 
in most instances.28 They cite the following passage as an example: 
The periodicities if the sun and moon, planets and constellations, the 
regularities of the four seasons, the positions [of movement and 
quiescence], the locations of inside and outside, are the models of Heaven. 
(Jingfa, Si Du, p. 77)29
According to them, when Tian is paired with Di as in the following, they represent 
mainly natural entities30: 
 The constant regularities of Heaven and Earth are: 
The four seasons, darkness and light, growth and decay, the soft and the 
hard. 
 (Jingfa, Daofa, p. 53) 
 
Of course, on the other hand, one wonders what these natural entities are. We are 
not told. One thinks that the point which Chang and Feng wish to make is that the 
HDSJ teaches that human activity ought to imitate the constant regularities of Tian 
and Di as enumerated above. Unlike Peerenboom however, they are silent over 
whether these regularities are immutable or not, as understood in the modern 
scientific sense. Recall however that in the previous chapter it was suggested that 
these “rules” should not be read so much as being descriptively necessary, but 
prescriptively. This is because the Guan passage of the Shiliujing tells us that 
these supposedly constant regularities can be upset if the human agent fails to act 
                                                 
28 Chang and Feng, The Four Political Treatises of the Yellow Emperor, 
33. 
 
29 Cited in ibid., 33, though I have used Yates’ translation here. 
 
30 Ibid., 34. 
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in an appropriate manner.31 Seen in this light, the phrase “models of Heaven” in 
the Si Du and “constant regularities of Heaven and Earth” in the Daofa, can be 
read as rules prescribed by an anthropomorphic Tian.32  
Further, one observes that in spite of these passages naturalistic overtones, 
it is not necessarily the case that Tian is stripped of all its religious connotations in 
the HDSJ. Chang and Feng point out that Tian is similar to a personal deity in the 
following passage:33
Li Mo said, “In ancient times, august Heaven (Huang Tian 皇天) caused 
the phoenix wind to descend and say one word and then stop. The Five 
Emperors used it to split apart Heaven and Earth; [used it] to administer 
within the Four Seas; used it to cherish the people below; and used it to 
correct the officers of their generation. 
(Shiliujing, Cheng Fa, p. 135) 
 
The story in this passage is remarkably similar to Shang and Zhou accounts of 
Shangdi/Tian sending emissaries to convey his intentions to the earthly rulers. 
Outside of this singular overt instance of a deified Tian, there are other instances 
where Tian is presented in an anthropomorphized form: 
Heaven holds the One and uses it to brighten the Three … If Heaven 
brightens the Three in order to determine the Two … 
 (Jingfa, Lun, p. 81) 
 
This is remarkably similar to those passages from other works that Bodde and 
Needham were debating about concerning the presence of God in Chinese 
Thought or otherwise. Therefore, the possibility of a “God-like” entity (not 
necessarily God) present in passages apart from the Cheng Fa one cannot be 
straightforwardly ruled out.  
                                                 
31 See p. 89. 
 
32 See point made on p. 94. 
 
33 Chang and Feng, The Four Political Treatises of the Yellow Emperor, 
33. 
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 But that is not to say that in the final analysis, Peerenboom, Roth and 
perhaps Chang and Feng were wrong in thinking that Tian is a naturalistic entity 
(however that is to be understood). Peerenboom has perhaps provided us with a 
case point in the Cheng passage where Tian may be non-purposive and 
unconscious Nature after all. At this point, a possible worry is that there is an 
inconsistent understanding of Tian that is perceived as being non-purposive and 
unconscious on the one hand and conscious and interested in human affairs on the 
other. Ought we to understand Tian as a conscious God or as a mechanism 
ensuring (moral?) order in the cosmos?  
In some ways, the dilemma is unimportant for our purposes here. What is 
important rather is the status of injunctions that appear to be derived from Tian. 
Where Tian occurs in the HDSJ, we find none of the lamentations that it is unjust 
in letting the guilty go unpunished or that those who follow its orders will be left 
without reward. If indeed Tian were God, then it is not the capricious one found in 
the old Shang religion, neither is there a problem of evil to deal with. The 
description is that of an extremely idealized state of affairs where good and evil, 
signified by compliance and non-compliance to Tian, are rewarded and punished 
with certainty. Whatever this entity may be, be it conscious or otherwise, it is 
reasonably clear that it is a placeholder for idealized moral sensibilities perhaps 
derived from the Zhou. If so, we can also say with some degree of confidence that 
as a value source, it is certainly less problematic for the author(s) of the HDSJ 
than it is Confucius, Mencius and even their Zhou Dynasty predecessors, as the 
HDSJ has apparently chosen to deny any possibility of “cosmic injustice”. There 
is also a further difference between the HDSJ and the philosophy of Laozi and 
Zhuangzi. The latter two tend towards amorality, and ideal behavior, wuwei or 
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inaction, exhibited by Tian and other elements, imply that conventional morality 
ought to be discarded. In the case of the HDSJ, one needs to comply with Tian, a 
moral entity, and there is no question that the moral order maintained by Tian 
ought to be respected. On the other hand, whether or not the ethos the HDSJ is one 




Dao is a key term in Chinese philosophy that has been subject to various 
interpretations by different scholars. It is more often than not, though not always, 
a normative term, insofar as one is told to follow the Dao, or if not, that something 
is called the Dao/Way implies that it is to be followed or treaded upon. In the 
HDSJ it occurs 80 times34  in various forms. Some regard Dao as a mystical 
concept (in religious readings),35 others a materialistic notion denoting the sum 
total of cosmic stuff before conceptual differentiation (as per Marxian interpreters 
in post-liberation China). These readings tend to be truer of Daoist texts, although 
it is difficult to read Confucian ones or those of other schools in those terms. Such 
readings tend to assume that a change in the meaning of Dao has occurred in 
Daoist texts. Hansen is an opponent of this view and offers a reading of the 
Daoistic Dao that assumes that the Daoists36 understand it in exactly the same way 
as the other thinkers. Before presenting the more typical Daoistic reading of Dao, 
                                                 
34 Ryden’s count. 
 
35 See Julia M. Hardy, “Influential Western Interpretations of the Tao-te-
ching,” in Lao-tzu and the Tao-te-ching, ed. Livia Kohn, and Michael LaFargue 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1998), 165-88.  
 




I will mention Hansen’s rather unique reading of it so that an aspect of it which 
frequently escapes most readings can be elucidated.  
For Hansen, dao37 refers to “guide”. Thus when the Confucians speak of 
the Master’s dao, they mean his discourse which is meant to guide (ethical) 
actions. The Way of the Master thus serves as a “rulebook” for his students, 
containing all the prescriptions into ritual matters, personal conduct, etc. At this 
level, we have what Hansen refers to as a discourse-dao. At the next level, we 
have what he calls performance-dao, which consists of concrete and particular 
series of actions of behaviors, which are in some sense the goal of the discourse-
dao. If the former is like a music score, the latter is then the actual musical 
performance. This also shows that any performance-dao is an interpretation of the 
discourse-dao, and each performance-dao can also be seen as “a way (among 
many) of interpreting” the initial discourse.38  
 According to Hansen, the Daoist (in the person of Zhuangzi) questions the 
authority of any one interpretation of discourse over another. And not only that, 
the authority of the primary discourse, i.e. the discourse-dao, is questioned as 
well. If the discussions of dao in Ancient China were all about ethical issues, then 
                                                 
37 All the “dao’s” in this portion are marked with a lowercased “d” to 
denote Hansen’s reading. The uppercased “D” “Dao’s” elsewhere refer to the 
grand cosmic Dao in the sort of reading that Hansen does not approve. 
 
38 Chad Hansen, “Metaphysics of Dao,” in Comparative Approaches to 
Chinese Philosophy, ed. Bo Mou (Great Britain: Ashgate 2003), 205-24. What 
ought to be noted here is that each performance-dao can and does turn into a 
discourse-dao for the next player. As per our earlier analogy, while a virtuoso may 
be playing from the music score (the discourse-dao), his interpretation of it (the 
performance-dao) can become the model (i.e. another discourse-dao) for an 
imitator (possibly by an admirer of his) in another performance. While Confucius 
may have set the discourse-dao for his students, his dao is, in his own perspective, 
a performative one which imitates, interprets and innovates on the dao which he 
gets from the tradition of Zhou Ritual. 
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the Daoists would be those who deal with the metaphysics of ethics, or meta-
ethics. To put matters very simply, the Daoist’s complaint would be that no 
justification has been (or can be) found such that one may claim the superiority of 
one dao over another.  This reading of Daoistic dao (whose primary meaning does 
not differ from that of the Confucians’, i.e. dao as an ethical notion) will also 
mitigate against any attempt to treat dao as a pre-determined order (as in mystical 
readings). And this reading ought not be considered to be radical or lacking in 
textual evidence. A line in the Zhuangzi reads “a way comes about as we walk on 
it”. This implies that dao is that which is generated by the agent’s activity. But 
how are daos formed? What does Zhuangzi mean by walking? 
 Recall what was said in a previous chapter of shi (this) and fei (not-this). 
To say “ shi X ye 也”, is to imply that something is an instance of X. Fei, on the 
other hand, is the negation of shi. Thus, to say “fei X ye” is to imply that 
something is not an instance of X. Also mentioned was that no fact and value 
distinction existed for our thinkers back then, hence in effect, the understanding of 
X would carry a certain normative content by default. In any case, to shi 
something cannot simply mean that one affirms something in a disinterested, 
quasi-scientific manner. Rather, it is to act in manner that one deems appropriate. 
Fei is just the opposite. With this in mind, Zhuangzi tells us that dao emerges 
from our shiing and feiing. And every shi is a way of judging, interpreting and 
differentiating. In this line of reading, there is no pre-existent dao to function as a 
ground of being which Zhuangzi can take for granted. Any dao is, no more than, a 
function of shi’s and fei’s imposed by the agent in his own context.  
 In Chapter 2, it was mentioned that fa is a means by which various regimes 
of shi and fei are determined. In that sense, fa fixes a dao. Mozi tells us that Tian 
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has provided Man with a natural aversion to harm and a preference for benefit. In 
doing this, he is using Tian to fix his fa, thus ensuring a constant dao that the ruler 
will have to follow, and predictable outcomes through methodical governance. 
Both the notions of Tian and fa are subsequently attacked by Zhuangzi. For the 
former: 
Knowing that which Tian does and that which Man does is the utmost in 
knowledge. Whoever knows what Tian does lives the life generated by 
Tian…’ Still, there’s a difficulty. Knowing depends on something with 
which it is later matched; however, what it depends on is never fixed. How 
do I know that which I deem “Tian” is not “Man”? How do I know that 
which I deem “Man” is not “Tian”?  
 
So Zhuangzi’s point is that we cannot escape from some human perspective to 
reach some “objective” Archimedean point to verify our own hypothesis. 
Knowledge always depends on something with which it is later matched: our 
social standards, goals, attitudes and so forth. 
 The next objection by Zhuangzi is targeted at Mozi’s idea of benefit and 
harm. He relates the story of a young woman who wept and wailed at the 
prospects of living with the King of Jin. But once she experienced the benefit of 
the royal lifestyle, she wondered why she was ever sorrowful. So who is to say 
what is benefit and what is harm? Even that considered the greatest harm - death - 
may turn out to be more desirable than life: as Zhuangzi puts it, “how do I know 
that to take pleasures in life is not a delusion? How do I know that we who hate 
death are not exiles since childhood who have forgotten the way home?” Even 
something as “clear and distinct” as issues of utility may be misjudged, so in this 
Zhuangzi questions the practical workability of the Mohist doctrine. 
 The Confucians in the mean time have also developed their own 
foundations to counter the possibility of the misinterpretation of doctrine. Mencius 
modifies the Mohist “naturalistic” theme by identifying a “natural ruler” within 
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oneself to act as arbitrator – the moral heart. Zhuangzi questions this by asking 
how the heart can be any more natural than the other “hundred joints, nine 
openings and six viscera.” Does there need to be a ruler? Can’t each rule itself? Or 
take turns? But one ought to mention also that Mencius does not imply that any 
heart would be able to authoritatively discern what is right. Rather, it is the sage’s 
morally accomplished heart that will give the correct shi-fei judgments. Thus we 
have a version of authoritative intuitionism where the sage discerns the right. 
Robber Zhi’s 盗跖 (the arch-villain in old Chinese narratives) would not count 
because he has not cultivated his heart. The foundation for correct Confucian 
judgment for Mencius is thus the sage’s heart(-mind) that has been fully cultivated 
in its natural moral potential. At this point, Zhuangzi’s objection can already be 
anticipated – he wonders from what perspective can we distinguish a sage’s heart-
mind from a fool’s? Based on A’s judgment as a guide, A will look like a sage and 
B like a fool, and vice versa. So what is the way (a dao) to identify the proper way 
(another dao) to cultivate, common to all existing heart-minds?39 The foundation 
of Mencius thus collapses. 
 Against such a backdrop, what might the Dao in the HDSJ be like? Would 
it be subject to the sort of objections that Zhuangzi might level on it? In some 
ways, if the HDSJ were to insist that it has in fact found a God’s-eye-view from 
which an authoritative Dao may be discerned whereby all objectively true shi’s 
and fei’s could be discerned, Zhuangzi would just as easily laugh it off as 
delusional. If we were to allow for the most philosophically sophisticated reading 
of Zhuangzi possible, then according to Hansen, no one has really answered his 
                                                 
39 Chad Hansen, “Zhuangzi,” http://www.hku.hk/philodep/ch/zhuang.htm. 
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skeptical arguments. All subsequent thinkers that followed simply “defined the 
issue out of existence” on pragmatic grounds.  
 Accordingly, Xunzi’s strategy is to allow the ruler to define and mould the 
state of affairs through the control of names, bearing in mind external forces that 
are beyond his control and have to be negotiated with, in such a way that a 
desirable order may be achieved. There is no recourse to the Dao of Tian. Xunzi 
emphatically tells us that his Dao is the Dao of Man. The strategy followed by 
Han Fei, his most famous disciple, in some readings, is similar to his in allowing 
the ruler to define the states of affairs in his image, insofar as the external factors 
would permit. The Daoist overtones in Han Fei’s thought are only descriptions of 
the cosmos which when understood would allow the ruler to manipulate so as to 
secure better control.  
 The Dao of the HDSJ is neither of these, although there is a close parallel 
between its motivations and that of Han Fei. At this point, I would like to present 
the more typical metaphysical reading of Dao as they occur in Daoist texts and the 
HDSJ. It helps to distinguish between the times when Dao is used on its own to 
refer to the “cosmic Dao” which generates things and makes them what they are, 
and the individual dao’s which various entities follow. In the case of the former, it 
is said to exist without a beginning, it is prior to Tian and Di (Earth). 
Dao has no beginning, yet has a response. 
 (Cheng, p. 117) 
 
 At the beginning of eternal non-existence, 
 Totally the same as the Great Void; 
 Vacuous and the same, it was the One. 
 (Daoyuan, p. 173)   
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Like in Daoist texts, it is the “constancy behind inconstancies”. While all things in 
the cosmos are in flux, it is the one thing behind the flux that facilitates the change 
but is itself unchanged. 
The Dao is also the origin of all things, and when things have lived out 
their lives they will return to it. The birth of things does not decrease it; the return 
of things to it does not increase it. 
 The [four] seasons, the sun and moon, 
 The planets and constellations, and cloudy vapors, 
 The wrigglers that walk and crawlers that move, 
 And the plants that grow roots 
All take their life from the Dao 
 But they do not decrease it. 
They all return to the Dao, 
But they do not increase it. 
(Daoyuan, p. 175) 
 
It is said to be formless and invisible, yet omnipresent: 
 It filled up all within the Four Seas, 
 And embraced what was outside them. 
 (Daoyuan, p. 173) 
 
It is that by which things acquire their qualities, and through it human affairs are 
successfully accomplished: 
It is because of it, that the small become small and the large become large.  
(小以成小，大以成大。)40
 … 
 The birds flew by acquiring it; 
 The fish swam by acquiring it; 
 The wild animals ran by acquiring it. 
 The myriad phenomena lived by acquiring it. 
 The numerous affairs are completed by it. 
 (Daoyuan, p. 173) 
And whilst being the cause of change in worldly phenomena, it itself is unaffected 
and does not change: 
                                                 
40 My translation. Yates takes the line to mean that the Dao is “so small 
that it could bring smallness to completion, so large that it could bring largeness to 
completion”.  
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 In yin it was not rotted, 
 In yang it was not scorched. 
 It took One as its measure and did not change. 
 (Daoyuan, p. 173) 
 
As mentioned, there are also individual dao’s followed by the myriad things: 
 [Li Mo says:] “Now if you look thoroughly at the Four Seas to the farthest 
limit of Up and Down, and to the Four Directions that embrace each other, 
you will see that each uses its own dao.  
(Shiliujing, Cheng Fa, p. 135) 
 
There are also dao’s for doing various things: 
 
The constant dao for caring for ministers is: to employ the capable such 
that they do not exceed their duties. 
(Jingfa, Daofa, p. 53) 
 
All states that have armories and store weapons in every case possess a 
dao of warfare. The dao of warfare of the present generation are three: 
there are those who act for profit; those who act out of righteousness; and 
those who act out of anger. 
(Shiliujing, Benfa 本伐, p. 141) 
 
There is another term which is used to refer to particular “dao’s” – principle, li 理. 
If the great Dao is the general rule of transformation and change, then dao’s or li’s 
are the specific rules which “make things what they are”. These are like the 
localized manifestation of the cosmic Dao. 
When each thing [is fitted with the Dao(?)], it is called “Principle.” Where 
principle is situated, it is called [compliance (shun)]. When some things do 
not fit with the Dao, is called “losing principle’. Where losing principle is 
situated, it is called opposition (ni). If opposition and compliance mandate 
themselves, then preservation and destruction, rise and decline can be 
known. 
(Jingfa, Lun, p. 83) 
 
As mentioned in previous chapters, compliance (shun) and opposition (ni) are 
important concepts in the HDSJ. Success requires compliance with the 
movements of the cosmos regulated by Tian, and on the metaphysical level, this 
has to do with the presence or absence of localized dao’s in things or states of 
affairs.  
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In passages such as this, it is difficult to read Dao solely in the way Hansen 
suggests. It would certainly be forcing the issue if one insisted that the Dao is no 
more than a discourse concept here. And yet, it is that by which objectively 
correct shi’s and fei’s are fixed. In Chapter 2, we have seen that fa is the means 
narrated in the Cheng Fa passage by which names are objectively determined so 
that sophists may not upset order in the empire. Since we know also that fa is born 
of the Dao (from the Daofa in the Jingfa), this shows that the Dao is the ultimate 
source of objectively true shi’s and fei’s. While Mozi tries to use fa derived from 
Tian to fix his dao, the HDSJ simply says that fa emanates from the cosmic Dao. 
The HDSJ also mentions how a ruler is to know the Dao: 
The Dao of seeing and knowing is merely vacuity and nonexistence (wei 
xu wuyou 唯虚无有). As for vacuity and nonexistence, an autumn hair 
brings an object into existence, for it then necessarily has a form and name. 
If form and name are established, then the distinction between black and 
white has been made. Therefore the way in which he who grasps the Dao 
looks at the world is to be without tenacity, to be without location, be 
without action, be without partiality. 
(Jingfa, Daofa, p. 51) 
 
Thus, in grasping the Dao, the ruler gains crucial insight into what names are 
properly attached to the relevant forms and is thus able to maintain order in his 
realm. The relation of shi and fei to forms and names is such that to correctly say 
that X is indeed an instance of Y is to correctly attach the name Y to the form X. 
The concepts are closely related.  
 There are two ways to treat what the HDSJ says of the Dao in the face of 
Zhuangzi’s criticisms. As was briefly hinted, the HDSJ claims to have unlocked 
the key to understanding the cosmic Dao by which all matters may be objectively 
settled. In this case, Zhuangzi was simply wrong and deluded, because relativism 
need not be a consequence so long as one can reach an Archimedean point of 
judgment. This Dao seems to presuppose that matters of propriety, like the 
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decorum between father and son, ruler and ministers, and the way in which rulers 
should treat his citizens as well as those of his conquered foes, are not arbitrary 
but fixed by it. So saying that these things are relative to time, place and personal 
agenda, as the Daoists do, is simply wrong. Thus, the Dao could well be 
normative, prescriptive, (perhaps moral,) and dictates what a ruler ought to do. It 
looks as if this was made out to be a way to defeat Zhuangzian criticism. On the 
other hand, another reading is possible. 
 It is worth mentioning also that in the HDSJ (as in elsewhere), the 
appearance of the word dao does not imply that it is necessarily a prescribed mode 
of action. It may be a mode of action, complete with rules and methods of 
operation, but it need not be what the author of the text recommends. Recall the 
excerpt from Benfa cited a while ago. On no account is the author suggesting that 
a ruler attack another state for profit or out of anger. Yet, those are still dao’s of 
attack. On the other hand, it is not difficult to discern the times when dao’s are 
recommended as modes of action.  Certainly when dao’s are said to lead to order, 
they clearly are what the author intends for the ruler to take up.  
 Another noteworthy point is that there is strong evidence that the cosmic 
Dao described in the HDSJ is not, strictly speaking, normative.41 It is a largely a 
descriptive concept of how the cosmos works. It contains and allows for both the 
positive outcomes which the ruler wants and the negative outcomes which the 
ruler wants to avoid: 
Disaster and good fortune share the same Dao, but no one knows where 
they grow from.  
                                                 
41 This seems to blatantly contradict the earlier conclusion that the Dao is 
normative. The way out is to eliminate the ethical dimension of the prescriptions 
of shi’s and fei’s and read them as correct and wrong from the instrumental 
perspective of effective governance, though admittedly this goes against Hansen’s 
hypothesis that all arguments in China were about ethics. 
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(Jingfa, Daofa, p. 51) 
 
To make matters more complicated, wrong actions are seen to be part of that Dao 
as well: 
Opposition and compliance have the same Dao but different principles (li). 
(Jingfa, Si Du, p. 75) 
 
Obviously, the ruler is told to comply with Tian rather than to oppose it. But 
notice that both are made possible by the Dao. The Dao thus makes possible both 
victory and defeat, prosperity and ruin. This indicates that the cosmic Dao in itself 
is better understood as a non-normative entity which is grasped, i.e. intuited, by 
the ruler who thereby uses his understanding of it to manipulate the natural and 
non-natural realm to his advantage. The ruler who “grasps the Dao” does so 
voluntarily without being normatively influenced by the Dao.   
 There is also a peculiarity in the way the metaphysics is construed in the 
HDSJ which has been observed by some scholars. Ryden notes that a number of 
sayings and aphorisms in the HDSJ can be traced to concrete historical incidents. 
However, the specific times and circumstances have been deliberately omitted. 
This is accompanied by the strategy to ground the processes behind these events 
on principles that reach back into the very ancient past, perhaps even before the 
genesis of the world. The end result is a set of rules that are universal and 
ahistorical which can be applied to future events and circumstance where they are 
needed.42  The insight is that the “metaphysics” is constructed out of concrete 
circumstances linked to specific goals and interests, rather than contemplated via a 
dispassionate gaze. This is not theoria for theoria’s sake. 
                                                 
42 Edmund Ryden, The Yellow Emperor’s Four Canons: A Literary Study 




 The preoccupation with gains and losses, existence and death, rise and fall, 
order and chaos, and the linking of these to “metaphysical” notions as opposition 
and compliance suggest to Chang and Feng that: 
… the benefit of holding on to Dao and following the principles is a 
manifest conclusion inductively distilled from historical experiences, and 
not  purely logical deduction from abstract ideas of metaphysics. The 
teachings of the (HDSJ) are predicated on taking actions in one’s 
interests.43
 
Also, notice that where a certain prescribed mode of action appears, it is 
usually denoted by dao or li. Chang and Feng observe that li is not frequently used 
in Pre-Qin literature.44 Where it appears, it is often associated with zhushu 主术 or 
the art of rulership. As in the Guanzi and Hanfeizi, the motive for using such 
terms appears to be that of manipulating the (social) environment 45  to one’s 
advantage. 
The problem of nue which so bothered us in the previous chapters can also 
now be seen in a clearer light. Insofar as the HDSJ is about manipulating the 
external circumstances to the ruler’s advantage, where it is possible to enact nue 
without the possibility of punishment from Tian, there seems to be no reason why 
he should not. 
It was suggested in Chapter 2 that the logic of the application of xing and 
de points to the HDSJ’s overarching concern for cosmic efficacy. This insight is 
further strengthened by our observations with regards to the nature of Dao in this 
current chapter. Our findings in the study of Dao have pointed in quite the 
opposite direction of the moral texture of the HDSJ suggested by Tian. While the 
                                                 
43 Chang and Feng, The Four Political Treatises of the Yellow Emperor, 
31. 
 
44 Ibid., 32. 
 
45 I take this to include the control of ministers. 
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Tian section seems to indicate that the measures enacted by a ruler may derive 
from a benevolent force, the Dao section suggest that this is done ultimately for 
his personal benefit. Seen from this angle, it is no wonder that many scholars have 
chosen to read the HDSJ as manual of the art of rulership. Though not mutually 
exclusive, the difference of this from the natural law reading lies in its weaker 
commitment towards ideals of morality. 
Normativity vs Morality  
 
It is perhaps a good idea to briefly mention an issue that has arisen in light 
of our inquiries. It is normally taken for granted that normativity and morality 
refer to the same thing, because morality is often the most important source of 
norms in guiding our activities. On the other hand, it cannot be denied that the 
reason for constraints on our actions may lie beyond the moral, insofar as our 
actions may be deemed rational. The other contending sources of normativity 
include customs and (positive) laws, either of these has an effect on the scope of 
executable actions.46 But the most prominent of these in the HDSJ as we have just 
seen in examining Dao is the “means-end rationality” that guides the ruler’s 
thinking process.  
 As mentioned it is not so much the cosmic Dao that is normative over the 
ruler. Rather insofar as the ruler has his own interests at heart (and believes in 
what the author of the HDSJ tells him regarding how the cosmos works) he has 
“no choice” but to work within the functioning of the cosmos. A modern analogue 
may be that of knowing the various rules of physics and thereby creating an 
airplane. There is no possibility in succeeding if one does not take heed of the 
laws of nature. But knowing the laws of nature (and in a sense being constrained 
                                                 
46 I would like to thank A/P Tan Sor Hoon for enlightening me on this. 
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by them) means being able to work within their limits to build a contraption to 
serve one’s purposes – flying. The analogy has also revealed that while laws of 
nature may be seen as a source of constraints, they may also be the very things 
that enable one to mould the external environment to one’s advantage. Similarly, 
in accepting the Dao, the ruler has to work within its rules so that he may achieve 
his purpose. 
 Of course one notices a crucial difference exists between the airplane 
example and the system of the HDSJ. The workings of the cosmos includes Tian 
which punishes wrongful actions. The option that some scholars like Peerenboom 
and Roth have taken was to read these as automatic responses from the cosmos 
much like the workings of laws of nature. The ruler in being immoral suffers the 
same fate as a child trying to fly off a roof. However, reading the issue through 
scientific eyes, as I have tried to say, robs the text of the ability to convey a moral 
dimension through the device of Tian. Alternatively, one may see Tian as a 
powerful moral “arbitrator” in the universe which the ruler has to accommodate 
and contend with if he wants to succeed. The text thus conveys two powerful 
ideas: that it is possible to become cosmically powerful when one knows the Dao, 
and that knowing the way the universe works also reveals the presence of a 
powerful entity called Tian which will readily destroy an immoral ruler. The other 
insight is that Tian is normative over the ruler at the point in time when he buys 
into the ideas of the text.  
The Author’s Art of Persuasion 
 
Nearly all commentators have noticed that there is a deliberate attempt by 
the author(s) of the HDSJ to limit the violence enacted by a power-hungry warlord 
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trying to be king of all-under-heaven. 47 To do this, the author(s) has to present his 
ideas in a way conducive to the warlord’s life-plans. It must appear to him that 
conquest is within his reach and that there are steps by which this may be done.48 
This strategy is not unique to the HDSJ. In the case of the Legalist texts such as 
the Hanfeizi, the author makes no pretensions that the ideas in the text are 
squarely for the purpose of consolidating power. All the measures proposed within 
are targeted towards this end. A ruler who reads it will be suitably impressed by 
the promise of power and consents to the doctrines. Similarly a ruler may assent to 
the ideas in the Art of War since the book promises the targeted end of winning 
wars which is desired by the ruler. 
 The situation becomes more complicated when the ideas proposed do not 
seem to harmonize with the ruler’s personal ends at first glance. Examples include 
Confucian ideas of the institution of benevolent governance. The ruler may 
intuitively sense that governing piously according to the dictates of Confucian-
                                                 
47 It may be difficult to prove the author(s)’ motives for writing, but 
perhaps my reading may be so defended: Feng Youlan mentions that, for thinkers 
back then, committing one’s ideas to writing was a sign that one was not well-
received by rulers who might otherwise put them into practice. Writing books was 
a sign of bad luck, as Feng puts it. See Feng Youlan 冯友兰Zhongguo Zhexueshi 
中国哲学史, 7. Men of action who enjoyed success in office, like Zi Chan, Yanzi 
晏子and Shu Xiang, did not record their own ideas. Defoort thinks this is not due 
to the lack of leisure time but motivation, as there was no need to. See Carine 
Defoort, The Pheasant Cap Master: A Rhetorical Reading (Albany; State 
University of New York Press, 1997), 107. 
As such, we could see the vocation of the Chinese philosopher to be one of 
convincing rulers to follow one’s program. Where books are written, it is even 
more so that persuasion is one of its key motives. Books were almost never written 
for the sake of expressing abstract ideas in themselves. They were written for a 
definite purpose.  
 
48 This interpretation is made with reference to the psyche of a warlord 
whose primary aim is conquest. The resultant order is accidental to this objective. 
I do not discount the possibility that a “benevolent” warlord may simply follow 
the HDSJ’s instructions to bring order to the world. In which case, “conquest” 
becomes the means to this end. 
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defined morality may not help him to secure or expand his kingdom. On the other 
hand readers familiar with Xunzi will recall his apologetics in which he tries to 
convince the ruler of the potency of virtue gained through the exercise of 
benevolence. Where a virtuous ruler emerges, rival states will submit on their own 
accord without bloodshed. Where war is inevitable, observance of benevolence 
also guarantees strength in battle.49  
 The HDSJ is an interesting case because it has not abandoned all ideas 
about morality in favor of Machiavellian realpolitik, like some Legalist texts. On 
the other hand it has a strategy similar to the Xunzi in presenting ideas in a way 
which coincide with the ruler’s personal interest. Therein lies the author(s)’ “art of 
persuasion”. The author(s) has also cleverly avoided discussions on the blindness 
of Tian to immorality or the possibility of Tian committing acts of immorality.50 
The consistency in Tian’s behavior paints a more stable picture of the cosmos 
which lends itself to the ruler’s limited manipulation, all to be done within the 
limits of a less stringent morality as compared to Confucian systems. This 
author(s) in so doing has, consciously or otherwise, tried to reduce possible cause 
for hesitation on the ruler’s part to engage in the plan of the HDSJ, lest Tian and 
the cosmos not cooperate even after he has fulfilled his side of the bargain (as was 
seen in the Shijing for instance). 
De and Nue Revisited 
 
The problem of nue was first encountered in Chapter 2 when the moral 
status of xing and fa was discussed.  The idea was that for any system to be moral 
                                                 
49 This admittedly is too brief a description of Xunzi’s ideas and does not 
do him justice. But for our intents and purposes, it would suffice. 
 
50 Alternatively, the author(s) may conceive of Tian in way such that it is 
impossible that it would commit acts of immorality. But in such a reading, it 
becomes less likely that the author(s) is deliberately engaged in a rhetorical ploy.  
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it seems oxymoronic that it should legitimize acts which are considered evil. But it 
is perhaps a good idea to examine the scope of de (taken here to mean “kindness”) 
and nue. Nue always occurs with de in the HDSJ, and these make their appearance 
no more than four times in two passages in the Shiliujing. Rare as these 
occurrences may be, they are important in our understanding of the HDSJ’s 
philosophy, insofar as a more complete reading can only be gained through taking 
all its elements into account. We have already seen how the neglect of these has 
led to more benign interpretations as seen in Peerenboom’s and Turner’s natural 
law readings. Thus it is hoped that the current interpretation here which takes 
these into account will generate a more balanced view of the text. The first three 
occurrences of nue are in the Guan (i.e. “observation”) passage where Li Mo 
consults the Yellow Emperor on proper governance which seems impossible, 
since distinctions have not been made between ni shun (opposition and 
compliance), de nue (virtue and atrocity), jing zuo (stillness and action), and xian 
hou (front and rear). The Yellow Emperor then in a historic moment labels various 
phenomena in terms of yin and yang, thereby making all these other modes of 
action presentable in those terms, aiding in their application. What is noticeably 
absent is mention of how and when nue should be applied. In fact at this point it is 
unfair to assume that nue was ever meant to be applied, as the pairs demarcated 
include opposition and compliance, and one is always told to comply with Tian’s 
rhythms, and never oppose them. There is a possibility that nue was defined so 
that those actions which fell under its scope could likewise be avoided. 
 In the Guo Tong passage where the pair occurs once, they are said to 
mutually form each other. Through a philological reading of word pairs in the 
HDSJ, Ryden understands de nue to refer respectively to the nurturance of the 
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life-giving female element represented by Earth (Di) and the punishing actions of 
the masculine element represented by Tian from above.51 It tends to have little to 
do with a ruler’s actions. A redaction of the text reveals much in common with a 
dialogue between Fan Li and an emissary from Wu found in the Yueyu Xia 
(Guoyu 21).52 The idea was that nue could be something that an earthly ruler 
participates in if it were first initiated by Tian, that is if the losing party has lost 
favor with Tian and Tian has delivered him into his enemy’s hands. His enemy 
(meaning Gou Jian here) has a responsibility delegated by Tian to aid it in 
committing nue (in the words of Fan Li) against him. 
 Even without examining this passage it seems readily obvious that the 
HDSJ was never about universal indiscriminate benevolence. Beyond that, we see 
here that where nue occurs, indirect clues from the Yueyu Xia seem to suggest that 
it is only exercised against one’s enemies with divine backing. The fate of Chi 
You in the narrative found in the HDSJ which includes the Yellow Emperor 
making his stomach into a football, his hair into a banner and ordering his subjects 
to take part in a cannibalistic ritual of eating his flesh and blood is certainly 
suggestive of nue.53 One may advance the hypothesis here that kindness is most 
readily shown to those closest to oneself and that one has less qualms about acting 
cruelly towards another insofar as he is remotely related to oneself is a feature in 
                                                 
51 Ryden, The Yellow Emperor’s Four Canons: A Literary Study and 
Edition of the Text from Mawangdui, 67. 
 
52 Guoyu 21, Yueyu Xia, Si Bu Bei Yao Edition (Shanghai: Zhonghua 
Shuju, 1936), 129-30. 
 
53 For a detailed treatment of this and other instances of sanctioned 
violence, see Mark Edward Lewis, Sanctioned Violence in Early China (Albany: 
State University of New York Press, 1990). 
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the HDSJ.54 Where Confucius teaches gradations in love and Mozi says there 
should be none, other texts concern themselves with the extent to which kindness 
and cruelty ought to be parceled out. As in sections of the Guanzi, we see in the 
HDSJ a manifestation of a frequent accusation against a feature of Chinese social 
practice, that of showing kindness to and benefiting one’s kin and friends at the 
expense of those distant from oneself. This allegation might be unfair towards 
Confucianism, but it seems well directed towards many other strains of thought. 
Still, one may see some redeeming qualities in the HDSJ insofar as it is apparent 
that while the author(s) sees the need of the exercise of violence in a violent age, 
he has employed a suitable rhetorical device to limit it to times of the year, and 
further specific contenders who might be morally blameworthy. 
The Yellow Emperor and the “Natural” Order 
 
The Yellow Emperor is a normative device employed by the author(s) of 
the HDSJ that has yet to be discussed. There are various theories as to when and 
why the Yellow Emperor first appeared in Chinese literature. Unfortunately due to 
constraints in space these cannot be explored. What will be investigated however 
is the function of including the Yellow Emperor as a “patron sage” in the HDSJ. 
We know that by the Han Dynasty, as attested by the bibliography in the Yiwenzhi, 
“all the hundred schools” spoke of the Yellow Emperor. The practice of using a 
patron sage is common to nearly all the schools of thought in Early China, with 
the Confucians famous in their use of Yao and Shun as model kings for 
subsequent generations to emulate. A traditional veneration of antiquity and the 
golden age which existed seemed to bring with it the guarantee that emulation of 
                                                 
54 Other considerations may include the fact that the party receiving acts of 
atrocity is blameworthy of appropriately heinous crimes. That serves as a pretext 
for reciprocal violence. 
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these sage rulers will duplicate the prosperity enjoyed in the distant past. 
Depending on one’s doctrine one would choose the ruler who most closely 
approaches its spirit and use him as a spokesperson for it. By the Han Dynasty, the 
Huainanzi lamented, no one could be credible in debate if he did not speak of 
“Shen Nong 神农 or Huangdi”.55  
 Traditionally, the Yellow Emperor was attributed with many roles, which 
may have been added over the years as various schools adopt him as spokesperson. 
Among the most prominent is his role as a military leader who quashes a rebellion 
by Chi You. He is also seen as an ideal ruler and the initiator of many inventions 
including writing and the lunar calendar. More importantly, as echoed in the Guan 
passage, he is customarily designated as the ancient king who aligned the cosmos 
by instituting yin and yang. Also, as seen in the numerous quoted passages from 
the Shiliujing, as well as in other Pre-Qin literature such as the Liezi,56 Zhuangzi 
and Huangdi Neijing, he is seen as a ruler who consults with many advisors who 
act as his teachers. In co-opting the Yellow Emperor into the HDSJ, two motives 
may be discerned on the part of the author(s). The first is to use him as a 
normative device to constrain the actions of the contemporary ruler and the second 
is to advance the creation and maintenance of harmony in the cosmos. 
Identity and Normativity 
 
We have seen earlier that the cosmic Dao does not impose normative 
constraints on the ruler until he himself decides to play by its game after having 
                                                 
55 Huainanzi, Chapter 19. 
 
56 Many see this text as a forgery though some scholars have come to its 
defense in recent years. See Hu Jiacong 胡家聪, Jixia Zhengming yu Huanglao 




been enticed by the promise of power by the author(s) of the HDSJ. Likewise, 
through the promise of power in emulating the Yellow Emperor, the author(s) 
attempts to lure the ruler into accepting the normative constraints involved in 
playing the role of the quasi-Yellow Emperor in the contemporary situation. 
Defoort informs us that a common rhetorical device used in Early China involves 
the imagery of the immobile pole star which all celestial entities pay homage to as 
represented by their movement. The imagery here is readily understood in Daoist 
and Confucian terms where the ruler is wuwei (without action) and the subjects 
are youwei (with action, understood as going about their daily activities under the 
influence of the virtue of the ruler). The belief was that in imitating the pole star in 
this aspect the earthly ruler gains its potency and becomes similarly efficacious in 
his affairs. Likewise, in imitating the semi-divine Yellow Emperor, the earthly 
ruler attempts to gain the same kind of power possessed by the proto-type. This 
places him at the heart of the cosmos as its director and regulator. In some ways 
this mirrors the function of grasping the Dao.  
 However, once lured into this process of imitation, the earthly ruler takes 
upon an identity with which various normative constraints are coextensive. While 
the previous step may seem somewhat mystical this latter one is fairly intuitive. 
Korsgaard, in speaking about Sources of Normativity, notes that: 
You are a human being, a woman or a man, an adherent of a certain 
religion, a member of an ethnic group, someone’s friend and so on. And all 
these identities give rise to reasons and obligations … Our ordinary ways 
of talking reflect this connection to identity. A century ago a European 
could admonish another to civilized behavior by telling him to act like a 
Christian. It is still true in many quarters that courage is urged on males by 
the injunction “Be a man!” Duties more connected to social roles are of 
course enforced this way. “A psychiatrist doesn’t violate the confidence of 
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her patients.” No “ought” is needed here because normativity is built right 
into the role. (Italics mine)57
 
The explanation raised from a Western source does not diminish the force of the 
argument here because the Chinese case is even better known. In the absence of a 
fact-value dichotomy, the understanding of one’s name (as father, son, ruler or 
subject) involves acting in accordance with the commonsensically-designated 
behavior.58 Thus, a father is supposed to be kind, while the son filial, a ruler is 
supposed to fulfill his role in providing for his people, while the minister serves 
his lord loyally. Acting otherwise implies that one does not live up to one’s name. 
 The genius of the author(s) is in promising the ruler more than just the love 
of his people if he should act in a manner proper to a king. Additionally, in 
“taking on” the Yellow Emperor’s identity in the current age, he will become as 
powerful as his predecessor. But in so doing, the ruler is himself constrained by 
behavior worthy of an imitator. Whether deliberately or otherwise, the author(s) 
placed the Yellow Emperor’s self-appraisal at the beginning of the Shiliujing in 
the Li Ming 立命 passage: 
I am in awe of Heaven (Tian), love the Earth (Di), and am intimate with 
[the people] (qinmin 亲民) … I love the people and the people are not lost. 
I love the Earth, and the Earth is not neglected … If I were to treat my 
intimates intimately and promote the worthy, my success will be complete. 
(Shiliujing, Li Ming) 
                                                 
57 Christine Korsgaard, “The Sources of Normativity,” in Moral Discourse 
and Practice – Some Philosophical Approaches, ed. Stephen Darwall, Allan 
Gibbard and Peter Railton (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 392-3. 
 
58 Duties derived from “common sense” need not be treated with suspicion 
because it seems to derive from rhetoric. The case for common sense/sensus 
communis is strengthened when we consider the fact that it has been defended for 
its social-binding function and is directed towards the common good. It is also 
taken to be the root of practical knowledge/phronesis which allows one to deal 
with concrete situations that abstract knowledge may be ill-adept at dealing with. 
See Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 2nd Edition, translated by Joel 




It is noteworthy that the Yellow Emperor is said to be qinmin (intimate with the 
people). Even in the limited59 conception of morality in the HDSJ, it has tried to 
ensure that kindness is shown by the ruler to his own people. What of course 
reinforces our cynicism towards the whole enterprise is the ulterior motives the 
ruler would have for showing kindness as shown above. On the other hand, this 
limited vision of morality may be all that the author(s) can hope to coax the ruler 
into.  
The “Natural” Order 
 
 In Chapter 3, I have sought to prove that Nature as formulated by 
Peerenboom does not exist as such in the HDSJ. However, as Queen informs us, 
there is a normatively privileged vision of the cosmos which involves the earthly 
ruler forming a triad with Heaven and Earth (can yu Tian Di 参于天地). Though 
it is easy to dismiss the myth promoted in the HDSJ as a ploy by the author(s) to 
persuade a power-hungry ruler, there is no reason to assume that the author(s) 
does not himself believe in the metaphysics as presented. The author(s) may have 
in fact believed that the cosmos would react in the relevant ways if the ruler 
behaved accordingly. The idea of forming a triad with Tian and Di first appeared 
in the Late Warring States Period, and the various formulations of it are frequently 
traceable to figures of the Jixia Academy. Csikszentmihalyi refers to this pattern 
of thought as Heaven’s Algorithm.60 As was seen in Chapter 3, that the cosmos 
                                                 
59 The morality of the HDSJ is “limited” insofar as it is exercised so that a 
further end may be achieved. This would not be the way morality is located in a 
Mohist or Confucian system.  
 
60 Mark Csikszentmihalyi, “Emulating the Yellow Emperor: The Theory 
and Practice of HuangLao, 180 – 141 B.C.E.” (Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford 
University, 1994), 166. 
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can be manipulated/affected by the actions of a ruler as described presupposes 
some rules which govern the workings of the universe though these cannot be in 
themselves normative. 
 As mentioned, the Yellow Emperor is seen as the aligner of the cosmos 
and the institutor of yin and yang. The earthly ruler in taking on his identity 
likewise carries the burden of furthering the order which he had instituted. The 
order prescribed by the author(s) becomes normative insofar as the ruler tries to 
emulate the Yellow Emperor. A few points may be in order here: Firstly, Tian is 
normative because it punishes the ruler for wrongful activities, and contrary to 
Peerenboom’s formulation, not because it is mechanistic Nature governed by laws 
which provide the transcendent ground for justifying human institutions. Secondly, 
there is a privileged order, but this is not a given one denoted by Tian as suggested. 
Rather it is achieved via a triadic relationship involving Tian and Di. Thirdly, this 
privileged order, though not normative at first glance, becomes so when the ruler 
takes on the task of emulating the Yellow Emperor.61
Narrative and Transcendence 
 
 Lastly, it ought to be noted that the author(s) of the HDSJ has also used a 
familiar device that is common among the various schools of thought – the 
narrative. Fingarette, in the study of Confucianism, notes that Confucius presents 
                                                 
61 I am not suggesting that the Yellow Emperor is somehow an 
intermediary between the earthly ruler and Tian. It is more the case that the 
earthly ruler learns the proper way to negotiate with the moral field through 
imitating his predecessor who is “in awe of Tian (cf. Li Ming)”, so as to achieve 
the prototype’s success. Because one is not merely a Tian-follower, but one who 
forms a triad with it and Di, the insight gained here is that moral field is clearly 
not so much an absolute, but a formidable force to contend with. Morality per se 
can be seen as important on the one hand, but not something that is to be accepted 
categorically on the other. This interpretation finds support also from the 
instrumental mentality permeating much of the text. 
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his ideal of a community regulated by rites (li) in the form of a narrative. But this 
method is not unique to the Chinese: 
To cope with the meaning of life rather than its physical realities, man has 
always begun by apprehending the meaning not in the form of an abstract 
conception about this life but in the form of a narrative of events in some 
way parallel to it.62
 
The promise is that in drawing lessons from the Way of the Ancients (usually Yao 
and Shun), the former golden age may be regained. The audience who identify 
themselves as genealogical descendents of that ancient past find a natural place 
within the scheme of things as presented in the narrative. This, coupled with the 
parallels between events in the past and those of the present, makes the force of 
narrative all the more compelling. It would be easy for a ruler to see himself as a 
part of that great story that is to unfold which had its parallel occurrence in the 
past.  
 The force of such a device is so powerful that rival schools had to invent 
their own techniques in the game of persuasion. Usually the Legalists are 
portrayed as anti-traditionalist-pragmatists who deny that events in the past have 
any relevance to the present, on account that conditions have changed so much 
since then. Where examples of the Ancient Kings are raised they are usually done 
so to illustrate specific points where their policies had worked for specific 
problems, not that their Way was to be imported unquestioningly.63
 The Daoists on the other hand use the technique of locating the narrative in 
a time even further back than the Confucians, and the number of Ancient Kings 
                                                 
62 Herbert Fingarette, Confucius – the Secular as Sacred (New York: 
Harper Torchbooks, 1972), 65. 
 
63 This is an extremely abridged explanation of the puzzle of why the 
Legalists should use anecdotes of the Ancient Kings. More should certainly be 
said space permitting, but that is a luxury denied to me now.  
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increases phenomenally in their discourse. They would even push their account 
back into the primeval past starting with the genesis of the cosmos. The Dao 
which governs the movements of the cosmos would still be relevant now, they say, 
because it is that which causes all things to be. Seen in such light, the strategy of 
the HDSJ is similar to that of other Daoist writings. 
 The point of divergence comes when one considers the institution of the 
yin and yang as a positive event or otherwise. In the Zhuangzi, the Yellow 
Emperor is also the institutor, and as such, he is seen as a cause of social decay 
and decline. The primitivistic Daoists who believe that the world ought to return 
to a simpler, more naïve state, see the “invention” of rites, and yin and yang as the 
sign of spiritual decay. Interestingly, in the Shun Dao chapter of the Shiliujing, in 
a dialogue between the Yellow Emperor and Li Mo, the primeval state involving a 
ruler called Da Ting who did not employ yin, yang, xing and de was not 
condemned but praised. Da Ting was even said to be one who understood the Dao 
to the extent that these were not necessary. In that sense, the HDSJ does not 
defend itself against the negative image the Yellow Emperor had for the creation 
of such devices. Bai Xi speculates that this may be because the notion of these 
being signs of decay had not arisen at the time of the HDSJ’s writing.64 On the 
other hand, it may be that like similar narratives found in the Heguanzi, different 
methods of governance are simply necessary for different ages.65  Rather than 
force society into a primitivistic mode, the idea may simply be “damage control”. 
                                                 
64 Bai Xi白奚, Jixiaxue Yanjiu: Zhongguo Gudai de Sixiang Ziyou yu 
Baijia Zhengming稷下学研究：中国古代的思想自由与百家争鸣 (Beijing: 
Shenghuo Dushu Xinzhi Sanlian Shuju, 1998), 114. 
 
65 See A. C. Graham, “A Neglected Pre-Han Philosophical Text: ‘Ho-
kuan-tzu’,” in Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of 
London, 52.3 (1989): 497-532. 
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In an already disordered age, it is inevitable that some extreme measures be taken 
to reinstitute order. But one senses that a primitivistic doctrine would in any case 
be of little interest to a power-hungry warlord. A discourse involving promise of 
great power as well as the reputation as the bringer of peace and order would 
undoubtedly be more attractive to such a ruler. The easier way to understand this 
would be from the perspective of the HDSJ as engaging in the art of persuasion. 
 The point that follows is that the Yellow Emperor narrative which involves 
him eliminating his opponent and instituting “emergency” measures for recreating 
order in a disordered age, forms the parallel state of affairs that a Warring States 
ruler finds himself in. This then is the narrative that the HDSJ uses. It shares some 
similarities with Legalist writings in not romanticizing about the past, and drawing 
lessons from it only when necessary. But between the Confucian, Daoist and the 
HDSJ modes of narrative, we find similarities in terms explicated by Fingarette, 
that of drawing lessons from a parallel event removed from the present. 
 There is also an interesting feature in the narrative that is too obvious to 
miss. Because no traditional narrative of the Yellow Emperor omits the fact that 
he consults with and listens to his advisors, a ruler who participates in it would be 
obliged to do the same. It is only natural that those in ministerial positions would 
try to find a safeguard against rulers who would not listen to reason, and in so 
doing, bring disasters upon himself and his people. The Yellow Emperor in this 
regard cannot be a more perfect choice. A more cynical reading into this reveals a 
hidden motive on the part of ministers who try to maintain positions for 
themselves in court while playing the role of advisors, a role which guarantees 
influence through the innocent medium of words of wisdom. 
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 In Chapter 3 was presented Peerenboom’s understanding of transcendence 
based on Ames’ studies of early Chinese philosophy: A is transcendent with 
respect to B if the meaning or import of B cannot be fully analyzed and explained 
without recourse to A but the reverse is not true. It has been seen that it may be 
somewhat problematic in using laws of nature as a transcendent ground (A) for 
explaining normatively privileged human institutions (B). On the other hand, as a 
tool for explaining the force of the narrative, it may perhaps be suggested that the 
narrative is “transcendent” in an important way. Discounting the fact that a ruler 
may be simply lured by his own interests in following the injunctions in the 
HDSJ, the narrative (A) forms the explanation for his performance of those sets of 
actions (B). Seen in a non-cynical light, the actions of the ruler draw meaning 
from the narrative which he participates in. Legitimacy here is not simply seen 
from the perspective of the ruler. Where a narrative is employed in such a case, it 
is the audience (his subjects) who are invited also to see his actions in light of the 
narrative. Where this is achieved, legitimacy for his actions is gained, and his use 
of violence when normatively sanctioned as part of the story becomes 
“meaningful”, drawing force from the transcendent narrative. 
Concluding Reflections 
 
 In spite of the skepticism that various scholars have of the moral texture of 
the HDSJ, it cannot be denied that Tian has been employed as a normative device 
in restraining the actions of the ruler. If Tian had simply been treated as Nature in 
the modern understanding, it would lose its moral force. However, in exploring its 
early roots, it has been shown that the author(s) has deliberately presented it as a 
cosmic moral arbitrator that is beyond reproach, making theodicy unnecessary and 
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the connection between quasi-laws (i.e. xing) and morality stronger. In this limited 
sense, these “laws” can be seen to approximate ideals of natural law.  
 Still, the nature of this “morality” cannot be taken for granted. Feng 
mentions that while Confucianism of the Mencian variety bases “philosophy on a 
series of moral categories” and places “emphasis on the motives of political 
action” (italics mine),   
… the (HDSJ) pays more attention to outcomes. A policy is good only if it 
is successful. In the (HDSJ) we frequently find such terms as gains (de得), 
losses (shi失), success (cheng成) and failure (bai败) … This tradition is 
conspicuously pragmatic.66  
 
And what is more, success is viewed from the perspective of the ruler. Where a 
conflict of interest arises, it is obvious whose life-plan has precedence. It appears 
that the ruler’s interest may be advanced so long as he does not provoke a 
backlash by the populace. If judged on the basis of its moral effect on the ruler, 
the HDSJ fairs badly. 
 It was shown that in all likelihood, nue/atrocity is permissible only against 
those who are on the opposing side in a power struggle. Since the HDSJ also has 
statements prohibiting the massacre of innocent non-combatants, the scope of nue 
is most probably limited. On the other hand, its failure to prohibit a derogatory 
notion points to Feng’s assertion that the HDSJ lacks a conception of moral 
categories, or chooses to ignore them in favor of expediency. On this count, the 
label of natural law fails insofar as morality is not a central concern. The converse 
is equally problematic, it would be erroneous also to claim that morality is not a 
concern per se. What we see here is a limited notion of morality, focused largely 
                                                 
66 Feng Yu, “Might and Right: The Yellow Emperor Tradition as 
Compared to Confucianism” in Confucianism and Human Rights, ed., Wm. 




on those closest to oneself and not opposed to one’s interest. In any case, to say 
that the text espouses a natural law ethic seems wholly inappropriate. 
 Within this limited notion of morality, we see how the author(s) has spun a 
myth of the cosmos such that when the ruler is lured into its discourse, he is at 
once constrained by the many normative rules which govern this game. He is the 
Yellow Emperor in contemporary form, and that limits his range of actions. He is 
a player in a narrative involving the movements of the cosmos and its aligner, the 
Yellow Emperor, thus taking on the responsibility of ensuring the proper 
functioning of the cosmos. To do so, he cannot but defer to a moral Tian, with 
whom he forms a triad together with Di. These motives on the part of the author(s) 
could very well indicate that casting the situation in terms of outcomes is but a 
means of persuasion. Had the author(s) not done so, it is unlikely that the ruler 
might have taken an interest in his work. But playing the game of persuasion 
certainly has its limitations. As much as the ruler becomes limited in his range of 
actions by participating the rules of HDSJ, so must the author(s) be content with a 
vision of order with reduced moral texture. Confucianism may be the choice of the 
morally courageous, but in its authentic form, whilst engaging in the game of 
persuasion, it loses out to doctrines of expediency.  
 But there can be no doubt that normative devices exist in various forms 
within the text, some of these are moral (like Tian) while others are ambivalent 
but serve to induce the reader into a limited moral framework. Still, it pays to take 
heed of Davidson’s warning that Pre-Qin philosophy is often not as definite as we 
would hope. With that in mind, it seems futile to define/refine the moral texture of 
the text any further. 
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